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Abstract
Biohybrid robotics are a new class of mechanical systems which use biological cells as machine
components in microscale to mesoscale actuators and motile structures. Eukaryotic cells come
pre-programmed to accomplish a wide range of functionalities, from sensing environmental factors
to providing contractile forces. Current laboratory techniques permit control over the expression
of specific biological mechanisms in a cell as well as the addition of new ones. Biological cells can
be cultured on biocompatible, elastomeric, soft robotics chassis, which are cheap, robust, and easy
to fabricate. The replacement of classical machine components with biological cells enables the
extension of robotics to smaller size scales at low cost and with the potential for mass production.
Here, we present the design and fabrication of a biohybrid flagellum, using a single cluster
of one to several cardiomyocytes to generate a bending force on a microscale filament. A slender
body elastohydrodynamic model is used to provide design criteria for the system, ensuring that the
actuation of a single cell cluster will produce time irreversible deformation and net propulsion at low
Reynolds number. Microscale polydimethylsiloxane filaments are fabricated by etching channels
into silicon wafers and filling those channels with uncured elastomer by capillary draw. Cell
adhesion location is controlled by selective functionalization of the filament. Functional instances
are presented in one- and two-tailed forms, powered by the spontaneous, periodic contraction of
cardiac myocytes. In a biocompatible environment, these swimmers are self-powered and self-
controlled, relying on no external stimulation. Together with the model, the system represents a
characterized machine component capable of generating propulsion that can be readily assembled
into more complex configurations to design a motile swimmer with specific functionality.
Additional work to extend the utility of the swimmer is presented, including a microfluidic tem-
plating platform, consisting of a removable microfluidic “stamp” with multiple inlets and channels
intersecting the filament. Individual channels can be used to place unique cell types on different
regions of the swimmer. In this manner, we hope to be able to engineer multicellular biohybrid
systems. We show an extended slender body elastohydrodynamic model with coupled, synchroniz-
ii
able actuators capable of generating more complex filament deformations and scaled up swimming
performance by, for example, synchronization by mechanical strain coupling. To characterize the
ability of strain coupled cardiomyocytes to synchronize, an experimental platform is constructed
to produce high speed sinusoidal substrate deformation of a 2D cell culture on a microscope. We
find that cardiac contractile dynamics do respond to cyclical strain, including the ability to syn-
chronize to frequency shifts within a limited range. We present a relaxation oscillator model with
nonlinear strain dependence that exhibits similar oscillator dynamics to the experimentally studied
sinusoidal substrate perturbation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Developments in soft robotics and biological techniques are enabling a new branch of robotic
systems in which classical machine components can be replaced by biological cells. This dissertation
summarizes the development of a biohybrid flagellar swimmer, which uses soft robotics to produce
a monolithic, microscale chassis that is actuated and propelled by the contractions of biological
cells to generate propulsion and swim at low Reynolds number (Re). The successful demonstration
of this swimmer is a first-of-its kind example of microscale self propulsion.
In this document, we utilize soft robotics and biohybrid actuation to achieve a motile swimmer
that satisfies the following design goals:
• Self-powered: No tethered or external power supply for application of force
• Autonomous: No external controller
• Microscale characteristic dimension
• Generates time irreversible deformation to swim at low Re
• Characterizable dynamics for use as a machine component
• Low cost mass-producible mechanical platform
• Potential to integrate into complex configurations
In this chapter, we summarize existing demonstrations of microscale swimming, soft robotics,
and biohybrid robotics, and discuss how they provide insight on how to achieve our design goals.
1.1 Microscale swimming
Many biological species, including bacteria, protozoa, and spermatozoa, use the cyclic actuation
of flagella to swim in complex fluids [43]. These swimmers function at small characteristic length
scales in the low Reynolds number (Re) regime, where viscous forces dominate inertial forces.
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To generate propulsion at this scale, the swimmers must produce a time irreversible deforma-
tion of the flagella [61] over the course of a repeatable cycle (to be expanded upon in Chapter 2).
Spermatozoa, for example, generate complex bending patterns in their flagella by sliding micro-
tubules relative to each other [32, 11, 6], while bacteria rotate a helix shaped flagella to generate
propulsion [98]. While such low Re swimmers are ubiquitous in nature, there have been only a
few experimental realizations of flagellar propulsion using synthetic materials, all of which rely on
external magnetic drivers or exhaustible chemical reactions.
Ghosh et al. demonstrated a magnetic powered cork-screw swimmer consisting of a microfab-
ricated, 1-2 µm long helical spiral made of silicon dioxide. Using glance angle deposition, a silicon
wafer covered in a monolayer of 200-300 nm silica beads was spun slowly while depositing SiO2
to produce the helical tail. The spiral tails were magnetized and suspended in fluid. A triaxial
Helmholtz coil rotated the helix at up to 170 RPM, producing directed swimming velocities of
approximately 40 µm/sec [31]. Zhang et al. demonstrated a similar helical swimmer, produc-
ing “artificial bacterial flagella” with a magnetic head and a helical tail made of 27 nm thick
InGaAs/GaAs bilayer ribbons. Similarly to the previous example, the swimmers were controlled
by three sets of orthogonal electromagnetic coils to produce thrust by continuous rotation. Back-
wards swimming was produced by reversing the rotational direction of the swimmer [100], enabling
navigation in a 3-dimensional environment. Both of these examples partially satisfied the design
goals of this thesis: it generated propulsion at low Re using a robust, microfabricated structure
that can be cheaply produced in bulk, but required an external power supplies generating the
rotational motion and resultant translation. Both examples were nondeformable; such a design
cannot produce irreversible deformation in the absence of an external power supply.
Dreyfus et al. produced a microscale swimmer consisting of a filament composed of streptavidin
coated 1 µm magnetic particles connected by double stranded DNA. The filament had an effective
bending stiffness scaled by the length of the connecting DNA fragments, and was actuated by
applying an oscillatory external magnetic field. This produced irreversible, wave-like motion of
the filament, generating propulsion in a deformable microscale system. The authors characterized
the system by the nondimensional “sperm number”:
Sp = L
(
ζ⊥ω
κ
)1/4
(1.1)
where κ is the bending stiffness of the filament, ζ⊥ is the normal drag coefficient, ω is the actuation
frequency, and L is the filament length. Assuming constant fluid viscosity, similar systems with
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different filament lengths but the same sperm number must offset that length with large variations
in either filament stiffness or actuation frequency. The authors found that optimum swimming
velocities of the 30 µm filament were produced for Sp between 1 and 3, compared to biological
spermatozoon, with an estimated Sp of 7 [23]. This is another elegant demonstration of microscale
swimming satisfying many of this projects design goals, but still requires an external driver (in the
form of expensive, large equipment) to provide the actuating magnetic force and control.
Other research has produced microscale swimming by using intact bacteria or spermatozoa
to generate propulsion. Behkam et al. functionalized 10 µm polystyrene beads, facilitating the
random attachment of S. marcescens bacteria. The attached bacteria generated propulsive forces
naturally and autonomously, producing an average swimming velocity of 10 µm/sec of the func-
tionalized beads. Swimming was turned on and off by transiently disabling bacterial propulsion
with the addition of Cu2+ and EDTA [4]. Magdanz et al. produced a microscale swimmer with a
“sperm tube” system, consisting of a microfabricated tube and a bull spermatozoon. The tube is
constructed of thin, rolled up ferromagnetic layers with an opening large enough for a spermato-
zoon to swim into. Placing the tubes in a culture with bull spermatazoan, an individual sperm cell
would (eventually) randomly swim into the tube, trapping itself. Further actuation of the sperm
flagellum generated a propulsive force, driving the tube through the fluid at up to 100 µm/sec [47].
The directional trajectory of the swimmer is controlled by applying an external magnetic field to
control the orientation of the tube. These two biologically powered swimmers satisfy the self-
powered, microscale propulsion and bulk production design goals. However, these demonstrations
are effectively methods of using motile cells to carry cargo, as opposed to using cells as actuators to
generate propulsion in a microscale device. Their utility as a biohybrid component is limited, given
our minimal ability to control the flagellar actuation dynamics of the biological swimmers. The
objective of this thesis is to create characterizable biohybrid actuators that can be assembled in
complex configurations with the potential for selective actuation controlled by cellular networks or
other stimuli. Unlike eukaryotic myocytes, bacterial swimmers and spermatozoon are not adapted
to forming multicellular functional systems, and, as a result, are not suitable candidates for this
project.
Other techniques for generating propulsion of microscale objects include self-thermophoresis,
where biased radiation absorption of Janus particles consisting of a gold side and a silica side
generates a temperature gradient and biased brownian motion [37]. The technique generates
propulsion in a 1 µm particle, but requires irradiation from an external source. Other groups
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generated propulsion of microspheres asymmetrically coated in a material to react with chemical
gradients [34, 94]. Zhu et al. demonstrated a microfabricated fish functionalized with catalytic
materials to produce chemical propulsion [101].
1.2 Soft Robotics
Classical robotics require machine components consisting of intricate small parts subject to wear
and failure. A simple, low cost DC motor is constructed of dozens of parts. When we attempt to
miniaturize such components, the design complexity of classical components produces exponential
increases in fabrication cost and complexity, while compromising product robustness.
Soft robotics, which uses materials of similar elastic modulus to biological tissue, bypasses
the complexity of classical robotics by enabling single, monolithic actuators capable of achieving
continuous deformation. Equivalent hard robotics systems exhibiting many degrees of freedom
actuation are both extremely complex and costly to design and build.
Additionally, soft robotics are an ideal candidate for systems that interact with humans, as an
actuator with the stiffness of tissue can cause relatively little bodily harm in comparison to a metal
structure with no feedback mechanisms. Soft robotics display a degree of physical adaptability
unheard of in hard robotics, allowing them to modify themselves to perform new tasks or fit in
new places [67]. Soft robotics have been identified as a likely candidate for surgical tools with the
capacity of performing multiple functions and changing their stiffness on the fly [16].
Soft robotic systems can be actuated by a wide range of mechanisms. Most commonly used,
fluidic elastomer actuators consist of chambers in an elastomeric structure designed that, under
pressure by inflation with an injected air or fluid, produce continuous bending deformations. Bend-
ing is enabled by designing the inflatable chamber to have asymmetric elastic stiffness on different
sides, typically achieved by sandwiching a chamber with two different types of elastomer or em-
bedding a rigid material [73, 84, 58]. Upon release of the fluid or gas from the chamber, the elastic
actuator returns to its resting configuration, enabling cyclic actuation. Injection of the fluid can
be controlled conventionally by air compressors and valves, or by more exotic mechanisms. Shep-
herd et al. injected methane into a soft robotics chamber with a vent that closed under pressure.
Combusting the methane with an integrated spark gap generator, the rapid expansion of the gas
closes the vent and produces rapid deformation of the actuator [74].
Electroactive polymers, a class of engineered materials capable of deforming under application
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Figure 1.1: A dielectric elastomeric actuator. 6kV is applied across a pair of carbon grease elec-
trodes painted on either side of a thin elastomeric sheet stretched on a supporting ring. The
electrostatic attraction between the electrodes compresses the film between the electrodes, pro-
ducing in plane expansion by the Poisson effect
of an electric field, include electrostrictive paper, electroviscoelastic elastomers, liquid crystal elas-
tomers, and dielectric elastomers. Commonly used in soft robotics, dielectric elastomer actuators
use a large electrostatic potential applied between flexible electrodes on either side of a dielectric
elastomer to produce an attractive force and compression of the elastomer (Fig. 1.1). By the
Poisson effect, the compression of the elastomer in one direction produces an expansion in the
other, which can be exploited to produce controllable deformation [40].
Soft robotics are particularly useful for producing complex biologically inspired behaviours. A
four legged pneumatically actuated soft robot illustrated the versatility of the actuator class by
walking, crawling, and navigating a wide range of obstacles, using just 5 actuators [35]. Shepherd et
al. demonstrated a jumping soft robot using the rapid gas expansion of a combustive soft robotics
actuator [74]. Efficient swimming requires undulatory, wavelike motion of a fin or actuator. In a
hard robotics actuator, this would require a complex, many DOF system. Soft robotics, capable
of performing complex, continuous deformations, are particularly ideal for this task. Marchese et
al. demonstrated a biomimetic soft robotics fish with fluid elastomer actuators. Using positive air
pressure and bending deformation controlled by release of pressurized CO2 contained inside the
fish, the group was able to reproduce life-like deformations, including escape measures [51, 38, 50]
Continuous deformation and the compliant properties of a soft robotics actuators make them
particularly suitable for grabbing and manipulating irregularly shaped and fragile objects. Shian
et al. used a dielectric actuator to produce a curved deformation of a thin elastomeric sheet to
wrap around an object and grab it [76]. Martinez et al. used pneumatic soft robotic tentacles to
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Figure 1.2: A soft robotics inchworm using a fluid elastomer actuator. The flow of compressed air
is controlled by an external bank of air valves to individually actuate each of 3 chambers, creating
inchworm like deformation and walking.
grab and handle delicate objects such as a flower [52], a task that conventional hard manipulators
are ill suited to perform. Shintake et al. demonstrated a dielectric elastomeric actuator capable of
producing electroadhesion to pick up and handle fragile objects including a water-filled balloon,
an egg, and a flat piece of paper [77]. The ability to interact with delicate structures make soft
robotic actuators a potentially valuable tool for biomedical and human interaction applications
[15, 79].
A notable limitation of the current state of soft robotics lies in the lack of available power
supplies. Most demonstrations require an external power source, be it electricity or fluid/gas
injection. The fish discussed earlier demonstrated untethered soft robotic actuation by using
compressed air canisters [50]. Stokes et al. demonstrated a hybrid hard/soft robotic system,
where the rigid components required to generate air flows to pneumatically actuate a gripper were
housed on a wheeled robot [82]. Tolley et al. demonstrated a larger scale (approximately 5 kg)
untethered fluid elastomer actuator robot walker that wore the rigid components, including a pair
of air compressors, like a backpack [90, 91].
The development of untethered soft robotics without rigid components is a current project
requiring the integration of flexible electronics [83, 3, 13, 66] that can now be printed directly onto
polymer substrates [41]. Alternatively, biological cells and engineered biological tissues, which
intrinsically fall into the domain of soft robotics, have the potential to replace hard components
in hybrid soft and hard systems.
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1.3 Biohybrid robotics
Biohybrid robotics utilize biological cells in lieu of a mechanical or electronic robotic component.
A simple robot that drives in a straight line can be constructed with just a few components:
wheels to provide motility, motors to power the wheels, a circuit to control the application of
power to the motors, and a battery to provide power. An analogous biohybrid system that swims
(as proposed in this document) could use a soft robotics flagellum to enable motility, contractions
of myocytes to power the flagellum, the internal energy stores of the myocyte to provide power,
and the internal cyclical calcium handling mechanisms of the cell to control the time dynamics of
the application of that power. In this case we reduce our system from 4 components to 2, while
simultaneously enabling the reduction of size scale by several orders of magnitude and producing
a more robust chassis without joints or part assemblies. With increasing developments in soft
robotics and biological techniques, the engineering community has provided examples of biohybrid
robotic systems of increasing complexity, functionality, and autonomy [27].
Feinberg et al. provided an early example of a biohybrid system demonstrating both actuation
and motility. The group constructed 2D myocardial tissues, termed muscular thin films, consisting
of primary cardiomyocytes on a patterned PDMS thin film. By cutting the films into appropriate
shapes, contraction of the myocytes led to film curling, walking by asymmetric interaction with a
substrate, and inertial swimming (identified by continued drift between actuation strokes). Actu-
ation of the cardiac myocytes was controlled by applying an electric field in the media [28]. This
system exhibited many of the basic design principles for this project, but at a larger size scale,
with external triggering, and limited potential for propulsion characterization due to variation in
specimen characteristics.
In an extension of this work, Nawroth et al. used the concept of muscular thin films in an
elegant display of biomimicry. Cardiac myocytes were patterned on a thin PDMS film precisely
cut to mimic the shape of a jellyfish. Patterned cardiac myocytes were highly aligned in order
to control maximum applied bending moment in a fashion that mimicked muscle formation in
jellyfish. The artificial jellyfish, termed a medusoid, generated propulsion with vortex shedding,
and a fluid mechanics analysis indicated that the medusoid produced highly similar flow patterns
to biological specimens. The medusoid was triggered externally by the application of an electric
field [55].
Cvetkovic et al. demonstrated a walking biohybrid robot consisting of a muscle strip of skeletal
muscle formed around the legs of a 3D printed poly (ethylene glycol) diacrylate scaffold. After
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differentiation into myotubes, the muscle was actuated by application of an electric field, causing
deformation of the legs. Asymmetric interaction with the substrate produced motion by walking
[18]. In a followup study, Raman et al. demonstrated light triggered walking using optogenetic
skeletal muscle. C2C12 cells were modified by lentiviral transduction to express Channelrhodopsin-
2 (ChR2), a light sensitive ion channel. Exposure of the cell to blue light at 470 nm triggered
contraction of the cells. Muscle rings were formed by compacting tissues of C2C12 in Matrigel,
fibrinogen, and thrombin, and the rings were placed on 3D printed scaffolds. The scaffold, which
provided the backbone and legs of the walker, was sufficiently compliant to fall in the regime of
soft robotics. By selective actuation of discrete actuators, directional walking was achieved. The
group also demonstrated performance enhancements via training through periodic and continued
stimulation over the course of days [63].
Park et al. demonstrated a biomimetic stingray capable of generating undulatory motion of a
fin triggered by optogenetic stimulation of cardiomyocytes. Reverse engineering the batoid fish, the
group fabricated a soft robotics body consisting of a layer of PDMS, a layer of gold beams, another
layer of PDMS, and a patterned layer of cardiomyocytes. The cardiomyocytes were patterned in
a serpentine fashion, lengthening the conduction path from an initial cell exhibiting an action
potential to the rest of the actuating muscle. This produced a time delay in contraction that was
enable undulatory deformation of the fins. Cardiac myocytes were optogenetically modified with
ChR2, and, by triggering selectively one side or the other, the stingray would turn away from bright
light and towards weaker light [59]. This is the first example of a biohybrid system engineered with a
biological processing circuitry enabling semi-autonomous reading of an environmental factor (light
intensity) and responding by turning, in a manner remarkably similar to conceptual Braitenberg
vehicles [8].
1.4 Summary
To date, there is no demonstration of a self propelled, synthetic flagellar swimmer operating
at low Re, despite potential applications in the in vivo or in vitro transport and delivery of
cargo. Accompanied by required advances in the construction of cellular circuits, such a swimmer
could respond to external stimulation, such as gradients in chemistry, temperature, and light,
and autonomously navigate in a complex fluidic environment. Here, we demonstrate a functional
motile platform that can be further developed into such a biohybrid machine.
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To produce microscale flagellar propulsion, we must address two significant hurdles. First, for
independent swimming, the swimmer must either be flexible or have moving joints. Second, a
suitably scaled driving mechanism must be integrated with the synthetic flagellum to produce the
required deformation force. Here, we utilize a novel fabrication process [62] to produce highly
compliant polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) filaments on which we directly culture contractile cells.
We use a slender-body hydrodynamics model to design the flagellum such that, given proper
placement of contractile cells, forward swimming is achieved. The resultant 1-dimensional swimmer
mimics the structure of the spermatozoon, consisting of a long, slender tail and a short, rigid head,
with cardiomyocytes selectively cultured on the tail. Periodic contractions of the cardiomyocytes
generate a bending wave that propagates from the actuation site to the free end of the tail,
producing a net thrust that propels the swimmer forward.
This dissertation presents the design, fabrication, and characterization of a biohybrid swimmer
operating at low Re. In Chapter 2, we present detailed design goals for the swimmer, based on
a biomimetic reproduction of flagellar propulsion. We summarize the fluid mechanics relevant to
microscale structures, and identify the requirement of time irreversible cyclic deformation in the
generation of propulsion at low Re. We summarize the results of slender body theory, and present
a slender body elastohydrodynamic model that predicts the mechanics of an on-board actuated
elastic filament in a Stokes flow and the resultant swimming dynamics. We use this model to
provide critical design parameters for the biohybrid swimmer, which are used in the fabrication of
an experimental specimen.
In Chapter 3, we describe the fabrication and demonstration of the biohybrid flagellar swimmer.
Using the “flexible oar” mechanism, a biohybrid swimmer with a single point actuator produces
cyclical, time-irreversible, planar deformation of an elastic filament, generating propulsion at low
Re and swimming at 10 µm/sec without any external power supply or controller. We then use the
measured swimming dynamics to validate the slender body elastohydrodynamic model.
In Chapter 4, we describe work focused on extending the functionality and performance of the
biohybrid swimmer. A two-tailed swimmer, which removes the requirement of a swimmer head,
produces higher propulsion and an order of magnitude improvement of swimming velocity. By
using multiple tails, we demonstrate a swimmer with the capacity to turn. We anticipate that
increased complexity biohybrid swimmers will utilize multicellular circuits consisting of unique
cell types performing discrete functions. In anticipation of the requirement to pattern individual
cell types on different regions of the swimmer, we develop and present a removable microfluidic
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templating system consisting of multiple seeding channels that enable the inoculation of isolated
regions of the swimmer with unique cell types and media supplies.
In the simple biohybrid systems summarized in this document, spontaneously contractile car-
diac myocytes are used to replace classical controllers, actuators, and batteries. In Chapter 5,
we provide a more in-depth characterization of the contractile dynamics of spontaneously beat-
ing cardiac myocytes, focusing on their response to cyclical strain. We demonstrate that cardiac
oscillators with the capacity to synchronize can generate an order of magnitude improvement in
swimming dynamics, identify strain sensitivity and the potential to synchronize to a cyclical strain
field, and provide a nonlinear relaxation oscillator model whose dynamics accurately match those
exhibited by strain coupled cardiac myocytes.
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Chapter 2
Design
In this chapter, we present our basic biohybrid swimmer design, consisting of a microscale
flagellum that can be powered by the contractile forces produced by myocytes cultured directly on
the surface of the soft robotics structure. We establish the critical design parameters anticipated to
fundamentally affect swimming dynamics. We provide a slender body theory elastohydrodynamic
model predicting the dynamics of an elastic filament deforming in response to cyclical boundary
conditions and fluid drag. We provide physical measurements of critical system parameters, and
use the model to predictively optimize the biohybrid swimmer, which, with microscale dimensions,
operates at low Reynolds number. But first, to address the fluid mechanics associated with a
swimmer operating at the microscale, we summarize Stokes flows.
2.1 Stokes flow
We begin with the continuity and Navier Stokes equation for an incompressible Newtonian flow:
∂
∂xi
ui = 0 (2.1)
ρ
(
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
)
= − ∂p
∂xi
+ µ
∂2ui
∂xj∂xj
+ ρgi (2.2)
Subscripts indicate dimension indices in 2- or 3-dimensional systems. Fluid parameters include
density ρ (assumed constant in incompressible flow), viscosity µ, and body force gi, usually at-
tributed to gravity. The continuity equation (Eq. 2.1 expresses conservation of mass for a fluid
with constant density ρ. The Navier Stokes equation (Eq. 2.2) is a conservation of momentum
equation, stating that the time rate of change of momentum of a fluid region is equivalent to the
Parts of this chapter have been previously published as, B. J. Williams, S. V. Anand, J. Rajagopalan, and M.
T. A. Saif. ”A self-propelled biohybrid swimmer at low Reynolds number.” Nature Communications 5 (2014)
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sum of forces applied to that region. The pressure is defined as the mechanical pressure, or the
mean normal force applied to an element.
We assume Newtonian fluids everywhere in this discussion. Newtonian fluids exhibit linear
stress in response to shear rate, isotropic fluids, and symmetric stress tensors. Additionally, when
a fluid is stationary, the pressure of a Newtonian fluid is the thermodynamic pressure. The viscous
term in Eq. 2.2 is derived from the divergence of the viscous stress tensor for a Newtonian fluid:
∂τji
∂xj
=
∂2ui
∂xj∂xj
(2.3)
Incompressible flows are fully decoupled from the energy equation, which includes the effects of
thermodynamic quantities, and will not be included in this discussion. With appropriate boundary
conditions, Equations 2.1 and 2.2 can be solved to determine the velocity field ui(xi, t) and pressure
distribution p(xi, t).
We nondimensionalize Eq. 2.2 in order to make appropriate approximations for microscale
flows. For characteristic velocity U , length L, and reference pressure p0, we choose nondimensional
variables u′i = ui/U , x
′
i = xi/L, and, taking a viscous pressure scaling:
p′ =
(p− p0)L
µU
(2.4)
We can rewrite Eq. 2.2, neglecting gravity, as:
Re
(
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂
∂xj
ui
)
+
∂
∂xi
p =
∂2ui
∂xj∂xj
(2.5)
Where Re = ρUL/µ, the Reynolds number. This nondimensional parameter reflects the relative
significance of inertial and viscous forces. In the low Re limit (Re → 0), where viscous forces
dominate, this simplifies to:
∂
∂xi
ui = 0 (2.6)
∂
∂xi
p = µ
∂2ui
∂xj∂xj
(2.7)
Thus by taking the low Re limit we drop off the inertial terms from the Navier Stokes equations
to describe the Stokes flow regime. By taking the divergence of Eq. 2.7, we find that pressure
satisfies the Laplace equation:
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∂2p
∂xj∂xj
= 0 (2.8)
In this dissertation, we focus on the development of a microscale biohybrid swimmer with
micron scale cross-section; assuming a characteristic length L = 10×10−6m, characteristic velocity
1×10−3m/s, and kinematic viscosity of η = µ/ρ = 0.8×10−6m2/s, we estimate Re ≈ .01, indicating
that viscous forces should dominate for our system and a low Re approximation is suitable.
Stokes flows are massless, as fluid density does not affect the flow. Stokes flows have no time
dependence, and, consequently, are determined by their instantaneous boundary conditions. Stokes
flows are linear, allowing that the superposition of individual flows satisfying Stokes equation also
satisfies Stokes equation.
Stokes flows are reversible: reversing the flow velocity everywhere (by reversing the velocity
boundary conditions) generates a Stokes flow where all stresses change direction and pressures
p − p0 change sign. This provides significant limitations on our ability to generate propulsion at
low Reynolds number. An object with surface ω moving through a Stokes flow is subjected to the
force:
Fi =
∫
ω
(nip− njτji)dω (2.9)
If we reverse the flow around an object, we reverse both pressure (p−p0) and stresses, resulting
in a net force in the opposite direction. As the reverse flow produces the opposite sign flow pattern,
we find that Stokes flows around a body have no wake; the velocity field upstream and downstream
is symmetric. The drag on a sphere in a Stokes flow is linear with respect to sphere radius, velocity,
and fluid viscosity:
FD = 6piµaU (2.10)
2.2 Generating propulsion at low Reynolds number
We can use the linear properties of Stokes flows to make claims about more complex objects. In
anticipation of our flagellar swimmer model, we consider here a pseudo 1-dimensional filament
whose instantaneous configuration can be described as x(s, t), with filament pathlength s ∈ [0, L],
in a 3-dimensional Stokes flow. Continuous swimming by mechanical actuation requires cyclic
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deformation. In the design of a flagellar swimmer that generates propulsion by cyclic deformation
of a flexible tail without continuous rotation, we can decompose the deformation into two time
domains, ΦI during contraction, and ΦII during relaxation. During each time domain, the filament
xi(s, t) goes through some configuration space with time dependent velocity ui(s, t). We consider
3 possibilities: Reversible deformation with equal velocities, reversible deformation with nonequal
velocities, and irreversible deformation.
2.2.1 Reversible deformation with equal velocity
Reversible deformation with equal velocities implies the following: For each xi(s, t ∈ ΦI) with
associated ui(s, t ∈ ΦI), there is a configuration
xi(s, t ∈ ΦII) = xi(s, t ∈ ΦI) (2.11)
with velocity:
ui(s, t ∈ ΦII) = −ui(s, t ∈ ΦI) (2.12)
By reversing the velocity boundary conditions ui(s), we reverse the flow everywhere. In the
Stokes regime, the reverse flow has opposite signs for pressure and stresses p and τij , which produces
the opposite drag on the filament. Since for every point in ΦI with fluid drag FD we can identify
a point in ΦII with fluid drag −FD, it is immediately clear that over the course of a reversible
contraction/relaxation cycle with equal velocity profiles we get no net drag FD, and, consequently,
no net propulsive force.
2.2.2 Reversible deformation with nonequal velocity
What if a Stokesian swimmer tries to generate propulsion with a rapid contraction phase followed
by a slow relaxation phase, going through the same configuration space? Here we consider the case
where the same set of filament configurations are spanned in contraction/relaxation phases, but
with different scaled velocities. Specifically, for each xi(s, t ∈ ΦI) with associated ui(s, t ∈ ΦI),
there is an associated point in ΦII :
xi(s, t ∈ ΦII) = xi(s, t ∈ ΦI) (2.13)
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Reversible
Time
Irreversible
Figure 2.1: Comparison of cyclical filament deformation functions: time reversible (left) and time
irreversible (right). Note how the irreversible deformation pattern bends down as it moves up,
and up as it moves down, the “flexible-oar mechanism.” At low Re, time reversible deformation
patterns generate zero net propulsion, regardless of velocity manipulation during upstroke and
downstroke.
with a scaled velocity:
ui(s, t ∈ ΦII) = −k(t)ui(s, t ∈ ΦI) (2.14)
The linear velocity scaling is applied everywhere to the filament, otherwise the filament would
not satisfy a time reversible deformation. We can compute the drag for any point in ΦI as FD(t).
Due to the linearity of Stokes flow, for the associated filament configuration in ΦII , all pressures
and stresses are scaled by k, which, by Eq. 2.9, produces an instantaneous drag of kFD. But
because the duration of ΦII is proportional to 1/k(t), over the course of a full cycle, we get the
same net work done in any direction, resulting in zero net propulsion.
2.2.3 Irreversible deformation
Finally, what if a swimmer attempts to generate propulsion through cyclical deformation with a
deformation pattern where we cannot find a xi(s, t ∈ ΦII) that matches xi(s, t ∈ ΦI) for every
point in the contraction/relaxation phases? Such a pattern is irreversible. Then we are no longer
able to make any claims about offsetting drags, and cannot claim zero net propulsion over the
course of a cycle. In this way, time irreversible deformation of a cyclically deforming swimmer
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becomes a necessary, but not sufficient, condition to generate net propulsion over the course of
a cycle (Figure 2.1) The simplest characterized irreversible swimmer is the three-link swimmer,
postulated by Purcell [61], consisting of just two actuating joints combining 3 links, where actuation
and relaxation of each joint are staggered and overlapping.
2.3 Swimmer problem statement
Our objective is to create a microscale swimmer with onboard actuation powered by clusters of
one to several contractile cells using a single soft robotics chassis. Operating at low Re, the
swimmer must produce time irreversible deformations in order to generate net propulsion and
achieve motility. We look to nature to find design inspiration for our swimmer.
Many bacteria and eukaryotic cells swim by flapping a long flagellum (Figure 2.2) in a time
irreversible fashion to generate propulsion [42, 10, 46]. The flagellum is a long filament composed
of nine microtubule doublets connected by dynein motors [54]. Activation of dynein generates
a sliding force between microtubule doublets, which produces a bending force in the flagellum.
Biological species, typically equipped with one or two flagellum, use this mechanism to create
highly irreversible deformation patterns, swim, and navigate. The exact deformation patterns
generated by the flagellum depends on the spatiotemporal activation of dynein, a topic still under
investigation [12].
Motile cells can use flagellum in an entirely different actuation mode to generate propulsion:
by twirling a helical filament [98]. Bacterial flagella create continuous rotation of a flagellum
attached to a hook by a basal molecular motor that spins the hook. This molecular motor can
spin continuously and even change directions. The molecular motor consists of a stator and rotor,
each composed of a discrete set of proteins, that produce a rotational torque by the proton motive
force, spinning the flagellum at up to 100,000 RPM. [36].
Other species use cilia, large arrays of small filaments capable of beating in unison or with inter-
acting time dynamics to generate propulsion [43, 54, 56]. Cilia operate under the same biological
principle as flagellum, but require highly coordinated distributions of many small filaments. Organ-
isms generating propulsion by cilia are known to be able to coordinate the actuation of individual
filaments to produce highly coordinated temporal distributions, demonstrating synchronization
and plane waves. Finally, some species generate propulsion without any appendages or filaments.
Amoeba generate large deformations of their body, and cyanobacteria create travelling waves on
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Figure 2.2: Problem statement: We seek to mimic the biological spermatozoon (a) by producing
flagellar propulsion by actuating an elastic filament (b) by the contraction of a single cluster of
cardiomyocytes, using an engineered, microfabricated compliant substrate (c)
their membrane, each of which can generate a propulsive force [2, 92].
Prioritizing design simplicity, we choose to use a flapping flagellum as the design principle
for our biohybrid swimmer. To create a rotating flagellum, we would need to design a two part
system that can rotate freely, continuously, and somehow provide a continuous rotational torque
from an actuating cell. This would constitute an extraordinarily complex engineering challenge.
Microfabricating a rotating, low friction, microscale joint would be expensive and fragile, violating
design goals. To emulate ciliary propulsion, we would need to design hundreds to thousands of
independent actuators, which also violates the desired design simplicity. To create a body that
deforms continuously, we would need many cells capable of generating highly controlled time shifted
actuating forces on a 2D or 3D highly compliant structure. The single flagellum, as we shall see,
is capable of generating time irreversible deformation and producing propulsion by actuation of a
single cell on a single, monolithic elastomeric substrate.
As such, we design our biohybrid swimmer in emulation of the spermatozoon, with a single
actuable flagellum and a rigid head that could be used for carrying cargo. A single, monolithic,
elastomeric, biocompatible PDMS chassis can be made by microfabricating a microscale mold,
filling with it uncured elastomer, and curing (Figure 2.2, detailed in next chapter). Biological
spermatozoon are on the order of 100 µm in length. Our biohybrid swimmer, which will be
powered by eukaryotic cells of approximately 30 µm in length, will intrinsically be substantially
longer. Micron-scale cross sections are required to achieve sufficient bending compliance such that
a single contractile cell can generate significant bending deflections.
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The selection of cell type is critical to swimmer design. Skeletal muscle cells, for example,
require differentiation and fusion of multiple cells into a single myotube that must be externally
triggered. Differentiated myotubes are substantially larger than single eukaryotic cells, and inte-
gration on a swimmer would likely yield a design operating outside of the Stokes regime. To start
with the simplest system and to provide autonomous swimming (ie, no external triggering), initial
demonstrations of the biohybrid swimmer use spontaneously contracting cardiac myocytes, which
can be readily excised from neonatal rats. These cells beat on their own and periodically, with
a relatively stable contractile rate. Clusters of cardiomyocytes synchronize by electrical coupling,
and consequently behave as a single oscillator. Contractile myocytes will be cultured directly on
the surface of the filament. Contractions on the surface of the filament will generate a bending
force (Figure 2.2b.) The swimmer will operate cyclically by the periodic contraction and relaxation
of its driving myocytes.
To continuously swim, the filament must deform cyclically. As previously discussed, to gener-
ate net propulsion, the cyclical deformation pattern must exhibit time irreversibility. Biological
flagellum can generate continuous and position varying bending moments everywhere in the tail.
To generate continuous deformation everywhere on the biohybrid swimmer, we would need to
plate cardiac myocytes everywhere. But, cardiac myocytes in physical contact become electrically
coupled through the formation of gap junctions. The result: when one cell contracts, all coupled
cells contract [80]. If we provide continuous by synchronous actuation everywhere on the biohy-
brid flagellum, we would generate a time reversible deformation pattern, and generate zero net
propulsion.
To provide time irreversibility, we use a clever trick. A single point actuator in a flexible
beam in a viscous medium exhibits the so called “flexible-oar” mechanism: Consider a beam being
twisted up and down in a fluid (Figure 2.1. Downwards deflection of the beam causes an upwards
fluid drag, which produces and upwards bending of the beam. Relaxation of the beam pulls the
beam back up to its original position, producing a fluid drag downwards, resulting in downwards
bending. This direction dependent bending is sufficient to generate time irreversibility and a net
propulsion. However, the mechanism is extremely sensitive to system parameters. To effectively
use it, we need to model the system as a coupled elastic element in a viscous fluid [99].
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2.4 Slender body elastohydrodynamic model
We present a slender body elastohydrodynamic model, which is used to predict the displacement of
a pseudo-1D elastic filament in a Stokes flow [43, 46, 42, 95, 99]. We use this model to determine
appropriate cross-sections for our biohybrid swimmer, and, based on appropriate inputs, select
lengths of the swimmer head and tail in order to exploit the flexible-oar mechanism and generate
propulsion by the cyclic contraction of a single point actuator.
First, we consider the forces associated with fluid drag of a slender filament moving through a
viscous fluid in the Stokes regime. The Stokeslet is the fundamental solution to Stokes equations
with the forcing function replaced by a point force:
∂
∂xi
p− µ ∂
2
∂xj∂xj
ui = Fiδ(xk) (2.15)
The Stokeslet is the Green’s function:
ui =
Fj
8piµ
(
xixj
R3
+
δij
R
)
(2.16)
The pressure can be computed as:
p =
xjFj
4piR3
(2.17)
Slender body theory uses an asymptotic expansion of the Stokeslet to solve for the point force
applied along the axis of a slender body of radius a and length L that produces fluid velocity u
a distance a from the filament neutral axis. The analysis produces estimates of the parallel and
perpendicular drag coefficients ζ‖ and ζ⊥:
f⊥ = ζ⊥u⊥ ≈ 4piµ
ln(l/a)
u⊥ (2.18)
f‖ = ζ‖u‖ ≈ 2piµ
ln(l/a)
u‖ (2.19)
Here, f⊥ and f‖ are forces per unit length. Slender body theory predicts ζ⊥ ≈ 2ζ‖. Consistent
with drag in Stokesian flows, slender body theory predicts linear drag with respect to filament
velocity.
To develop the slender body elastohydrodynamic model, we assume that a relaxed slender
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Figure 2.3: Coordinate system for slender body elastohydrodynamics model. The relaxed fila-
ment lies along the x -axis, and deformation is limited to the xy-plane. We assume small angle
deformations.
filament lies in a straight line along the x-axis, we limit deformation to the x− y plane, we assume
an inextensible filament, and we assume small angle deformations. We identify all forces acting
normal to the filament. In a Stokes flow, the fluid drag is computed as:
fD = −ζ⊥ ∂y
∂t
(2.20)
where ζ⊥ = 2piµln(l/a) . Taking A as the filament bending stiffness, computed as the product of elastic
modulus E and area moment of inertia I, a bent elastic filament generates a restoring force normal
to the filament path:
fE = −A∂
4y
∂x4
(2.21)
A contractile cell producing a contractile surface traction F cultured a distance l from the neutral
axis of the filament generates a bending moment of M(x) ≈ Fl for positions on the filament
associated with the span of the cell. This bending moment is equivalent to a normal force computed
as:
fC =
∂2M
∂x2
(x, t) (2.22)
To account for changes in the filament cross-section, we treat the filament bending stiffness and
drag coefficients as position varying scalars A(x) and ζ⊥(x). Balancing the normal forces, we get
our governing equation:
A(x)
∂4y
∂x4
+ ζ⊥(x)
∂y
∂t
=
∂2M
∂x2
(2.23)
The ends of a filament of length L are free from any forces (torque or shear), resulting in the left
hand boundary conditions:
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Figure 2.4: Model solution for a slender elastic filament deforming at low Re in a viscous fluid
powered by the contractile force produced by cyclic contraction near the head/tail junction (red)
∂2y(0)
∂x2
=
∂3y(0)
∂x3
= 0 (2.24)
And the right hand boundary conditions:
∂2y(L)
∂x2
=
∂3y(L)
∂x3
= 0 (2.25)
These boundary conditions ensure zero net torque and transverse forces on the swimmer, resulting
in zero net translation along the y-axis or in-plane rotation. We solve Eq. 2.23 for y(x, t) via a finite
difference method provided in Appendix 1. Figure 2.4 shows a sample set of filament deformations
through the course of a single contraction, where the red region indicates the location of the cell.
Passive deformation of the filament is visible, indicating the production of required time irreversible
deformation and the potential for net propulsion over the course of a cycle.
We can then compute the instantaneous propulsive force Fp(t) by projecting the fluid drag reaction
force on the x -axis:
Fp(t) =
∫ L
0
(ζ⊥ − ζ‖)∂y
∂t
∂y
∂x
dx (2.26)
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Here, ζ‖ is the tangential drag coefficient, and varies with x (similar to ζ⊥) to account for variation
in filament cross-section. The net filament velocity u in the x -direction is determined by balancing
the tangential drag with the propulsive force, allowing us to predict swimming dynamics:
u(t) =
Fp(t)∫ L
0
ζ‖(x)dx
(2.27)
In summary, the slender body hydrodynamic model approximates a filament as an elastic 1-
dimensional structure, and, assuming small deformations, solves for the displacement function
y(x, t) in response to fluid drag, elastic restoring forces, and an onboard driving bending moment
M(x, t) in a free swimmer. The deformation dynamics y(x, t) are then used to compute propulsive
force Fp(t) and swimming dynamics u(t).
2.5 Measurement of swimmer parameters
To use the model in order to estimate functional and optimal swimmer parameters, we need
to provide physical values for the input bending function, filament drag coefficients, and filament
stiffness. We measure the bending moment produced by the cells by producing a physical prototype
and observing bending dynamics, experimentally measure fluid drag by PIV, and measure stiffness
by nanoindentation, detailed here.
Cardiomyocytes generate 1-10 µN force [44]. Populations of cardiomyocytes have been used
as actuators in a variety of macroscopic mechanical devices that operate at high Re, including a
millimeter scale pump [87], autonomous or paced walkers or swimmers [14, 28], and a jellyfish [55],
all involving 2D films or 3D structures at larger size scales. To create a microscale swimmer capable
of being driven by one to several cardiomyocytes at low Re, an appropriate filament compliance
must be selected such that the filament can be deflected by cell contractions, and yet is sufficiently
rigid to maintain its shape under the application of static contractile cell forces.
We design our filaments to limit actuation to a 2D plane. We choose rectangular filament
cross-sections with a high (3:1) aspect ratio so that the top and bottom surfaces are too narrow
for cell adhesion, limiting cell attachment to the sides of the filament. The depth is just sufficient
for cells to attach and generate contractile forces along the longitudinal direction. Such geometric
confinement has been shown to induce sarcomeric alignment in cardiomyocytes [9]. For our case,
this alignment serves to maximize contractile force in the desired direction. The contraction of the
cardiomyocytes creates a bending moment, bending the filament in a single plane. After conducting
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Figure 2.5: Deformation of a PDMS microscale soft robotics filament by contraction of a single
cluster of cardiac myocytes
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Figure 2.6: Measured bending moment generated by contraction of cardiac myocytes, which pro-
duce a peak contractile force of approximately 10 µN
several experiments, we find that a filament depth of 20-30 µm and a filament width of 7-10 µm
satisfy these requirements. Figure 2.5 depicts the deformation of such a filament in response to a
single cluster of 1-3 contractile cardiac myocytes, producing approximately 40◦ peak deflection of
the tail at over 3 Hz.
The contractile force is estimated as the force required by classical beam theory to achieve the
maximum observed angular deflection of the filament. This neglects the influence of the fluid drag
on parts of the tail that are still in motion at the time of maximum deflection of the filament, and
thus slightly underpredicts the contractile force. We use the measured force as a characteristic
driving force in our model. In practice, the applied force dynamics, as well as the driving frequency,
will vary from experiment to experiment, and must be measured for each specimen to compare
model results. All other parameters are independently measured.
The remaining dimensions of the swimmer, the cross-section of the head and the lengths of
the head and the tail, critically affect swimming dynamics. Time irreversibility and propulsion is
generated by a highly compliant filament bending in response to fluid drag. A rigid head is chosen
to optimize swimmer performance, as any bending of the head would generate a propulsive force
opposite to that generated by the tail. We design heads with a width of 30-70 µm to provide a
sharp increase in stiffness over the tail.
The elastic modulus of PDMS (4:1 base to cross-linker ratio) is measured to be 3.86 MPa by
nanoindentation. The normal drag coefficient ζ⊥ for the tail is measured experimentally to be 9.25
mPa·s experimentally. We suspend a sample filament 1.5 mm above the substrate and immerse
it in culture media in a petri dish. 20 µm polystyrene beads are added, and a flow is induced
perpendicular to the filament orientation. A velocity distribution across the tail is determined by
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Figure 2.7: a. Predicted propulsive force (Fp, blue) and resultant translation by swimming (green)
generated by free swimmer. b. Predicted mean swimming velocities for a range of head lengths
LH (x -axis) and tail lengths LT (y-axis)
particle tracking the suspended polystyrene beads. The drag coefficient is extracted by measuring
the bending of the filament in response to fluid drag and determining the required drag coefficient
to produce the observed deflection. ζ⊥ for the head is calculated by extrapolating the measurement
for the tail using the slender body theory formula for circular cross-sections ζ⊥ = 4pi µln(L/r) , where
µ is the fluid viscosity, L is the filament length, and r is the radius of the filament [43]. ζ‖ is
estimated by the approximation ζ⊥ ≈ 2ζ‖ [43], which is expected to overestimate propulsion for a
filament of finite width [45].
We use the model to predictively optimize system parameters. Using the forcing function
measured in Figure 2.6, the filament cross-sections selected, and the measured drag coefficients as
inputs to the slender body elastohydrodynamic model, we predict swimming dynamics for a range
of head and tail lengths. From each model we calculate the propulsive force Fp(t), which exhibits
both positive and negative components (Figure 2.7a, blue). A bias of positive Fp is sufficient to
generate net propulsion and net swimming in the direction of the head (Figure 2.7a, green). To
pick optimal head and tail lengths LH and LT , we execute the model for a range of inputs (Figure
2.7b). Longer heads produce increased moment balance resulting in increased deformation of the
tail and propulsion generation, but at diminishing returns, as larger heads produce increased drag
that the swimmer must overcome during swimming. We predict optimum swimming dynamics for
a head length of 400 µm, and a tail length of 1500 µm, which become target dimensions in the
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Figure 2.8: Predicted mean swimming velocity u as a function of nondimensional sperm number
Sp
fabrication of the biohybrid swimmer.
Elastohydrodynamic systems are often characterized by the dimensionless Sperm number [23],
defined as Sp = L/
(
A
ζ⊥ ω
) 1
4
. For head lengths LH between 200 and 500 µm, numerical solutions
predict maximum swimming velocities for Sp between 3.5 and 4 (Figure 2.8), consistent with values
provided by the literature [23]. Additionally, for a homogenous filament without a head, the model
predicts that the direction of swimming depends on the location of the actuation site along the
filament (2.9. For actuation anywhere but the middle of the filament, nonzero net propulsion is
predicted, with resultant swimming in the direction of the filament half containing the actuator.
This suggests the potential for creating a filament with multiple, discrete actuation sites, providing
a mechanism for controlling directionality of the swimmer: Selective actuation of individual clusters
can provide controlled forward and backwards swimming.
In summary, we design the biohybrid flagellum to mimic biological spermatozoon. To swim at
low Re, we must generate time irreversible deformation of the flagellum. We identify the flexible
oar mechanism as the simplest way of introducing time irreversibility. To design a filament that
achieves this mechanism, we implement a slender body elastohydrodynamic model. It is a general
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Figure 2.9: Direction of swimming of a homogenous (headless) filament depends on the location
of the actuator
model based on slender body low Re hydrodynamics that predicts the dynamics of a swimmer
consisting of a tail, with or without a head. The model accounts for arbitrary filament material
properties, geometries, and drag coefficients. It permits the application of an arbitrary actuation
as a function of time and location along the tail. To model a specific swimmer, we measure these
parameters and use them as inputs for the model to predict the resultant swimming dynamics. All
model parameters are determined independently of the observation of the free swimmer with the
exception of amplitude and frequency of contractile force and the exact location of the contractile
cells.
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Chapter 3
Biohybrid Swimming
In this chapter, we summarize the fabrication of microscale flagella, cell culture techniques to
put contractile myocytes on the designed actuation region, and the resultant swimming dynam-
ics. The soft robotics flagellum is designed in mimicry of the spermatozoon, with a wide, short
head and a long tail. The flagellum is actuated by cardiac myocytes plated directly on the tail,
immediately adjacent to the head/tail junction, relying on the flexible oar mechanism to produce
time irreversible deformation and net propulsion. We then use the observed dynamics as a model
validation.
3.1 Fabrication
We fabricate flagella by casting PDMS, an ideal elastomer for biohybrid robotic systems. It
is biocompatible [93], enabling sustained cell culture directly on a structure. PDMS is readily
functionalized with an extracellular matrix (ECM) to facilitate cell adhesion [65]. PDMS structures
are optically transparent, enabling optical and immunofluorescent imaging for validation of cell
function, morphology, and dynamics. PDMS is very close to neutrally buoyant in water, making
it suitable for a swimmer chassis. The stiffness of PDMS can be modulated by varying the base
to cross-linker ratio [72], and the mass density can be varied by adding a ballasting material [59].
We fabricate flagella-like PDMS microstructures with micron-scale cross-sections and millimeter
scale lengths by dry etching channels into a silicon wafer using a single photolithography step (Fig.
3.1 [62]. Photoresist (SPR220) is spun on a silicon wafer. A single 2D pattern is transferred to
the photoresist, the wafer is hardbaked and developed, leaving the desired pattern of the channels
exposed. The wafer is transferred to a deep reactive-ion etching chamber (STS ICP-DRIE), and
a Bosch process is used to etch rectangular cross sections into the silicon to the desired filament
Parts of this chapter have been previously published as, B. J. Williams, S. V. Anand, J. Rajagopalan, and M.
T. A. Saif. ”A self-propelled biohybrid swimmer at low Reynolds number.” Nature Communications 5 (2014)
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Figure 3.1: Deep reactive-ion etching of channels into silicon wafer. From top to bottom: Pho-
toresist is spun and patterned onto wafer, channel is etched by Bosch process to achieve vertical
sidewalls, the etched wafer is coated with PTFE, and the channels are filled with liquid PDMS by
capillary draw.
depth. In this way, arbitrary 2D shapes can be etched into 3D channels. The remaining photoresist
is removed, and the entire wafer is coated in a thin layer of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) to
reduce stiction with cured PDMS structures [62] Nonrectangular filament cross-sections can be
produced by replacing the Bosch process with isotropic etching (Figure 3.2).
Flagellar filament cross-sections are sized based on the analysis provided in the preceding chap-
ter, ensuring that single cardiomyocytes can generate significant bending of the tail and minimal
deformation of the head. The head and tail lengths are designed several millimeters longer than
the target lengths to facilitate handling. We etch arrays of 4 or more filaments attached to large
(≈ 4mm) squares on each side. The squares make it easy to handle the filaments, facilitate parallel
fabrication, and act as a PDMS reservoir for filling. To fill the channels, a 4:1 base to crosslinker
ratio of Dow Corning Sylgard 184 is mixed and degassed in a vacuum chamber. A small droplet
of uncured PDMS is placed in each of the square reservoirs and spread out with a pair of fine
forceps, ensuring the liquid PDMS has fully wetted the channel inlets. Capillary draw pulls the
fluid through the etched channel (Fig. 3.3a), and in a couple minutes, the entire channels are filled
[62]. Here, the base to cross-linker ratio is critical: while the standard ratio is 10:1 (producing a
PDMS with elastic modulus of approximately 1 MPa), the uncured PDMS at this ratio is highly
viscous, often yielding incomplete channel filling. A 4:1 ratio, which produces an approximately
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Figure 3.2: Nonrectangular cross-sections can be produced using isotropic etching
3.75 MPa elastomer, fills more complex and longer channels with ease.
The PDMS is cured at 60-80◦C overnight, rinsed in PBS, and soaked in ethanol, which causes
the PDMS to swell and makes removal easier. The channels can then be gently peeled from the
silicon substrate by detaching the square reservoirs and gently pulling out. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) imaging show the process produces very square cross sections (Fig. 3.3b. The
cured PDMS filaments are transferred to a PDMS substrate (10:1 PDMS spun to coat a 35mm
petri dish) for functionalization.
As discussed in the elastohydrodynamic model, the placement of the biohybrid actuator is
critical in determining swimming dynamics. By designing our flagellum to have a wide head and
a slender tail, the large cross section head is too rigid to bend significantly in response to the
contractile force provided by cardiac myocytes. As a result, we do not care whether or not cells
adhere to the head. Additionally, the flagellum is designed to utilize contractile forces on the tail
immediately adjacent to the head/tail junction. Thus, we only need to provide a single ECM mask
to limit cell adhesion to either the head or the tail immediately adjacent to the head.
To selectively functionalize the filament, the distal part of the tail, where no cell adhesion is
desired, is masked in a gelatin droplet (from bovine, Sigma-Aldrich, 10% in PBS) applied under
a stereomicroscope (Fig. 3.4. The masked swimmer is functionalized by UV exposure, then
incubated in fibronectin (BD Bioscience, 25 µg/mL) at room temperature for 90 minutes. The
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Filling of etched silicon channels with PDMS. a Capillary draw pulls uncured PDMS
into the etched channels. b SEM imaging of cured filaments shows precise, vertical sidewalls.
Figure 3.4: Selective functionalization of the PDMS filaments, suspended between square reser-
voirs (top left). A gelatin droplet is used to mask the portion of the tail on which no cell adhesion
is desired (top right). The masked filament is functionalized with fibronectin, the mask is removed,
and primary cardiac myocytes are cultured on the device. Selective functionalization yields selec-
tive adhesion (bottom left). The filament is then cut to size based on optimal model predictions
(bottom right) before detaching the filament from the substrate and allowing to swim.
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samples are rinsed 3 times with PBS at 37◦ to remove the mask, and incubated in Pluronic F127
(1% in PBS, Sigma-Aldrich) for 20 minutes to reduce cell adhesion in the unfunctionalized region
of the tail. The sample, still in the form of an array of filaments attached to a pair of square
reservoirs, is then transferred to a fresh PDMS substrate (also modified with F127), rinsed 3 times
with PBS, and prepared for cell culture.
3.2 Cell culture
Primary cardiomyocytes are extracted from 2-4 day old Sprague-Dawley rats [96] under approved
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) protocol #11160. The hearts are im-
mediately transferred to ice-cold HBSS after dissection. The hearts are minced into 1 mm cube
sections. A culture of ventricular myocytes can be procured by using only the bottom 2/3 of the
cardiac tissue. The minced tissue is then digested in 0.05% Trypsin (Worthington Biochemical)
at 4◦C on a shaker. After 16 hours, the tissue is transferred to fresh culture media (high glu-
cose Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium, 2 mM L-glutamine, 10 mM HEPES, 10% FBS, and 1%
penicillin-streptomycin), warmed to 37◦C, and rinsed twice in HBSS. The tissue is incubated in
0.1% (w/v) type II collagenase (Worthington Biochemical) for 45 minutes at 37◦C. The tissue is
triturated to mechanically dissociate the cells, filtered through a 75 µm cell strainer, centrifuged at
150g for 5 minutes, and resuspended in fresh culture media. Cell viability is severely compromised
by excessive shear forces applied during mechanical titration. We get the highest yield using a
10mL pipette with a large hole and minimizing flow rate of the pipette controller. The cells are
counted, the concentration adjusted, and seeded on the functionalized filaments at a density of
approximately 250,000 cells cm−2 (Fig. 3.4).
We find that the cardiomyocytes generate significantly higher contractility when permitted to
develop on a tail that is detached from the substrate. While we have not determined the cause,
it may be linked to the reduced apparent stiffness of a slender, free filament compared to a fixed
one (where the apparent stiffness is very near to a semi-infinite plane with an elastic modulus of
3.75 MPa). Engler et al. found that the work output of cardiomyocytes was heavily dependent on
substrate stiffness, and that optimal output occurred on a soft substrate with an elasticity similar
to cardiac tissue [26], and the optimum stiffness varies with cardiomyocyte maturity [48, 19]. To
accommodate, we change the media after 24 hours, cut the tail, and peel it off the substrate,
allowing cell contractions to freely deform the filament. 24-48 hours after cutting the tail, the head
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is cut and the swimmer is released into suspension.
The exact lengths of the head and tail are critical parameters dictating swimmer performance.
We attempt to cut the head and tail lengths to the optimal lengths predicted by the slender body
elastohydrodynamic model. Our current technique to cut these lengths is by hand, using a bezeled
syringe under a stereomicroscope. This technique is sufficiently accurate to get target lengths
within ≈ 100 µm, but, for increased accuracy, a micromanipulator with a cutting tool would be
useful.
Cured PDMS is slightly heavier than water. If we released the swimmer in plain media, it
would sink and hit the substrate. We could modify the density of the PDMS by, say, casting it
with a metal particulate or intentionally leaving air bubbles in the liquid PDMS. While a neutrally
buoyant flagellum would produce a functional swimmer, it would swim in a random direction (in
the absence of walls, which induce sperm to turn and swim faster [30]. To analyze swimming
dynamics, we want to see the full deformation of the flagellum, and must keep the swimmer in a
plane orthogonal to the imaging path. To accomplish this and, simultaneously, keep an unmodified
PDMS specimen afloat, we introduce a mass density gradient to the media. Percoll is a biocom-
patible solution of silica nanoparticles. When well mixed, it has a mass density of 1.135 g/mL, and
is conventionally used as a tool for separating biological materials during centrifugation [24]. We
use approximately 1 mL of an increased density media (50% double concentration DMEM, 50%
Percoll) added to the 35 mm petri dish. The final nutritional and chemical composition is identical
to the culture media, with the addition of silica nanoparticles. This mixed media has a measured
viscosity of 1.15 mPa·s, compared to 0.82 mPa·s for plain culture media at 37◦C, measured on a
temperature controlled rheometer (TA Instruments Discovery HR-3). This increased viscosity is
taken into consideration in the computational model. The addition of this Percoll solution creates
a dense fluid “floor” that keeps the swimmer at a fixed height above the substrate in the desired
viewing plane.
3.3 Results
Guided by the theoretical model, we fabricate the biohybrid swimmers. Here, we focus on a single
sample. After 1 day, we cut the tail to 1503 µm, in effort to optimize cardiac output by effectively
decreasing the cell substrate stiffness. 3 days after plating cells, we evaluate tail deformation for
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Figure 3.5: Flexible oar mechanism in action: 3 days after plating cells, and with the head still
fixed, contractions bend the flagellum up and down. Fluid drag induces passive filament bending
opposite to the direction of motion, and introduces time irreversibility into the actuation cycle:
During systole, the filament spans a different configuration space than during diastole
time irreversibility. Figure 3.5 shows the flagellum, beating at 3.6 Hz, with its head still attached
to the reservoir, at peak systole (top) and diastole (bottom). In the former, the flagellum is
still moving down, and curves upwards in response to fluid drag. In the latter, the flagellum
bends downwards as it moves up, producing the irreversible deformation required to produce a
net propulsive force over the course of a contractile cycle. The actuating cluster, confined to the
desired region by selective filament functionalization, occupies a region of approximately 60-100
µm in length. Based on the size of the cardiomyocytes, we estimate that the cluster contains 1-3
cardiomyocytes, and produces a peak bending moment of approximately 40 µN·µm.
Next, we inject a thin layer of Percoll and cut the head to 424 µm, releasing the swimmer
into suspension. Figure 3.6 shows a full cycle of the free swimmer, still beating at 3.6 Hz. Time
irreversible deformation of the tail is still visible, although less so than in the case with the fixed
head due to the absence of a fixed boundary condition. The swimmer generates a propulsive force
in the direction of the head and swims at 10 µm/s in a straight line. The media was perturbed
multiple times to ensure the filament was not being carried by a local current; the same swimming
dynamics were observed consistently. Upon close inspection, one can identify the filament moving
with respect to suspended debris in the near vicinity, indicating the generation of a relative flow.
The filament slowly does barrel rolls about its neutral axis (approximately one revolution per
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Figure 3.6: Biohybrid flagellum beating at 3.6 Hz, swimming forwards at 10 µm/sec. Note the
time irreversible bending of the tail
minute), presumably due to some out of plain static prestrain in the filament. Enough Percoll is
added such that the swimmer is confined to a plane approximately 1 mm above the substrate. At
this distance and Reynolds number, the wall effects from fluid interaction with the substrate are
minimal [21, 22].
We compare the observed swimming dynamics with those predicted by the computational
model by using the physical parameters of the swimmer, i.e., swimmer geometry, elastic mod-
ulus, drag coefficients, and driving moment magnitude and location. The elastic modulus and
drag coefficients are measured as discussed in Chapter 2. The remaining parameters vary from
sample to sample, and must be measured every experiment. The maximum cell-generated mo-
ment and driving frequency are estimated from the maximum observed filament curvature and
its periodicity during swimming. The model predicts a mean swimming velocity of 11.0 µm s−1,
close to the observed speed of 9.7 µm s−1 (Figure 3.7). Comparisons of the filament deformations
predicted by the model and those observed experimentally are highly similar (Figure 3.8. This
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of model predictions with experiment, where the same physical parameters
were used to define the modeled swimmer as measured from the experiment
qualitative observed similarity includes the amount of filament curvature from fluid drag, which is
the mechanism responsible for producing time irreversibility and generating net propulsion.
3.4 Discussion
By functioning in a turbulence free, low Re environment, we are able to predict swimming dynamics
with a high degree of accuracy. In essence, each contraction of the driving cells causes the swimmer
to take a single step forward through the suspending fluid. This makes the system suitable for
integrating into more complex arrangements to achieve diverse functionality.
For the swimmer in Figure 3.6, we calculate the Reynolds number as Re = ρ U Lµ = 1.8× 10−2,
where µ is the fluid viscosity and ρ is the fluid density, consistent with the model assumption. The
sperm number, Sp = 4.19, is close to the optimum to maximize speed.
Microscale swimmers are often characterized by their swimming speed scaled by their body
length. Our scaled biohybrid swimmer speeds are notably slower than their biological counterparts.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Comparison of diastole (a.) and systole (b.) phases for experiment and model for
swimmer illustrated in Fig. 3.6
For example, the bull spermatozoon, with a 70 µm length, swims at 97 µm s−1, or 139% of
its body length per second[10], while our single-tailed and two-tailed swimmers (next chapter)
manage velocities of just 0.5% and 8.3% their body length per second, respectively. The improved
performance of the bull spermatozoon is enabled by its shorter length, higher frequency actuations,
higher angular amplitude actuations, and, most importantly, the capacity to continuously deform
the flagellum along its length to provide complex shapes to maximize propulsion. Our swimmers
are limited to a single point of actuation, relying on passive deformation of the filament to provide
thrust. Contractile frequency is dictated by the selection of cells and environmental conditions. For
the demonstrated filament widths, our computational model indicates that our parameter selection
is nearly optimal (Fig. 2.7). As such, we must look to other mechanisms to improve performance.
For the 7-10 µm width filaments presented in this manuscript, the tail length must be on the
order of the characteristic length
(
A
ζ⊥ ω
) 1
4 ≈ 1 mm. Thus to improve scaled swimmer velocity by
shortening our swimmer length, and consequently reducing drag, we would have to simultaneously
reduce the filament radius (filament stiffness A ∝ r4). We have reduced the filament width to
4-5 µm, and, with further process refinements, expect to reduce them to within 1 µm, reducing
the optimal filament length to approximately 100 µm. However, for this design to function, a
variable width swimmer would be required, since culturing cardiomyocytes directly on such a thin
tail would yield uncontrollable curls and twists due to the static contractile force generated by the
cells. Thus an intermediate width would be required for the actuation location that tapers down
to the passive, propulsion generating region. However, the size of the eukaryotic cells powering our
swimmers provides a lower bound to potential total swimmer size, making it infeasible to reduce
our total length to the size of a mammalian spermatozoon or the previously demonstrated 1-2 µm
magnetic swimmers [23].
Figure 3.9 contains micrographs of the sample in Fig. 3.6 as well as four additional swimmers
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Figure 3.9: Sample set of biohybrid swimmers, in diastole (top) and systole (bottom)
in the systolic and diastolic phases. These swimmers exhibit swimming velocities between 3.8-9.7
µm s−1. Table 3.1 provides relevant parameters characterizing each swimmer, including model
predictions of swimming speed. This shows the effect of variability in cell plating, cell force, and
contractile frequency on swimming speeds. While we have control over filament cross-sections and
actuating cell locations, there is intrinsic variation in the dynamics of actuating cardiomyocytes.
The five samples in Fig. 3.9, for example, exhibit estimated peak contractile forces of 4.4-14.4 µN,
with contractile frequencies of 1.6-3.6 Hz and sperm numbers ranging from 2.2-4.19.
To test the potential lifespan of the swimmers, we cultured cardiomyocytes on a set of swimmers,
free the tail, but leave the head anchored to the substrate. We find that the filaments are capable
of beating for 3-4 days, suggesting a similar potential lifespan for free swimmers. However, the
lifetime of free swimmers could not be properly evaluated as they either get stuck to the wall of
the petri dish or are washed out during cell media changes before contractility ceased.
Our method of making the swimmer is amenable to batch fabrication, since it is based on
standard lithographic techniques and mass scale cell plating. While only cardiomyocytes are used
as contractile cells in this work, the method is applicable to other homotypic cell types, such as
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Sample
vexp
(µm/s)
vmodel
(µm/s)
L
(µm)
LT
(µm)
LH
(µm)
Fcell
(µN)
fcell
(Hz)
Re
(×10−3) Sp
1 9.7 11.0 1927 1503 424 7.5 3.6 18.0 4.19
2 4.0 4.8 1637 1062 575 14.4 2.5 7.0 2.2
3 5.8 3.8 2160 1791 369 8.7 1.68 13.5 3.4
4 4.6 2.8 1551 1182 369 8.0 2.55 7.7 2.6
5 -3.8 -1.8 2211 1663 548 4.4 1.6 9.1 3.3
Table 3.1: Parameters for set of 5 swimmers shown in Fig. 3.9 vexp, vmodel, and vexp/L represent
observed, predicted, and scaled velocities, respectively. Fcell is the peak force generated by the cell,
and fcell is the mean driving frequency in Hz. Re is the Reynolds number, and Sp is the sperm
number computed by L/
(
A
ζ⊥ ω
) 1
4
, where A is the filament stiffness and ζ⊥ is the normal drag
coefficient of the filament, and ω is the actuating frequency in radians/s. Swimmer 5 demonstrates
backwards swimming, indicated by negative velocities.
optogenetic muscle cells for light actuated swimming, or heterotypic cells types, such as turtle
cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts for room temperature swimming, and neurons and muscle cells for
sensing based intelligent swimming.
To summarize, we demonstrate a biohybrid flagellar swimmer propelled by contractile cells that
operates at low Re. We fabricate soft robotics microscale flagella using microfabricated silicon
molds filled with liquid PDMS by capillary draw. We use a slender body elastohydrodynamic
model to provide design parameters, and control placement of actuating cells with selective ECM
masking of the filament. We demonstrate low Re swimming, and use those dynamics to validate our
numerical model. With the ability to predict flagellar dynamics and the production of propulsion,
the biohybrid flagellum becomes a microscale machine component that can be used in more complex
configurations to perform more complex tasks.
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Chapter 4
Extending the biohybrid swimmer
The preceding chapter summarized the fabrication and performance of a single-tailed biohy-
brid robotic swimmer. The long term objective of this project is to use biological cells to replace
as many classical machine components as possible. We envision the capacity of cellular systems
to self-organize, sense environmental cues, process information, and respond dynamically. Such
systems will require multiple cell types arranged in a functional configuration. We aspire that
the single tailed actuator become a single component that can be integrated into more complex
configurations. This chapter extends the performance of the single-tailed swimmer with a multiple
tailed design, provides design goals for more complex, future iterations, and summarizes the de-
velopment of tools to plate discrete biological micro-actuators on discrete regions of a soft robotics
chassis.
sensory
neurons
motor
neurons
muscle
Figure 4.1: Schematic of biohybrid design goal: by integrating unique cell types on different parts
of a microscale biohybrid chassis, we hope to partition machine functionalities in a fashion that
can be assembled to achieve ’programmable’ functionalities.
Parts of this chapter have been previously published as, B. J. Williams, S. V. Anand, J. Rajagopalan, and M.
T. A. Saif. ”A self-propelled biohybrid swimmer at low Reynolds number.” Nature Communications 5 (2014)
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Figure 4.2: The 1-tailed swimmer was extremely inefficient, significantly attributable to its re-
quirement to shift its head through the media to provide moment balance for the tail (top left).
A swimmer with a fixed head (bottom left) can inject significantly more bending energy into the
filament, producing higher propulsion (right) at a shorter filament length, which produces less drag
4.1 Two-tailed swimmer
In the experiments already presented, the demonstrated single tailed swimmers exhibit low swim-
ming velocities, traveling approximately 10−2 body lengths per second. At any moment, the total
drag applied to these swimmers produces zero net force and zero net moment. Net drag is a con-
sequence of irreversible deformation produced by the flexible oar mechanism and rapidly driving
the tail through the fluid. While driving the tail through the fluid, the swimmer maintains zero
net moment by swinging a head in the opposite direction of the tail to provide a counteracting
moment. This swinging head is a significant energy drain.
In Figure 4.2, we compare two models: one with a fixed angular boundary condition, and one
free swimmer with an optimal length head. The fixed boundary conditions are y(x = 0, t) = 0
and yx(x = 0, t) = 0, and all other parameters are identical to those in the free swimmer model.
Scanning a domain of tail lengths LT ∈ [0.5, 2.0], we find that the filament with a fixed boundary
condition is not only capable of generating more propulsion, but it can do so at a shorter tail
length (LT ≈ 750µm). Because all of the bending force goes into displacing the tail, with no head
required to provide moment balance, it is able to produce significantly greater bending in the tail
by the flexible oar mechanism, and, consequently, produce more time irreversibility and propulsion.
The fixed boundary condition tail is notably more sensitive to tail length; as LT approaches 1400
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µm, the predicted average propulsive force falls to nearly zero. The free filament produces peak
average propulsive force for LT ≈ 1400µm, and stabilizes at that value.
A filament that generates more average propulsive force at a lower filament length has less
drag to overcome, and, consequently, is predicted to exhibit substantially higher swimming speeds.
We are able to effectively provide those boundary conditions in the form of a two-tailed swimmer,
where a pair of tails actuate simultaneously and in opposite directions, providing their own moment
balance (Figure 4.3). We achieve this by plating cardiomyocytes in the middle of a homogenous
filament with no head. A homogenous filament can be selectively functionalized by masking both
ends, leaving only a central, 100-200 µm region exposed. Synchronized actuation of the pair
of filaments is critical for optimal functionality, and can be achieved by electrical coupling of
contractile cells through gap junctions. Synchronized actuation by hydrodynamic coupling of 2-
tailed biological swimmers has previously been studied [33]. Fortunately, we only need to ensure
a continuous cell population in the actuating region. This configuration generates significantly
higher propulsion, attributed to the additive effect of multiple force generating filaments, the
effective fixed boundary condition at the base of each filament provided by this moment-balancing
design, and the reduced longitudinal drag associated with the shorter length of this configuration.
These effects, combined, yield a measured swimming velocity of 81 µm s−1, or 8.3% its body length
per second, an order of magnitude improvement over single-tailed samples.
This swimmer provides an example of how elementary single tailed swimmers can be combined
to achieve significantly higher speeds. Model predictions are unavailable for this case due to
significant deviation from the assumed small angle deformation mode of the single-tailed swimmers.
In addition to large angle deformations, the swimmer violates slender body theory, as the flow fields
produced by each filament oppose movement of the other. To properly model this swimmer, we
need to use a more complex model, which is not included here. Options include a full blown 3D
boundary integral model, a modified slender body theory model with additional terms to facilitate
filament coupling, or a Stokesian dynamics model, where the filament is approximated as an array
of spheres [7, 85].
In addition to demonstrating huge improvements in swimming speed, the two-tailed swimmer
also demonstrates turning in 2-dimensions. While single tailed biological species can turn by gen-
erating appropriately complex, asymmetric flagellar deformations [53], our demonstrated filament
deformations are constrained to a single shape determined by the contractile strength and fre-
quency of the constituent biological actuator. Each tail of the two-tailed swimmer (Figure 4.3) is
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Figure 4.3: A two tailed swimmer (top left) in which both tails actuate simultaneously provide
a moment balance for each other, effectively providing a fixed boundary condition. A two tailed
swimmer is produced by plating cardiomyocytes on a homogenous filament with no head. The
’distributed cluster’ contracts simultaneously via gap junctions (top right), producing an order
of magnitude improvement in swimming dynamics (bottom left), all while swimming in a curved
trajectory due to imbalanced propulsive force (bottom right).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Schematic of microfluidic cell patterning system. Horizontal channels permit a the
microfluidic cap to be placed on top of microscale PDMS filaments on a PDMS substrate, with
vertical channels for individual cell cultures. By sizing the connecting horizontal channels appro-
priately, surface tension can be used to avoid cross flow between vertical channels, enabling unique
cell types and media types on discrete regions of the filament (red and green channels).
of a slightly different length, resulting in the production of a slight imbalance in the propulsion
generated by each tail (Fig. 4.2). This imbalance produces a curved swimmer trajectory. The
integration of 3 or more tails would enable navigation in 3-dimensions, using only the elastic oar
mechanism. We could dynamically control navigation if we could dynamically control the effective
length of the filament. One way to do this is to selectively actuate the filament by triggering in-
dividual contraction of sparsely populated actuators along that filament. Selection of an actuator
further from the tail-junction would effectively decrease the length of that tail, producing more or
less propulsion. This would require that we develop techniques to pattern discrete clusters on the
biohybrid swimmer and to enable selective simulation of individual actuators.
4.2 Plating of discrete actuators
Another design goal is to produce a biohybrid motile swimmer with onboard cellular circuits to
enable some form of sensory input, data processing, or memory. While the culture of functional
biological “circuits” is beyond the scope of this document, we do provide the tools to pattern
unique cell types with microscale precision on a biohybrid chassis in the form of a microfluidic
“template.” The basic idea is that a microfluidic stamp can be temporarily placed on top of
a filament on a substrate, and unique microfluidic channels crossing the filament can permit the
controlled inoculation of isolated medias and cell sources on different regions of the filament. Figure
4.4 depicts a blue filament encapsulated by a cross-channel in a microfluidic channel with a pair of
channels flowing orthogonal to the filament. We call the channels housing the filament the cross
channel, and the channels crossing the filament the seeding channels.
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Figure 4.5: Design of a microfluidic templating system. This sample provides 3 plating channels
(vertical channels) crossing two filament channels (horizontal channels spanning between large
squares).
Key requirements of the technique include:
• Nonpermanent sealed placement of microfluidic template
• Cross channels sized to fit over filament
• Cross channels sized to eliminate cross flow
• Ability to maintain fluid separation for several days
• Removable template
We fabricate microfluidic templates by standard soft lithography. We spin coat a 180 µm layer
of SU-8 photoresist on a silicon wafer (using 3 layers of Microchem SU-8 2075), transfer a 2D
microfluidic pattern to the wafer, and develop the SU-8, producing the negative mold in Figure
4.5. The mold is silanized to reduce stiction when casting the PDMS microfluidic cap. We cast the
microfluidic channels by pouring 10:1 ratio PDMS and curing at 60-80◦C overnight. The thickness
is chosen to ensure that the sample can easily be held by the thumb and forefinger and placed on
a substrate while maintaining full control of the template (about 4 mm thick). Inlets and outlets
are punched using a 0.5 mm or 1.0 mm biopsy punch.
The most critical requirement of the microfluidic design is that fluid can be pumped through
individual seeding channels without cross-flowing to other channels, compromising isolation of
cell types and seeding locations. This is achieved by ensuring that the pressure drop produced
while filling each channel is much less than the Laplace pressure associated with the maximum
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curvature meniscus in the cross channel “teeth” that would occur in the initiation of a crossflow;
if the pressure drop exceeds this Laplace pressure, the fluid will flow across plating channels. The
pressure drop associated with a microfluidic channel of width W , height H, length L, volumetric
flow rate Q, viscosity µ is [29]:
∆Pviscous =
aµQL
WH3
(4.1)
where a is a nondimensional cross-sectional geometry parameter defined by:
a = 12
[
1− 192H
pi5W
tanh
(
piW
2H
)]−1
(4.2)
Using a 10 µL pipette, we can easily produce fill a channel with a volumetric flow rate that does
not exceed 1µL/s. The Laplace pressure drop across a meniscus with surface energy γ and radii
of curvature R1 and R2 is: [20]
∆PLaplace = γ
(
1
R1
+
1
R2
)
(4.3)
We take γ to be 72x10−3 J/m2 for water at 37◦C. With a PDMS contact angle of approximately
90◦, there is no curvature of the meniscus between the floor and ceiling of the microfluidic channel,
allowing us to neglect one of the two characteristic radii. The other minimum radius of curvature is
determined by the gap between teeth t and the angular displacement θ of the teeth from horizontal
(Fig. 4.6). This can be computed as:
Rmin =
t
2sinθ
(4.4)
To ensure that cross flow does not occur, we simply choose channel geometry parameters θ and t
to ensure that ∆Pviscous < ∆PLaplace,max, with a suitable safety margin added:
aµQL
WH3
< γ
2sinθ
t
(4.5)
To use this system, a PDMS filament is functionalized and transferred to a fresh PDMS sub-
strate. A microfluidic template is autoclaved, dried thoroughly, and, under a stereomicroscope,
carefully placed by hand on top of the filament, lining up the seeding channels to ensure that flows
deliver cells to the desired region of the filaments. The microscope focus should be adjusted to
provide focus with the template in the field of view, which is significantly different than without
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Figure 4.6: Critical dimensions in ensuring stable meniscus at cross-channel entrance include tooth
angle θ and tooth separation t
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Surface tension eliminates flow between seeding channels. (a) The left channel is being
filled, and (b) A bubble trapped in the cross channel isolates flows in the left and right seeding
channels.
the template due to the index of refraction of PDMS. Pushing down gently on the template, all
bubbles are removed between the substrate and template. As soon as a solid seal is formed, the
plating channels are filled manually with cell-free media using a 10 µL pipette and extremely slow
filling rates. The advancing meniscus (Figure 4.7a) flows down the channel, and, if the channel
dimensions are properly selected, will not flow across the cross channel, leaving a meniscus or
bubble between seeding channels (Figure 4.7b).
It is important that templates with large reservoirs (like those in Figure 4.5) have vents in
the reservoirs. Due to the permeability and gas content of the PDMS, the air in the reservoirs
will accumulate and push into the seeding channels, eventually disrupting the flow, if not properly
vented. Conditioning the stamps prior to inoculation by leaving them in an incubator inundated
in media to stabilize elastomer gas content is another worthwhile procedural step.
After priming the seeding channels with cell-free media, the channel inlets and outlets should be
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: a. Stable meniscus on filled seeding channel over the head of filament (right side
channel). b. Localized plating and adhesion of neurons on head of filament.
covered by a small, 5-10 µL droplet. The droplet should be as close to equal-sized at all openings,
as the droplet curvature determines the associated Laplace pressure and can drive a slow flow
through the channel.
To inoculate the channel, one of the inlet droplets is gently removed by pipette, and replaced
with 10 µL of a dense cell suspension (approximately 10x106 cells/mL) by pipette, without applying
positive pressure to the channel inlet. The pipette is then inserted into the channel outlet, and
vacuum is gently applied, pulling the cell suspension into the seeding channel. Presence of cells in
the seeding channel is verified on a microscope, clean media droplets are placed on the inlets and
outlets of the template, and the substrate/template are placed in an incubator. Gravity assisted
accumulation of cells on the filament can be promoted by tilting the entire substrate by 15-30◦ in
the incubator (Figure 4.8), ensuring that the filament lies downstream of the cell inlet.
As a proof of concept, we utilize a two channel template to plate C2C12 with CellTracker
Green in one channel, and CellTracker Red in the other (Figure 4.9a). The two cell flows are kept
isolated for 24 hours after plating, the template is gently removed, and the substrate is inundated
in fresh media, leaving two discrete cell clusters on the filament. Increased selective adhesion to
the filament (as opposed to the substrate) can be achieved by treating the substrate with a cell
deadherent, such as F127 or Lipidure.
In this chapter we provided an order of magnitude improvement in swimming dynamics of
the single tailed swimmer by effectively manipulating the flagella boundary conditions with the
addition of an additional tail. We then provided tools to plate unique cell types on a biohybrid
flagellum. Next, we further characterize our biohybrid actuator of choice: the spontaneously
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: a. Templating of unique cell types, here differentiated by staining with CellTracker
Red and CellTracker Green. b. The template can be removed, leaving the filament intact with
localized adhesion.
contracting cardiomyocyte.
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Chapter 5
Characterizing dynamic response
of cardiomyocytes to cyclical
strain
In previous chapters, we utilized cardiomyocytes to provide self-paced actuation of a biohybrid
flagellum. In this chapter, we provide a more in depth characterization of the contractile dynamics
produced by cardiac myocytes on a compliant substrate. Specifically, we study how cyclic strain
affects the spontaneous contractile dynamics of cardiac myocytes. First, we provide motivation:
Slender body elastohydrodynamic models of biohybrid flagella populated with coupled, synchro-
nized, discrete, contractile cell clusters predict the generation of more complex bending shapes and
large improvements in swimming dynamics. With discrete clusters, when one cluster contracts and
actuates the filament, it produces a substrate strain (positive or negative) on the other clusters. If
this coupling strain can modulate contractile rates, it may be sufficient to induce synchronization.
Next, we review the biological mechanisms that govern spontaneously contractile cardiac my-
ocytes, and identify multiple pathways that may allow external strain to perturb spontaneous
contractile dynamics. Then, we provide design criteria for an experimental setup that permits
us to apply cyclic strain to a 2D cell culture while measuring contractile dynamics, with control-
lable peak strain and time dynamics. In systems with sufficiently strong coupling, we identify full
synchronization of spontaneously contracting cardiac myocytes to a perturbing strain function.
In less strongly coupled systems, we identify quantifiable phase interaction, a hallmark of loosely
coupled oscillators. We then derive a nonlinear stochastic relaxation model approximating coupled
cardiac myocytes, and use the empirically measured oscillator parameters to infer potential classes
of interacting oscillators that may provide a physiological role in the organism.
5.1 Introduction to oscillator dynamics
Spontaneously contractile cardiomyocytes, through a cyclic sequence of events, behave as oscilla-
tors. Here, we review fundamental concepts related to oscillator dynamics and synchronization.
An oscillator is a dynamic system which exhibits a cyclic phase characterized by some state vari-
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able looping over a configuration space repeatedly and indefinitely. As a simple case, consider the
undamped, unforced pendulum. At small angles of peak displacement, a pendulum consisting of a
mass M hanging from a massless, inextensible string of length L has a position uniquely measured
as θ with an associated equation of motion:
θ¨ +
g
L
sinθ = 0 (5.1)
For small displacements, sinθ ≈ θ, and we can solve for θ:
θ = θmaxsin(ωt− φ0) (5.2)
Here, ω =
√
(g/L) is the frequency, θmax is the peak angular displacement of the oscillator,
and φ0 provides the initial oscillator displacement. The oscillator undergoes cyclic displacement
with period 2pi/ω. With the exception of angular extrema ±θmax, over the course of a cycle,
the oscillator goes through each phase θ ∈ (−θmax, θmax) twice; the angular position alone is
insufficient to identify the state of the oscillator. To uniquely identify the state, we can measure
the position and the velocity of the oscillator.
A simpler representation involves mapping the state of the oscillator to phase space. The phase
is a single real number spanning a range typically chosen between 0 and 2pi (φ ∈ [0, 2pi)). Generally
speaking, the phase of an oscillator only increases, and when it hits 2pi, the phase φ resets to zero.
Additionally, it is most often chosen such that it increases at a constant rate for an unperturbed
oscillator. Thus, a constantly progressing phase represents a sawtooth function in time. For the
simple case of the harmonic oscillator discussed above, the phase of the oscillator is ωt mod 2pi.
Typically, conversion from a physical state to phase space maps the cyclic state based on the
shortest available repeating timescale. For example, while the pendulum described above exhibits
cyclical behavior with a period of 4pi/ω, convention dictates we use the shortest available cyclic
timescale of 2pi/ω for phase conversion.
Self-sustained oscillators represent a specific class of oscillators with several properties: They
are powered by an internal source of energy (as opposed to being driven by an external oscillator),
they are autonomous (ie, the parameters dictating their dynamic behavior are not time dependent),
and they are stable to small perturbations. Self-sustained oscillators are capable of synchronizing
to a cyclic perturbation. Relaxation oscillators, also known as integrate-and-fire oscillators, are a
specific class of self-sustained oscillators that exhibit two timescales: a long, integration timescale,
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and a short, firing timescale. Relaxation oscillators, which are found in many biological systems
[97], often use the integration phase as a mechanism to control the time between a functional
event, the firing phase [60]. As we will discuss in further detail later, spontaneously contractile
cardiomyocytes behave as relaxation oscillators.
Synchronization occurs when one or more oscillators shift their dynamic behavior in response
to some perturbing function. Some examples include the synchronization of an oscillator to an
external driving force and the synchronization of identical oscillators to each other. Synchroniza-
tion requires a coupling function, some mechanism that allows the phase of one oscillator to affect
the phase or phase velocity of another. Not all coupled oscillators are capable of synchronizing.
Consider a simple case: a pair of integrate and fire oscillators are coupled such that when either
oscillator fires, it bumps up the other’s integration variable by a fixed amount c. If c integrates
at a constant rate in an unperturbed oscillator, then the coupling mechanism causes the recipient
oscillator to progress by a fixed phase amount dφ, regardless of its current phase. A pair of oscil-
lators coupled in this fashion will simply cause each other to cycle faster, without generating any
stable phase relationship [60].
On the other hand, consider a “leaky” integrate-and-fire oscillator. Such an oscillator accumu-
lates its integration variable at a decaying rate (or, accumulates it at a constant rate, but leaks it at
a rate proportional to its current value). If a pair of leaky integrate-and-fire oscillators are coupled
such that when one fires, the other accumulates a fixed amount c of the integration variable, then
the recipient oscillator advances by a phase amount dφ that is dependent on its current phase φ. If
φ is low, then φ˙ is high (due to minimal leakiness), and the addition of c causes little advancement
in φ. On the other hand, if φ is high, φ˙ is lower (due to high leakiness), and the phase advancement
dφ is high. This produces relative phase dependent modulation in oscillator dynamics that stably
drives coupled oscillators to exhibit phase-locked, phase-matched synchronization [60].
5.2 Utilizing synchronized oscillators in biohybrid
swimming
As previously mentioned, the swimming dynamics of the artificial biohybrid swimmer lag signif-
icantly behind biological flagellar swimmers. With the original biohybrid flagellum design, we
could only provide a single point actuator relying on the flexible oar mechanism, compared to
biological flagella which can generate continuous, position-varying bending forces along the fil-
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: The intrinsic variation in the spontaneous contractile rate of cardiac myocytes on a
solid substrate is excessive in the absence of gap junction coupling. Here, a pair of histograms
plotting variability in contraction times from hundreds of cells in a 2D culture. A single histogram
provides the time shifts between contractile events and those exhibited by a ”pacemaker” cell,
which is chosen as the cardiac myocyte in the source video which minimizes the distribution of
the associated histogram. Here, a. plots contractile variation 2 days after plating, and b. plots
variation after 5 days. On day 2, cardiac myocytes are sparsely populated, with minimal direct
cell cell connections (and the potential for gap junction connectivity). By day 5, cardiac fibroblast
proliferation yields a confluent layer, electrical coupling, and synchronized contractile dynamics,
exhibited by the minimal variation in contractile time shifts.
ament. We could easily generate bending forces everywhere on the filament by bypassing the
selective functionalization of the filament and plating cells globally. However, a continuous culture
of cardiomyocytes would become electrically connected via gap junctions, and all cells would fire
simultaneously (Fig. 5.1). Simultaneous bending forces everywhere would suppress the flexible oar
mechanism, time irreversibility would be lost, net propulsion over a cycle would collapse to zero,
and no swimming would occur.
One could generate more complex bending functions by plating discrete clusters of cardiac
myocytes at different positions of the tail. In the absence of a coupling pathway, individual clusters
of cardiac myocytes do not beat with perfect periodicity. Figure 5.1a plots a histogram of time lags
between contractions of hundreds of cardiomyocytes in the absence of electrical coupling via gap
junctions. There is significant variation in the contractile periods of individual cells. If we plate
unique cell clusters on a biohybrid flagella, we anticipate similar variation in contractile periods.
In the absence of frequency locked contractility, individual clusters would exhibit unstable and
unpredictable relative phase dynamics, and improved swimming dynamics could not be reliably
engineered.
We model such a system in Figure 5.2 (green line) using the same slender body elastohydro-
dynamic model from the design of the 1D flagellum. Instead of a single cluster at the head/tail
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Here we provide justification for the study of strain mediated coupling of contractile
dynamics in cardiac myocytes with the objective of optimizing biohybrids swimmer performance.
The 1D biohybrid flagellum is modeled with 4 discrete actuators, on alternating sides of the filament
(a). In (b), the predicted swimming dynamics are modelled using uncoupled oscillators (green)
with up to 20% variation in mean spontaneous contractile rate, and using coupled oscillators
(blue) with the same variation in mean spontaneous contractile rate, by strain mediated coupling
enabling synchronization. Not only does the coupled model outperform the uncoupled model, but
it outperforms the single actuator biohybrid flagellum by an order of magnitude.
junction, 4 actuators are distributed along the filament, alternating placement on the top and the
bottom. In consideration of intrinsic beating frequency variation in isolated cardiac myocytes,
the natural frequency of the oscillators, modeled as stochastic uncoupled relaxation oscillators,
varies by ± 10%. The predicted filament deformation dynamics are unstable, as some contractile
cells continuously overtake others, producing complex bending patterns. In spite of the increase
in actuation complexity and power applied to the flagellum, this model predicts worse swimming
dynamics than the original 1D flagellum powered by a single cardiac myocyte (our model actually
predicts backwards swimming).
The second model in 5.2 (blue line) predicts the same system, but where actuators exhibit
strain sensitivity in their dynamics. Each oscillator is modeled as a stochastic, substrate coupled,
leaky relaxation oscillator. Substrate coupling is manifested by an increase in accumulation of
the integration variable associated with positive substrate strains. When one cluster contracts,
it deflects the filament through the viscous fluid, producing passive bending of the filament in
the opposite direction by the flexible oar mechanism. This passive deformation produces positive
substrate strain for other clusters on the same side of the filament, and negative substrate strain for
clusters on the opposite side of the filament. Leaky accumulation is produced by a slow loss of the
integration variable at a rate proportional to the value of the integration variable. The property of
leakiness ensures a phase dependence of phase velocity associated with a given coupling function:
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Figure 5.3: Biological studies have clearly established the role of gap junctions in enabling syn-
chronous contraction of cells in physical contact. The question we ask here: Do spatially isolated,
mechanically coupled, spontaneously contracting cardiomyocytes affect each others contractile dy-
namics?
addition of a fixed amount of the integration variable at low phases produces less of a phase
increase than addition of the same amount of the integration variable a high phases.
The system synchronizes after several contractile cycles, with the actuators on the top of the
filament beating a half-cycle in advance of those on the bottom. When a constant phase difference
exists between sets of actuators, more complex but stable bending deformations are produced, and
an order of magnitude improvement in swimming velocity is predicted (200 µm/s compared to 10
µm/s in the single actuator model). The system is interesting in that while most systems of leaky,
coupled, integrate-and-fire oscillators phase lock at the same phase value, the alternating placement
of actuators on the top and bottom of the filament in this model produces phase locking, but with
a half cycle difference between actuators on the top and bottom of the filament. This model
demonstrates that synchronized discrete actuating clusters can produce substantial improvement
in biohybrid swimming performance.
In the next section, we present a number of mechanosensitive pathways in cardiomyocytes
that enable substrate strain to modulate spontaneous contractile dynamics. We propose that
this type of synchronization might be achievable in the physical biohybrid system through strain
coupling: As one or more oscillators contract, they drive the filament through the fluid. Passive
drag bends the fluid, causing a nonzero strain to be applied to other oscillators. If this substrate
strain is sufficient to affect the contractile dynamics of the sensing actuators, and the oscillator
properties of the cardiac myocyte exhibit properties enabling synchronization, then distributed
cardiac oscillators on a free filament may exhibit the possibility to synchronize with a constant
phase difference. As demonstrated by the numerical model, phase locking of discrete clusters is
anticipated to produce substantial improvement in swimming dynamics.
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5.3 Cardiac physiology
Here, we review the basic functionality of the heart, the biological mechanisms behind cardiomy-
ocyte contraction, the mechanisms that control contractile time dynamics in spontaneously con-
tracting cells, and the mechanosensitive pathways that may enable strain mediated coupling of
cardiomyocytes.
The heart consists of 4 chambers: the right atrium and ventricle, and the left atrium and
ventricle. Deoxygenated blood returning to the heart enters the right atrium, travels to the right
ventricle, and is pumped through the pulmonary circulatory system, where it is reoxygenated by
the lungs. It is pumped back into the left atrium, into the left ventricle, and pumped into the
systemic circulatory system, where it carries oxygen and removes carbon dioxide from the organs.
Deoxygenated blood is pumped back to the heart through systemic veins, and the cycle repeats.
A set of 4 valves, the left and right atrioventricular valves, the aortic valve, and the pulmonary
valve, ensure unidirectional blood flow [75].
Each chamber consists of 3 walls: the endocardium, a thin inner wall composed of endothelial
cells, the myocardium, consisting of contractile cardiac myocytes, and the epicardium, a thin
layer of endothelial cells outside of the heart. Contraction of the cardiac myocytes constituting the
myocardium of a single chamber, also known as working cells, reduces the volume of that chamber,
produces a pressure gradient, and pumps blood from atrium to ventricle or through the pulmonary
and systemic circulatory systems [75].
At rest, the working cells composing the myocardium maintain a polarized voltage of approx-
imately -80 mV. Working cells contract when they are depolarized by ionic currents provided by
electrically coupled cells through the process of excitation-contraction coupling. A slight depolar-
ization from conductive cells or coupled cardiac myocytes causes a slight increase in membrane
potential, triggering the opening of L- and T-type Ca2+ membrane channels, inducing an influx
of calcium and a spike in internal calcium concentration [Ca2+]i. Cardiomyocytes maintain an
internal cache of calcium in the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). L-type Ca2+ channels, dominant in
ventricular myocytes, are localized at sarcolemmal-SR junctions. An increase in [Ca[2+]]i leads
to Ca2+ binding with Ryanodine Receptors (RyRs) on the sarcoplasmic reticulum, inducing the
release of a massive wave of Ca2+ from the SR inside the cell. At high [Ca2+]i, Ca
2+ binds with
troponin-C, which then triggers actomyosin contraction and contraction of the cell. The cardiomy-
ocyte then starts pumping Ca2+ both out of the cell and back into the SR, Ca2+ dissociates from
troponin-C, actomyosin contraction is inhibited, the cell relaxes, and ion pumps and other channels
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restore the membrane potential to full polarization [5]. The cycle then repeats ad infinitum.
Cardiac myocytes are arranged in long cardiac fibers, connected by intercalated discs containing
gap junctions and desmosomes. Desmosomes provide strong mechanical coupling between neigh-
boring cardiomyocytes. Gap junctions provide electrical conductivity, such that an action potential
in one cardiomyocyte can depolarize and trigger an action potential in connected cardiomyocytes.
The architecture of each heart chamber is arranged such that gap junctions connect constituent
atrial myocytes or ventricular myocytes into a single electrically coupled tissue, and each set of
chambers beats in synchronization. Atrial cells are electrically isolated from ventricular cells by
nonconductive tissue. A key result is that, unlike skeletal muscle, cardiac muscle does not exhibit
graded, or partial, contractions. Either all of the constituent cardiac myocytes contract together,
or they don’t contract at all [75].
The heart consists of 99% working cells making up the myocardium, and 1% nodal cells com-
prising the sinoatrial node (SA) and atrioventricular node (AV). Nodal cells exhibit the property of
beating spontaneously and autonomously. They provide the electrical trigger that controls when
working cells contract. Autonomous contraction is facilitated by an unstable polarization. While
working cells are capable of maintaining a stable membrane polarization, pacemaker cells polarize
to approximately -60 mV, then slowly depolarize through sodium and potassium currents (INa
and IK). When the cell reaches a threshold, it triggers an action potential (AP), and a rapid
depolarization triggers contraction. The slow depolarization phase, called diastolic depolarization
(DD), controls the beating rate of the cell [75]. In this fashion, nodal cells behave as self-sustained
relaxation oscillators, with a long time scale associated with DD, and a short time scale associated
with AP.
When nodal cells contract, they trigger the contraction of electrically coupled cells. The SA ex-
hibits a natural beating rate that is approximately twice as fast as the AV node, and, consequently,
dictates the contractile rate of the heart. A typical contraction of the heart involves: Spontaneous
contraction of the SA node and triggered contraction in the left and right atria, depolarization con-
duction through internodal pathway, contraction of AV node, depolarization conduction through
Bundle of His and Purkinje fibers, and triggered conduction of ventricular myocytes [75].
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5.4 Mechanosensitivity in cardiomyocytes
The beating rate of spontaneously contracting cells is determined by their rate of diastolic depo-
larization (DD). This rate of diastolic depolarization is known to be modulated by neurotrophic
factors. For example norepinephrine increases the rate of DD, and, consequently, the heart rate
[86]. Here, we discuss mechanosensitive pathways that may permit substrate strain to modulate
the rate of DD, and summarize previous experimental results identifying mechanosensitivity of
diastolic depolarization or contractile dynamics.
Stretch activated channels (SACs), also known as mechanosensitive channels (MSCs), are a
family of ion channels that, under the application of membrane tension, exhibit a shift in open
probability. Ion channels may exhibit sensitivity to voltage, ligand binding, mechanical tension,
or some combination of these factors. As a result, many ion channels are not uniquely voltage
sensitive or mechanosensitive, but respond to these inputs in varying ways. A lipid bilayer under
strain produces a tension T proportional to its area strain: T = kA(A−A0)/A0, where A and A0
are the strained and unstrained membrane areas, and kA is the lipid area-stretch modulus [69].
Rawicz et al. measured lipid bilayers with compositions similar to eukaryotic cells to have area-
stretch moduli between 100-1000 mN/m [64]. Stretch sensitivity of SACs is typically evaluated
experimentally by applying suction to the membrane with a glass pipette under vacuum, and
measuring current flow associated with the application of membrane tension. In biological systems,
membrane tension fluctuations can be generated by external factors, such as tissue deformations
or muscle contractions, or internal factors, such as shifts in cytoskeletal structure [69].
Stretch sensitivity in cardiac myocytes has been identified in varying forms in the literature.
Tang et al. demonstrated that substrate stretch can induce spontaneous contractility in quiescent
cardiac myocytes. Primary chicken cardiomyocytes, extracted from embryonic chicken hearts,
were cultured on 2D soft polyacrylamide substrates. While some cells exhibited spontaneous
and periodic contractility, others remained quiescent. A rigid tungsten probe was mounted on
a 3-axis piezo micromanipulator. The probe contacted the gel surface about 60 µm away from
the cell and, exerting a small compressive force on the gel, was used to cyclically stretch the
substrate in a pulsing fashion with varied frequency, from 0.3-0.75 Hz, causing the cell to stretch
by about 6% maximum. Here, the probe only contacted the substrate, and not the cells, and its
motion generated a substrate strain that mechanically perturbed the adherent cell. Several cycles
of mechanical deformation induced spontaneous contractility of the previously quiescent cells.
Spontaneous contractility persisted for several hours after mechanical stimulation was removed,
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but at a contractile rate far slower than that exhibited when the cell was being mechanically
stimulated [88]. These results indicate that chicken cardiomyocytes are sensitive to mechanical
stimulation.
Tatsukawa et al. measured an increase in [Ca2+]i in stretched neonatal rat ventricular cells.
Fura-2 loaded primary cells were plated on a functionalized elastomer, and the substrate was
stretched, producing a positive substrate strain of over .25. The researchers measured two modes of
calcium influx, a quick influx associated with rapid stretch, and a slow, persistent influx associated
with constant and slow stretch. Both shifts in [Ca2+]i were only observed with sufficient Ca
2+ in
the media, leading to the conclusion that membrane transport was responsible for the measured
calcium dynamics, as opposed to triggered SR release. The addition of gadolinium chloride, a
stretch-activated channel blocker, inhibited the short time scale rapid Ca2+, but not the persistent
influx, indicating that SACs are responsible for this short term shift in [Ca2+]. Neither the addition
of ryanodine, which inhibits sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release, nor gallopamil, a sarcolemmal
Ca2+ channel blocker, inhibited rapid Ca2+ influx [89].
Sigurdson et al. identified Ca2+ influx by prodding fluo-3 loaded primary chick cardiomyocytes
with a pipette. These cells are known to express nonselective SACs capable of passing Ca2+
and K+ as well as selective SACs capable of passing K+ only [78]. Craelius et al. identified
nonspecific SACs in patch-clamped ventricular myocytes from neonatal rats. Only ventricular
myocytes (from the lower 2/3 of the heart) were excised and plated. Stretch was applied via
suction through a pipette applied to the cell wall, producing estimated membrane tensions from
1-4 dynes/cm. Application of membrane stretch produced bursts of SAC currents, and sampling
of the cell membrane yielded an estimate of SAC density of 0.1 channels per µm2 [17].
Ruwhof et al. found that neonatal rat cardiac myocytes cultured and stretched on an elas-
tomeric substrate had higher levels of [Ca2+]i attributable to induced activity in L-type Ca
2+
channels, SACs, and calcium induced calcium release via the sarcoplasmic reticulum. These claims
were supported by drug trials, including gadolinium chloride to block SACs, Ruthenium Red and
procaine to block ryanodine receptors, and Diltiazem to block L-type Ca2+ channels [68].
Finally, Nitsan et al. identified a shift in the contractile rate of spontaneously beating con-
tractile cardiac myocytes in response to cyclic substrate deformation. The group plated primary
neonatal rat cardiomyocytes on polyacrylamide gels, and observed that cells sufficiently close to
each other could synchronize. Using a probe to generate cyclical strains on the substrate, they
demonstrated that they could shift the beating frequency of spontaneously contractile cells by
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up to 2.5 times their unperturbed beating frequency, and that this modulated beating frequency
persisted after removal of mechanical stimulation [57]. The behavior is then modeled as a calcium
oscillator based on [39].
The findings of this study provide strong support that discrete clusters on a biohybrid filament
could synchronize by mechanical coupling. The study provides incomplete characterization, how-
ever, as the tools are unable to image contractions during mechanical perturbation in real time
and provide a full characterization of the oscillator dynamics produced by the cells. The cyclic
mechanical deformation is provided by a point-like probe producing strain fields that decay rapidly
and the deformation field the cells are subjected to is poorly characterized. Additionally, mechan-
ical perturbation is largely limited to single cells, as opposed to generating cyclic deformation to
an entire population of cells. The contractile rate of the heart is determined by whichever nodal
cell triggers an action potential first, which may vary from cycle to cycle.
In summary, a number of studies clearly demonstrate that mechanical strain modulates dias-
tolic membrane potential and, consequently, spontaneous contractile dynamics, but that coupling
sensitivity has not been characterized. The ability of spontaneously contracting cells to behave
as coupled oscillators to a periodic strain has been incompletely studied. This is a question with
importance beyond biohybrid robotics, as the heart is constantly generating cyclic strain fields; the
potential for mechanical coupling may serve a physiological role. Next, experimental techniques
to measure and characterize this sensitivity are summarized.
5.5 Applying cyclical strain to a cell culture
In the preceding subsections, we claim:
• Loosely coupled self-powered oscillators can synchronize
• Spontaneously contractile cardiac myocytes behave like self-powered relaxation oscillators
• Biological pathways exist potentially enabling substrate strain to perturb contractile dynam-
ics of the spontaneously contracting cell
• Cyclic strain applied to single cardiomyocytes can perturb their contractile rate
We seek to determine if cyclic mechanical deformation can perturb the contractile dynamics of
spontaneously contracting cardiac myocytes in a manner to produce stable, predictable, frequency
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locked phase dynamics that can be exploited in a biohybrid robotics system or provide a phys-
iological role in the heart. To test for and characterize this deformation sensitivity, we need to
construct an experimental system with the following properties:
• Autoclavable, biocompatible, compliant cell culture substrates
• Incubator compatible
• Tunable time dynamics of mechanical deformation
• Tunable mechanical strain dynamics
• Maintains cell culture sample in focal plane on microscope
• Stable media meniscus
• Flat media surface
• Prestrained substrates
• ”Hot-swappable” substrates
Here, we present a system engineered to provide these requirements, enabling the rigorous
characterization of coupled oscillator dynamics of mechanically perturbed cardiomyocytes.
Biocompatible stretchable substrate:
A polydimethylsiloxane substrate with an extruded ring for the cell culture is cast from a mold.
The mold is machined from 7075 aluminum to enable a high quality surface finish. Vertical walls
for the extruded ring cutout in the mold generate significant stiction on sample removal, resulting
in frequent tearing. This is avoided by machining the extruded ring cutout is machined with a
3/32” tapered mill (1.5◦). The cell culture surface should have a high optical transparency, which
is achieved by polishing the aluminum mold with metal polish and a high speed buffing wheel
until a mirror surface finish is achieved. Single substrates are cast with a 10:1 base to crosslinker
ratio PDMS, degassed in a vacuum chamber, and cured at 70◦C overnight. This produces an
elastic modulus of approximately 1 MPa, measured by nanoindentation. The distance of the
cell plating surface from the substrate neutral axis (critical for controlling z-displacement during
stretch) is controlled by the volume of PDMS cast into the mold; increasing the volume of liquid
PDMS increases the distance of the cell culture surface from the bottom of the substrate. The
substrates are gripped at each end by a pair of clamps. The clamps are machined out of PEEK, a
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: (a) To ensure a flat meniscus, the cell culture well is cast as an extruded PDMS ring.
UV light functionalized PDMS has a contact angle of approximately 90◦, so we can fill this ring
and have a stable, flat surface. (b) The PDMS substrate is clamped between two machined high
temperature compatible PEEK clamps to provide autoclave compatibility.
high-temperature polymer, and assembled with stainless hardware, insuring that the assembly is
autoclave and incubator compatible.
Tunable dynamics:
The desired functionality of this tool is to generate high speed (up to 5-10Hz) cyclic mechanical
strain fields on a stretchable cell culture substrate while maintaining the cells of interest in focus and
in the field of view (FOV) of an inverted microscope equipped with a camera capable of acquiring
high frame rates. The tool is designed to fit in the environmental chamber of an Olympus IX81
inverted microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu Flash 4 camera (Figure 5.5), thereby providing
cell culture compatible temperature and CO2 concentrations during experiments.
To keep the sample in the microscope FOV, the substrate is held midway between a pair of
spring loaded linear slides (Fig. 5.5b). Each linear slide is displaced by a cam, a rotating block
with angle varying radius r(θ), such that continuous rotation of the cam produces continuous linear
displacement of the linear slides. A circular cam with an axle offset by b produces a sinusoidal
displacement function x = bsin(ωt), with peak to peak displacement of 2b. Identical cams are
used on both slides, with a constant 180◦ offset controlled by a belt drive connecting the two cams.
By keeping the cams at a half cycle offset, the two linear slides move in the opposite direction
simultaneously, keeping the cell culture well stationary in the FOV of the microscope. Circular
cams with an offset axle by b produce a net displacement of 4b over a cycle, producing strain in
the elastic substrate. Due to the nonuniform geometry of the substrate and clamping effects, peak
strain is measured during postprocessing. The center of the substrate undergoes positive strain in
the direction of the linear slide motion, with some negative strain in the orthogonal directions due
to the Poisson effect. The negative strain produced is significantly less than half of the positive
strain (which one would expect for a perfect elastomer) due to clamping effects.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: (a) The entire stretching apparatus fits inside an environmental chamber mounted on
an inverted microscope. To keep the target region centered, the stretcher utilizes a pair of linear
slides (b) driven by 180◦ offset cams that are spun at a constant velocity by a single geared DC
motor and a belt drive.
The pair of cams are belt driven by a geared DC motor with no feedback. Rotational velocity
is controlled by application of DC voltage, and the resultant rotational velocity is mechanical
load dependent. As a result, specific dynamics of the substrate deformation must be extracted in
postprocessing. More complex deformation patterns can be produced by machining more complex
cam designs. For example, we can test strain rate dependency while maintaining peak strain and
driving frequency by producing a lobed cam with the same minimum and maximum surface radii
as a circular cam. Approximate step functions can be induced with rapid changes in cam radii.
The major limitation of this design is that peak strains εmax cannot be changed on the fly.
Since there is no feedback mechanism attached to the DC geared motor, turning partial rotations
of the cams and changing directions would be unreliable and subject to accumulation error. To
change εmax, the cams must be swapped, a process which takes several minutes. An alternative
strategy to overcome this weakness is to fabricate a stage actuated by closed loop servo motors
driving a precision drive screw displacing a pair of linear slides. Sinusoidal and other complex
displacement functions could then be programmed by explicitly controlling the motor speed and
changed on the fly.
Maintaining focus:
High speed video is required during high speed substrate deformation in order to get clear
imagery and enable the measurement of contractile dynamics. We use a 10x long working distance
objective. Under this magnification, vertical displacement of just a few microns of the cell culture
surface causes a loss of focus and an inability to identify cell contractions. Since we are stretching
the sample in the plane of the microscope stage, the Poisson effect causes substrate deformation in
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: It is absolutely critical to minimize z-displacement of the cell culture in order to keep
the sample in focus on a microscope. We design the system to have two characteristic z-direction
displacement mechanisms. As the sample is stretched, (a) the sample lifts due to bending of the
machine itself, and (b) the cell culture drops due to Poisson contraction of the PDMS. By sizing
the substrate thickness appropriately, and controlling the distance of the cell plating surface from
the substrate neutral axis, we can ensure the cell culture stays in focus during cyclic stretch.
the z-direction, along the optical path (Fig. 5.6b). If the cell culture surface is above the neutral
axis of the substrate, it will move down under stretch, and vice versa.
Additionally, any machine component with movable parts must have some play, and machine
components under load deform. We get significant bending of our stretcher chassis under the load
of the strained substrate, causing the substrate to displace upwards. To combat this, we design
the system to use Poisson contraction of the substrate to offset vertical displacement induced by
mechanical bending of the stretcher. Vertical displacement of the sample surface from both chassis
bending and Poisson contraction are approximately linear with respect to substrate tension. To
achieve a net-zero surface displacement, we cast a substrate thickness that places the culture
surface at an appropriate distance from the substrate neutral axis such that poisson displacement
offsets mechanical bending induced displacement, thus keeping the cell culture stationary and in
focus.
Stable media surface: The cell culture must be kept in cell culture media, ideally with a fluid
thickness of approximately 2mm (which maintains an appropriate media pH using standard media
recipes in an incubator at 37◦C and 5% CO2). Applying cyclic, high speed substrate deformations
can induce oscillatory flows in a fluid, potentially spilling it or causing fluid shear on the cells.
Fluid shear is known to trigger biological responses in epithelial and other cell types [71]. To
keep a stable meniscus with minimal fluid flow, we identify two characteristic order of magnitude
pressures. First, accelerating the fluid droplet of radius a and peak substrate strain εmax produces
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: To maximize stability of the cell culture droplet during cyclic strain at speeds up
to 5 Hz, we ensure that the Laplace pressure associated with the curvature of the meniscus is
much greater than the pressure forces exerted on the meniscus by fluid acceleration. (a) provides
assumed droplet dimensions and geometry for the estimation of relevant parameters. (b) indicates
that a droplet radius less than 3.5mm will ensure a value of C less than .01
a pressure on the meniscus:
pinertial ≈ ρpia
2εω2
4
(5.3)
For a culture in a extruded PDMS “doughnut” of height h = 2mm, radius a, we can estimate a
characteristic meniscus curvature and associated Laplace pressure for a droplet undergoing defor-
mation of:
pLaplace ≈ γ
(
1
a
+
1
h
)
(5.4)
We define a nondimensional parameter computed as the ratio of these two characteristic pressures
C = pinertial/pLaplace:
C =
ρpia2εω2
4γ
(
1
a +
1
h
) (5.5)
Thus for a characteristic peak strain εmax and perturbation frequency ω, we can choose an upper
limit to the culture radius to ensure that Laplace pressure dominates inertial induced pressure
(C << 1) and, consequently, minimize induced oscillatory fluid flows. For a peak strain εmax and
driving frequency of 5 Hz, Fig. 5.7 indicates that the radius of the cell culture should be less than
3.5 mm.
Flat media surface: To produce quality phase contrast images during high speed deforma-
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tion produced by cyclic stretch, we need to ensure that the surface of the meniscus is flat. We
experimentally determine that a minimum radius of curvature of 10 mm is sufficient to produce
clear images and study contractile dynamics; anything less produces excessive image distortion.
By culturing the cell in a PDMS extruded ring (Fig. 5.7b) with an approximately 90◦ contact
angle, we can readily ensure this parameter by simply pipetting an appropriate volume of me-
dia. Unfortunately, media evaporates at a nontrivial rate in the environmental chamber, which is
limited to 50% relative humidity. If we keep adding media as it evaporates, we will accumulate
higher concentrations of important media constituents, potentially perturbing contractile dynam-
ics chemically. As a result, we need to characterize the anticipated meniscus curvatures in an effort
to maximize usable imaging time without the addition of additional media.
From Fig. 5.8a, evaporation of partial volume for a well of radius a produces a positive meniscus
curvature. Note: the vertical walls of the cell culture well remain wetted, effectively fixing the
air/media interface at the extruded rings top edge. As long as variations in hydrostatic pressure
associated with the height change dh are small compared to the Laplace pressure produced by the
meniscus, we can assume constant fluid pressure, and, consequently, constant meniscus curvature.
We can then calculate the meniscus radius of curvature R associated with a percent evaporation
V/V0, where V is the volume of fluid in the well, and V0 is the initial volume (Fig. 5.8b). We
observe that smaller cell culture wells quickly produce excessive meniscus curvatures. Thus, we
have an incentive to provide a large diameter seeding well to maximize image quality over long
duration experiments. This requirement is in direct opposition to our incentive to minimize seeding
well diameter to minimize induced oscillatory fluid flows. We compute that a cell culture well with
radius 3 mm simultaneously satisfies both of these requirements.
Hot-swappable, prestrained substrates: The substrate and PEEK substrate clamps are
autoclave compatible. The stretching machine, however, is not, and cannot be left in the incu-
bator. Additionally, it is critical that we are able to test multiple samples from a single primary
cell culture, thus requiring that we have the capacity to swap samples on the stretcher. If the
substrates are insufficiently prestrained during plating and incubation, they will exhibit some sag
when mounted on the stretcher due to the weight of the substrate and the culture media. Under
stretch, this sag will be taken up, causing vertical displacement that is nonlinear with respect
to linear slide displacement. As a result, this displacement cannot be offset by the previously
discussed mechanisms, and the sample will not remain in focus during cyclic deformation. As a
result, to keep the specimen in focus, it is critical that the substrate be sufficiently prestrained
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: Media evaporation with the cell culture well is unavoidable. (a) A cross section of the
media profile for well with radius a and height h. We can calculate meniscus curvature associated
with a percent evaporation. (b) Calculation of meniscus radius of curvature R associated with
percent volume reductions V/V0 for well radii between 0.5mm and 5mm. With a 10x objective,
we need to maintain R > 10mm. With an evaporation rate of approximately 10% per hour, the
well radius should be greater than 2 mm to ensure the capacity to image the system for an hour
such that substrate sag is negligible.
This then presents a sample handling problem. It is impossible to transfer a prestrained sub-
strate to the stretcher by hand without causing significant and unquantifiable substrate deforma-
tions, which would then compromise the integrity of the experiment. To eliminate any substrate
deformations associated with transferring the substrate to the stretcher, we designed and fabri-
cated a set of carriages that keep the substrate prestrained at all times. Each PEEK substrate
clamp has three holes (Fig. 5.9a). Static PEEK substrate carriages are machined with a single
pair of pegs, and used to prestrain the substrate during inoculation (Fig. 5.9b). These incubator
compatible carriages remain in the incubator throughout the cell culture.
We fabricated a single actuator transfer carriage to remove the prestrained substrate from the
static carriage (Fig. 5.9c and 5.9d) and transfer it to the stretcher (Fig 5.9e). The transfer carriage
has two pegs that hold the PEEK clamps by the outer pair of holes, and has a single linear slide
to remove the load from the static carriage. The transfer carriage is then removed, and the sample
is ready for the experiment (Fig. 5.9f). In practice, less than 1mm displacement is applied to the
substrate during transfer. A jig was fabricated to permit easy tuning of the stretcher to ensure that
the minimum displacement of the pegs attached to the linear slides is equal to the displacement
of the pegs on the static carriage, ensuring that only positive substrate strains (in the direction of
displacement) are applied experimentally.
A notable shortfall of this system is the lack of environmental isolation. Sterility of the open
top substrate is compromised upon installation onto the cell stretcher. Possible solutions include
the fabrication of a stretchable substrate with a sealed cap. This would have the added advantage
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Figure 5.9: One key requirement is that the stretching tool be able to process multiple samples from
the same dissection while minimizing any applied substrate strain during handling and maintaining
a constant prestrain to eliminate any substrate sag. To accomplish this, (a) Substrates are held by
a pair of PEEK clamps, each with 3 holes. (b) The sample is prestrained with a static stretching
block, consisting of a pair of inverted pegs. The displacement between pegs on this static block is
sized to be equivalent to the minimum spacing between pegs on the stretching apparatus, ensuring
that the cells are plated under the condition of minimum strain. (c) The sample is placed on
a transfer carriage, consisting of a single linear actuator with two pegs on each plate that are
inserted into the outer pairs of holes on the PEEK clamps. (d) The static carriage is removed, (e)
the sample is transferred to the stretcher in a state of minimum displacement, using a single set
of pegs, and (f), the transfer carriage is removed.
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Figure 5.10: (a) By appropriately calibrating the system, the cardiomyocyte culture stays in
focus throughout the stretching cycle, enabling the extraction of contractile dynamics. (b) To
characterize cardiomyocytes as coupled oscillators, both the contractile state of the cells and the
deformation state of the substrate must be converted to phase space. The cell phase, φcell , is
extracted from the displacement of the cells (blue). The phase is set as 0 at the point in time
when a contraction begins, and the phase is assumed to propagate linearly in between contractions
(green). (c) The phase of the substrate, φsub, is mapped to zero at points of zero deformation, and
maps linearly with constant rate of deformation. Hence, φ = 0.5 at max substrate strain
of eliminating evaporation and extending the imaging time available for an experiment. A cap,
however, poses its own set of problems. First, the cap must be adequately permeable to permit
gas transport and maintain an appropriate cell culture media pH. Second, if the system is designed
such that there is no bubble inside the culture well, then we run the risk of generating oscillating
pressure on the cells. While a perfect elastomer with Poisson ratio of 0.5 can be uniaxially stretched
without changing the volume, in practice, the Poisson ratio is not quite 0.5. Additionally, clamping
effects inhibit some Poisson displacements, making it unlikely that volume is conserved during
deformation. As shear stresses and pressure forces can induce calcium influxes in excitable cells
[49], it is critical that we avoid the introduction of pressure fluctuations produced during cyclic
deformation. If we design the system to be sealed with a permeable cap and an air bubble, then
we would have either excessive meniscus curvature, or local flows during stretch. To minimize side
effects associated with these approaches, we choose to use an unsealed substrate.
5.6 Measuring strain sensitivity in cell culture
Substrates are functionalized as follows. A PDMS substrate is cut to size and mounted in a pair
of PEEK clamps. The spacing between clamps with an unstrained substrate must be chosen to
produce sufficient prestrain on the static stretcher, and consistent spacing is produced with a
jig. The cell culture surface is cleaned with ethanol, and the entire assembly is wet autoclaved.
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Figure 5.11: (a) With the previously discussed phase conversion methodology, the oscillator dy-
namics of both the cell culture and the perturbation substrate deformation function are extracted
from a single video. (b) Contractile and substrate dynamics are converted to phase space (φ), from
which we can analyze and study interacting phase dynamics
The substrate is dried, placed on the static substrate carriage, and exposed to a biocabinet UV
overnight to functionalize the surface. The well is incubated in fibronectin (25 µg/mL) for 45
minutes, rinsed 3 times in PBS, filled with 100 µL of culture media, and stored at 37◦C.
Primary cardiac myocytes are extracted from neonatal rats by the same protocol previously
discussed for the biohybrid swimmer. After mechanical dissociation, the cells are centrifuged and
resuspended at 1.5e6 cells/mL. 50 µL of media is removed from the PDMS well, and replaced with
50 µL of the cardiomyocytes suspension, resulting in a plating density of 0.75e6 cells/mL. When
changing media, to ensure the small surface area culture isn’t disturbed during aspiration, only
half of the culture media is changed daily. After 5-6 days, fibroblast growth and cardiomyocyte
maturation result in a confluent layer of synchronized, spontaneously contracting cells. The cell
culture of hundreds of thousands of cells behaves as a single cardiac oscillator.
The stretcher and the environmental chamber are heated to 37◦C and 5%CO2. The substrate is
transferred to the cell stretcher, as previously discussed, and the seeding well is temporarily covered
to minimize evaporation prior to imaging. The system is allowed to equilibrate for 20 minutes
prior to imaging in the environmental chamber. This equilibration time is critical; spontaneous
cell contractility is unstable through the process of transfer to the stretcher, presumably due to
temperature loss.
A single measurement consists of a video collected at 200 FPS for 20-60 seconds (Fig. 5.11a).
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To analyze contractile dynamics, we convert the contractile state of the cells and the deformation
state of the substrate to phase space. By convention, we define phase φ ∈ [0, 1) [33]. The substrate
phase, φsub, is defined as 0 at points of minimum strain. Since deformation is applied externally at
a constant rate for each measurement, it increases linearly with time, and peak strain εmax occurs
at φ = 0.5.
Measurement of φcell is less straightforward. As previously discussed, spontaneous contraction
of cardiomyocytes is controlled by the rate of diastolic depolarization. To accurately identify the
phase of the cardiomyocytes, not only would we need to measure the membrane potential of the cell.
But we are working with thousands of cells, any of which could be responsible for triggering the
propagating action potential that then triggers synchronous contraction of the entire 2D culture.
Both of these requirements are infeasible. Membrane potential measurement of cells undergoing
high speed mechanical deformations is incompatible with classical patch clamping techniques.
Identification of the “pacemaker” cell amongst thousands of contractile cells is not only infeasible,
but not guaranteed (or even likely) to be persistent over time.
Rather, we choose a specific cycle reference point, assign it a phase, and assume linear phase
propagation between events, a method that has been used in the analysis of other biological
oscillators [33]. We choose the set of times where cell contraction is first visually observed and
assign those points a phase value φcell = 0. The resultant phase space is a sawtooth function with
varying slopes associated with variation in contractile periods from cycle to cycle (Fig. 5.10). This
method permits us to map the cell and deformation dynamics extracted from a single video to an
abstract phase space to study oscillator interaction (Fig. 5.11).
Data analysis is accomplished by a set of Python function in experimentLib.py, measure-
mentLib.py, and stretchSample.py, abbreviated versions of which are available in the appendix.
An experiment consists of a set of measurements. Each measurement has a set of parameters, in-
cluding motor voltage, average cell beating frequency, peak strain, and, most importantly, the set
of time points associated with φsub = ε = 0 and φcell = 0, identified as the frame where contraction
starts. The library is used to convert these sets of events to provide φcell(t) and φsub(t) for the
entire measurement, calculate parameters characterizing the contractile dynamics, and present the
data to identify and characterize oscillator interaction with a periodic strain function.
Experiments first consist of a set unperturbed measurements, where unstretched videos are
recorded to evaluate natural contractile dynamics. This is critical to ensure that the spontaneous
dynamics of the cell are stable and to have a baseline measurement for the cardiac oscillator. Next,
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Figure 5.12: Mean contractile frequency during a mechanical deformation frequency sweep. Spon-
taneously contracting cardiomyocytes on the stretching rig are imaged every 3 minutes for 30 min-
utes. The mean contractile frequencies from each measurement with 2 standard deviation error
bars are plotted in red, with the substrate deformation frequency from the measurement plotted
in blue. While we see a slight increase in mean contractile frequency and frequency matched,
synchronized contractile dynamics for frequency shift ∆ between .14 and .26, at higher substrate
frequencies, the cell falls behind. At higher frequency shifts, the cells exhibit a drastic increase in
contractile period variation in each measurement.
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we make a set of measurements while applying cyclic strain. The following discussion summarizes
data from a single experiment conducted 6 days after plating. First, 3 measurements are taken
without applying cyclic stretch. We measure an unperturbed contractile frequency of f0 of.429
beats per second, with slight drift from measurement to measurement and a small measurement
standard deviation, indicating that the set of measured events have stable beat periods (Fig. 5.12).
We then take a set of measurements while applying substrate strain frequencies ranging from
0.49 to 0.85 Hz. We define nondimensional frequency shift ∆ = fsub−fcellfcell as the percent shift
in excitation frequency, where positive values of ∆ are associated with mechanical deformation
at a rate faster than the unperturbed contractile frequency of the cell, and negative values of ∆
are associated with slower perturbations. A single measurement consists of setting the substrate
driving frequency to the desired speed, waiting 1 minute, starting a video collection 20-60 s in
duration, waiting 2 minutes, setting the next substrate driving frequency, and repeating. The two
minute delay is required to write the video acquisition from memory to a hard drive. As a result,
each measurement is taken after a minimum of 1 minute of “training” at the current frequency,
and measures a sample that has been exposed to all the preceding strain functions. If there is
significant “memory” in the process, ie, the cardiac oscillator parameters change with time, than
the order and manner at which data collected is expected to be a critical parameter.
For small frequency shifts ∆ of 0.14 and .26, we find that the measured mean contractile
rate f¯cell increases and aligns with the substrate frequency, indicating synchronization. At higher
perturbation rates (∆ > 0.5), the measured mean contractile rate f¯cell not only fails to keep
up with the substrate frequency, but falls beneath the perturbed contractile frequencies observed
at lower substrate frequencies. Additionally, the measured contractile period variance increases
drastically, justifying closer inspection into the details of phase interaction.
Figure 5.14 provides histograms of contractile periods for unperturbed measurements (top row)
and measurements with substrate frequencies greater than f0. Each measurement provides a set of
contractile periods, τi. The vertical red line in each histogram represents the mean, unperturbed
contractile period, τ¯0. The blue vertical line in histograms for stretched measurements represents
the substrate stretch period, τsub. For the unperturbed measurements, we find a tight histogram of
τ centered around τ0, as expected. For small perturbations, we find a dominant peak of τ around
τsub, with slight spread for ∆ = 0.14. For larger frequency shifts, we find that the distribution is
often bimodal, but tends to span τsub and τ0, even at a perturbation frequency double the natural
contractile rate. The bimodal distributions are very similar to the bursting dynamics observed by
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Figure 5.13: A distribution of contraction periods τ clearly demonstrates modulation of contrac-
tile dynamics with the application of substrate strain. Each histogram provides the distribution
of times between each contraction. The vertical red line is the average contractile period in unper-
turbed systems, τ0, computed from the top 3 unperturbed samples. The blue vertical line in each
of the perturbed systems represents the period of the stretching cycle. In each case, for ∆ as high
as 2, we find that contractile periods τ span the range including the perturbation frequency and
the natural contractile frequency, with the exception of ∆=0.26, where we observe tight frequency
matched synchronization with the substrate.
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Figure 5.14: The relative phase, computed as φcell − φsubstrate, further demonstrates phase inter-
action. Phase slips occur when one oscillator completely overtakes the other. At low values of ∆,
no phase slips occur. At higher values of ∆, the substrate periodically overtakes the cell, and yet,
we observe variations in relative phase velocity as a function of relative phase, indicated by relative
phase dependent variation in the relative phase propagation (see flat regions for φcell−φsub ≈ 0.3)
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Figure 5.15: Histogram of substrate phase at start of contractions. Red overlay plots substrate
strain as a function of substrate phase. In the absence of substrate interaction, the histogram would
be flat and constant with sufficient data. We find sufficient deviation from such a distribution,
particularly at low values of ∆, characterized by high probabilities of substrate phase between
0.4-0.6pi.
Nitsan et al. [57]. This provides very clear data demonstrating a shift in contractile dynamics in
response to the application of periodic substrate stain.
To get further insight, we study relative phase, defined as dφ = φcell − φsub mod 1. Phase
slips occur when relative phase completes a full cycle, indicating that the phase of one oscillator
has overtaken the other. For small frequency shifts (∆= 0.14, 0.26), dφ is horizontal and does not
exhibit phase slips, indicating full synchronization. The relative phase is remarkably stable for
∆ = 0.26. At higher frequency shifts, we observe phase slips with consistent periodicity. Higher
values of ∆ produce more frequent phase slips.
Most importantly, analysis of dφ shows the existence of relative phase dependence of relative
phase. Easily identified for ∆=0.56, the relative phase becomes flatter for dφ ∈ [0.3, 0.4], suggest-
ing that the cardiac oscillator is being pulled along by the perturbing substrate with increased
sensitivity when the cardiac cell is at a specific phase during peak stimulus. We assume the peak
stimulus to be ε = εmax, however, strain rate could be the dominant factor. This behaviour is
not surprising: diastolic depolarization requires a cascade of ion channels types, each contribut-
ing dominantly at different phases of DD. If only one type of channel dominates contribution to
DD mechanosensitivity, we would expect the relative phase to have time dynamics that modulate
depending on whether that ion channel is active during maximum stimulation by substrate strain.
Next, we evaluate the distribution of substrate phases φsub at the onset of contraction φcell = 0.
We find, in general, higher probabilities of contraction at substrate phases φsub ≈ 0.5 − 0.6,
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consistent with dφ ≈ 0.4. Additionally, there is a notable absence of contractions for φsub ≈ 1,
suggesting that when ε˙ < 0 contraction triggering is suppressed.
In another experiment, we measured the unperturbed contractile dynamics of a cardiac culture,
turned on a single substrate strain (∆ = 0.24), took measurements for 20 minutes, removed the
perturbation function, and took more measurements. This experiment sought to evaluate the
instantaneity and stability of modified contractile dynamics in response to substrate deformation,
and how persistent that modification was after removal of the excitation function. This specimen
exhibited significantly more beat to beat period variation than the experiment previously presented,
and yet, with the application of external strain, increased its beating frequency to synchronize with
the frequency of the substrate. After removal of periodic deformation, the cardiac myocyte culture
beating frequency slowed somewhat, but not quite to its original frequency, indicating some form
of “memory” to the substrate history.
Next, we evaluate the response of contractile frequencies to faster (∆ > 0) as opposed to
slower perturbation functions (∆ < 0). Evaluation of contractile period histograms (Fig. 5.17)
show that for negative frequency shifts, the cardiac oscillator produces high variability contractile
dynamics spanning its natural frequency and that of the deformation function, with little mean
shift in contractile rate. At positive but limited frequency shifts, the cardiac oscillator produces
tight clustering around the deformation frequency. Evaluating relative phase dynamics at positive
and negative frequency shifts identifies two distinct relative phase dependence modalities in each
domain, identified by the location of flat spots in relative phase propagation (Fig. 5.26b). These
measurements are indicative of the type of coupling: the ability to synchronize only to faster
frequencies suggests that the coupling mechanism is excitatory, not inhibitory, in nature.
In summary, we constructed a tool to apply sinusoidal substrate deformations to a 2D cell
culture while collecting high speed video. We identified the ability of spontaneously contracting
cardiac myocytes to synchronize to an external perturbation, given a sufficiently small, positive
frequency shift. We find that synchronization is only possible to a faster excitation frequency,
suggesting the coupling mechanism is additive to the phase accumulation function. We find that
perturbation to contractile dynamics is instantaneous (within the temporal resolutions of our
experiment), and yet, produces some residual effect to spontaneous dynamics after removal.
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Figure 5.16: Histogram of contractile periods for unperturbed sample (top row), sample stretched
at ∆ = 0.24 (applied for 20 minutes, middle row), and after removal of cyclic strain (bottom row).
Stimulation by cyclic deformation produced an increase in contractile rate exhibiting synchroniza-
tion with no or sparse phase slips.
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Figure 5.17: Spontaneously beating cardiomyocytes only frequency lock to deformation perturba-
tions at a frequency faster than the natural contractile rate of the cells. For negative frequency
shifts (∆ < 0), the culture produces a wide distribution of contractile periods spanning the natural
unperturbed contractile period (red bar) and the deformation period (cyan bar), with little shift
in the overall average contractile period. For positive frequency shifts of small value (∆ = 0.14),
the cells contract, on average, with the period of deformation.
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Figure 5.18: The time dynamics of relative phase propagation at negative frequency shifts (right)
produce a distinct relative phase dependency compared to positive frequency shifts (left)
5.7 Stochastic model of strain coupled oscillator
To gain insight into the coupling dynamics producing the experimental data observed above, a
stochastic relaxation oscillator model is provided. The oscillator, modeled after the spontaneous
contraction of cardiac myocytes, exhibits 2 timescales: slow diastolic depolarization followed by
a rapid action potential, contraction, and reset of the oscillator. The first phase is modeled as
an integration of arbitrary variable c: After firing, c resets to zero, where it slowly accumulates
until it reaches a value of 1 and triggers another action potential. The long timescale, diastolic
depolarization (DD) phase has both a stochastic component and a component providing coupling
to substrate strain. The short timescale, action potential phase (AP) is treated is a statically
parameterized event; the shape, duration, and dynamics of this phase are unperturbed from cycle
to cycle. The time duration of the action potential is τAP . Thus, variation in contractile events of
the oscillator model will rely solely on stochastic and strain coupled effects in the DD phase.
The DD phase is modeled as a first order rate equation:
c˙ = kconstant + krandom + kcoupling (5.6)
The static, constant accumulation rate kconstant determines the uncoupled, mean contractile
rate:
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Figure 5.19: a Simulation of stochastic relaxation oscillator in absence of perturbation function.
The oscillator slowly, stochastically integrates from zero to one, where an action potential (arbi-
trarily represented as c = 2) is triggered. The oscillator resets itself and repeats, with no memory.
b Sinusoidal, nondimensionalized perturbation positive-valued function representing the sinusoidal
strain generated experimentally.
f0 =
1
1/kconstant + τAP
(5.7)
Considering the experimental data in Figure 5.12, the mean contractile period is 2.33 seconds
in unperturbed systems, 0.5 seconds of which is the active contraction. The period of diastolic
depolarization is estimated as 1.83 seconds, and, using a time delay of 5 msec between initiation of
the action potential and active contraction, a static depolarization rate kconstant = 0.56 is selected.
Close inspection of Figure 5.13 show that the unperturbed oscillator shows some beat to beat
variation in contractile rate. The random term krandom introduces stochastic variation into the
model. This term is randomly selected from a Gaussian distribution of mean zero at each timestep.
To match the variation observed experimentally, we select krandom through the concept of a Gaus-
sian random walk. Let X be selected randomly from a normal distribution with mean µ, standard
deviation σ, notated X ∼ N(µ, σ2). Then Z computed as n steps from X ∼ N(µ, σ2) can be
computed as:
Z ∼ N(nµ, nσ2) (5.8)
An average contractile period standard deviation of .055 seconds is measured in unperturbed
cardiac myocytes; krandom is chosen to produce the same standard deviation in contractile period in
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the modeled system. Modeling the system without a coupling function produces an approximately
linear function c(t) increasing from zero to one, followed by a 0.505 sec action potential (represented
as c = 2), with small deviations attributable to the random accumulation component (Figure
5.19b).
The coupling function kcoupling provides a pathway for environmental conditions to perturb
oscillator dynamics. We model a simple substrate perturbation function as an offset sinusoidal
function, scaled with minimum strain ε = 0 and max strain ε = 1. Unit peak strain is chosen, as
actual peak strain is absorbed in the coupling function coefficients, and selection of these coefficients
is purely empirical due to the lack of available data on specific biological mechanosensitive pathways
and the abstract nature of the oscillator model. The offset is chosen to mimic the experimental
setup, where axle displaced circular cams produce sinusoidal displacement with a minimum zero
strain.
The coupling function is decoupled into a cell phase dependent function and a substrate strain
function scaled by coefficient α:
kcoupling = αkcell(c)kstrain(ε) (5.9)
The substrate sensitive term, kstrain(ε), is the coefficient that enables coupling and synchroniza-
tion, and is a function of substrate strain only. The simplest functional form would be a linear
dependence, ie, kstrain ≈ ε. Coefficients are neglected, as they are absorbed into the term α in
equation 5.9. However, experimental evidence suggests a nonlinear dependence on peak strain.
The data presented above was collected for a sinusoidal displacement with a peak strain of 0.13.
Another experiment, not shown, with peak strain of 0.06, showed little to no phase interaction. Ad-
ditionally, the cell membrane is not perfectly taut, otherwise, it would rip under tension. Rather,
it has wrinkles and curves. It behaves as a sagging string under tension: the first stretch phase
takes out sag, and the second produces mechanical strain in the string. This produces a step-
like sensitivity in substrate deformation in response to applied tension. Here, we choose a simple
nonlinear strain dependence in the form:
kstrain =

0 if ε ∈ [0, ε0)
(εmax − ε0)(ε− ε0) if ε ∈ [ε0, εmax]
(5.10)
Thus, for substrate strains less than ε0, DD propagation is unaffected, and for strains greater
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Figure 5.20: a Simple nonlinear function approximating coupling dependency on strain. bGaussian
sensitivity function accounting for observation that the cardiac oscillators only respond to external
strain when the cell is in a limited phase range
than ε0, perturbation of c accumulation scales linearly with ε. Lower values of ε0 tend to give more
variation to peak locations of substrate phase associated with action potential triggers, as a wider
range of substrate strain values affect oscillator dynamics. The value of ε0 is selected such that
this peak location in simulated systems shows similar stability to that observed in experiments
(Figure 5.15).
Upon inspection of Figure 5.14, it is readily apparent that the relative phase velocity, ddt (φcell−
φsubstrate), exhibits dependence on the relative phase. This is indicative of a cell phase sensitivity
to a perturbation, justifying the inclusion of the kcell(c) term. This sensitivity function is modeled
about a Gaussian of mean µ with standard deviation σ (Figure 5.20b). These two parameters
are selected to tune the oscillator such that relative phase dependence of relative phase velocity
exhibits reduction at similar values of relative phase. The use of a Gaussian function that decays
to zero enables a continuous phase sensitivity function in the phase domain.
Finally, α determines the strength of coupling. The higher the value of α, the more strongly
coupled the oscillator is to the substrate, permitting it to synchronize to a wider range of substrate
frequencies with no phase slips. In this model, α is chosen such the modeled oscillator synchronizes
to the same set of perturbation frequencies as observed experimentally.
In summary, the oscillator model accumulates abstract variable c from zero to one, fires, and
resets. The parameters dictating model dynamics are:
• kconstant: Selected to achieve unperturbed spontaneous contractile rate equal to experiment
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• krandom: Selected to achieve same standard deviation of unperturbed contraction periods as
experimentally measured
• α: Selected such that model synchronizes (with zero phase slips) to same frequency range as
experimentally observed
• kcell(c): Gaussian function selected to achieve same relative phase dependent relative phase
velocity
• kstrain(ε): Step function windowed linear function of strain chosen to achieve same stability
of substrate phase associated with AP triggers
The code and library for the model is contained in the appendix in oscillatorLib.py and sam-
pleModel.py. The latter is a script defining parameters for the model. Cell parameters control how
the cell behaves as an oscillator and responds to its environment. Substrate parameters define the
strain field to be applied to the modeled oscillator. The model library oscillatorLib.py contains
the class oscillator, an abstract object with a set of events ix and phase between 0 and 1.
The class cardiac inherits from the class oscillator, and adds the cell parameters defined above,
including nonlinear dependence on ε and oscillator phase c. Finally, an action potential is an in-
stance of the class ap, which requires an instance of an oscillator and a strain function as arguments.
An ap contains the method triggerAP, which simulates a firing based on cell parameters. Figure
5.21 overlays a substrate strain function (red) and a simulated oscillator c(t) (blue). Changes in
c˙(t) are readily visible where both the strain ε exceeds the nonlinear threshold, and c(t) lies within
the prescribed Gaussian sensitivity window.
The oscillator simulation produces a time function c(t) and a substrate strain function ε(t),
extracts points of zero phase φcell = 0 and φsubstrate = 0, and feeds those events into the same
postprocessing library used to analyze the experimental data motivating this model. In this way,
the identical postprocessing scripts can be used on both the experimental data and the modeled
data.
Figure 5.22 plots mean frequencies and error bars (2 standard deviations) for the model param-
eters selected to reproduce the behavior exhibited in Fig. 5.12. The predicted behavior matches
closely, including a relatively constant unperturbed beating frequency with low variation (first 3
points), synchronization indicated by matching substrate and oscillator frequencies (4th and 5th
points), and a loss of synchronization for higher frequency shifts. At high frequency shifts, the
model predicts high variation in contractile periods, similar to the experiment. The experimental
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Figure 5.21: Simulated relaxation oscillator dynamics c(t) (blue) generated by model for substrate
strain function ε(t) (red). Short timescale action potential dynamics of the oscillator are treated
as a constant parameter event represented by c = 2.
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Figure 5.22: Mean frequencies (red) and substrate deformation frequencies (blue) in the modeled
system. Comparing to experimental data (Fig. 5.12), the modeled data reproduces critical phe-
nomena, including frequency matching at low positive values of ∆ and a large increase in variance
in the contractile period τ at high ∆
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Figure 5.23: A distribution of contraction times in the modeled system. The vertical red line
indicates the mean contractile period of the unperturbed system, and the cyan line (in models
with nonzero substrate strain only) indicate the period of external cyclic strain. Experimental
data (yellow) and modeled data (blue) exhibit similar distributions
data measured an increase in variability of contractile periods associated with ∆ = 0.14; this was
not captured by the model. Additionally, the model predicts decaying mean frequencies associated
with high frequency shifts, which is attributable to the oscillator spending less time in the high
coupling region as the substrate phase moves rapidly by.
Figure 5.23 plots the distributions of periods τ for unperturbed and perturbed modeled sys-
tems. Once again, very similar behavior is produced in comparison to experimental data. Sharp
distributions around the substrate period τsubstrate exist for small values of ∆, and, at higher val-
ues, the distribution spans the substrate period and the natural unperturbed contractile period,
with clusters occurring near the substrate period. Larger values of ∆ are associated with a loss of
clustering around τsubstrate.
Figure 5.24 plots the relative phase φcell−φsubstrate for the modeled system at ∆ values of 0.15
to 0.74. At low values of ∆, full synchronization is identified by the absence of phase slips and
a relatively constant phase difference. At higher values of ∆, the frequency of phase slips scales
with ∆. Most importantly, the modeled relaxation oscillator reproduces the same relative phase
dependence of relative phase velocity as the experimental data, indicated clearly for ∆=0.57 by
the slope reduction when φcell − φsubstrate ≈0.3-0.4. This relative phase dependency is the direct
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Figure 5.24: The relative phase, computed as φcell − φsubstrate, in the modeled system. Critical
phenomena observed in the experimental results (Fig. 5.14) are reproduced, including constant
relative phase for frequency matched systems and relative phase dependent relative phase velocity
at high frequency shifts
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Figure 5.25: The modeled, stochastic integrate-and-fire oscillator reproduces the same tendency
to average around the unperturbed contractile rate at negative frequency shifts (top left) and the
perturbation rate at positive frequency shifts (bottom row)
consequence of the Gaussian oscillator phase sensitivity used in the coupling function.
Figure 5.25 shows distributions of predicted contractile periods τ for slower and faster frequency
shifts, reproducing the same clustering about natural beating frequency f0 for negative frequency
shifts and substrate frequency fsub at positive frequency shifts. Figure 5.26b shows relative phase
propagation for positive and negative frequency shifts, which reproduces the same change in modes
observed experimentally. Finally, figure 5.27 plots the distribution of substrate phases φsubstrate
corresponding with the onset of oscillator action potential initiations (φcell=0). These distributions
produce similar clustering of substrate phases near φsubstrate = 0.5 for small values of ∆, and similar
deviation at higher values of ∆.
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Figure 5.26: Comparison of relative phase dynamics for a negative frequency shift in the experi-
mental system (a) and the modeled system (b). In this domain, relative phase exhibits a reduction
in its time rate of change at high values of relative phase, compared to positive frequency shifts
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Figure 5.27: Histogram of substrate phase at start of contractions in modeled system. Red overlay
plots substrate strain as a function of substrate phase.
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Figure 5.28: Schematic of oscillator classes. Coupled oscillators could occur in an asymmetric pair
(top), where one oscillator affects the second with a different coupling strength or function than
the second affects the first. In a symmetric pair, two identical oscillators interact identically. In a
system of many interacting identical oscillators, each oscillator responds identically to the coupling
function influenced by each of the other oscillators identically, with potential reduction in coupling
strength attributable to relative displacement. We define functional output of a set of coupled
oscillators as the ability to produce stable, predictable phase dynamics. We then model the above
oscillator classes using the empirical characterization of our cardiac oscillators to determine which
classes produce a functional output, providing insight into potential biological roles
5.8 Using model to infer potential synchronization
functionalities
The construction of an empirical model reproducing critical experimental phenomena can then
be used to infer potential functional roles for modulation of contractile dynamics by mechan-
otransduction. We have demonstrated the potential of cyclic mechanical deformation to modulate
contractile dynamics and induce synchronization to faster frequencies. Whether this is an artifact
or provides a functional mechanism in an organism is unknown. We define a functional output
of strain coupled modulation of spontaneous contraction as an interaction that produces stable
and predictable relative phase dynamics. In Figure 5.28 we present a set of classes of interacting
oscillators, including identical pairs (identical contractile oscillators that affect each other through
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Figure 5.29: A pair of identical, nonleaky, constant phase dependent coupling oscillators will
perturb each others oscillatory dynamics without producing frequency locking and synchronization.
Top left: integration and firing of single oscillator, where the approximately constant rate of
integration indicates a nonleaky oscillator. Top right: Phase dependent windowing of coupling
strength. Bottom left: Modeled dynamics of single oscillator interacting with other oscillator.
Bottom right: Predicted relative phase dynamics (solid line) compared to uncoupled system (dotted
line)
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Figure 5.30: A pair of identical, leaky, constant phase dependent coupling oscillators with different
natural firing rates can synchronize to a single frequency with a stable relative phase difference.
The leaky integration phase produces an effective phase dependence on coupling. If the coupling
strength is sufficient to yield frequency locking, the slower oscillator will synchronize to the faster.
The leakiness of the oscillators can be identified by the negative curvature during the integration
phase of the modeled oscillator
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Figure 5.31: A pair of identical, nonleaky, phase dependent coupling oscillators with a peak cou-
pling at φcell = 0.6 produces modeled frequency locking to the frequency of the faster natural
oscillator with a frequency difference of 2pi/3
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Figure 5.32: The stable relative phase depends on the phase dependency coupling function. A
pair of identical, nonleaky, phase dependent coupling oscillators with a lower peak coupling at
φcell = 0.3 produces modeled frequency locking to the frequency of the faster natural oscillator
with a lower frequency difference of pi/3
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mechanical deformation symmetrically), asymmetric pairs (contractile oscillators that have biased
or unidirectional coupling functions), and systems of many interacting oscillators.
We construct a model consisting of the stochastic integrate-and-fire oscillators presented in
the previous section, using the parameters required to match experimental data. We replace the
external mechanical deformation function and study the evolution of oscillator systems of each of
the classes in Fig. 5.28, where the firing of a single oscillator produces a deformation field that
perturbs the integration of coupled oscillators in their diastolic depolarization phase. The strength
of coupling could be geometry and physical spacing dependent; for simplicity, we assume that all
oscillators interact identically in systems of many oscillators.
First, we show that oscillators lacking phase dependent coupling do not synchronize. Fig. 5.29
shows predicted dynamics for a pair of oscillators with constant phase dependency on deformation.
In the absence of variation in sensitivity, each oscillator just pushes the other faster, producing an
increase in predicted contractile rate, but no stable relative phase dynamics, and no anticipated
functionality.
Phase dependence to deformation can be produced in multiple ways, including the windowing
function used in the previous function, and a leaky integration variable (popular in mathematical
treatments of interacting oscillators). Modeled dynamics of a leaky oscillator pair are shown in Fig.
5.30. Leaky integration effectively produces a monotonic increase in deformation sensitivity with
increase in cell phase, and predicts stable relative phase dynamics with minimal phase difference
(frequency locked and phase locked oscillators). If this is the mechanism in biological systems, it
could enable similar phase locked synchronization. However, our empirical model predicts peak
phase sensitivity deformation at a lower phase of the cell.
Figure 5.31 depicts predicted oscillator dynamics of a pair of nonleaky cells with cell phase de-
pendence of coupling strength peaking at high cell phases (peaking at φcell = 0.6), while Figure 5.32
depicts oscillator dynamics with peak coupling strength at low cell phases (peaking at φcell = 0.3).
Both systems produce stable relative phase dynamics, with a constant relative phase dependent
on the cell phase coupling dependency function. This is the type of dependency observed exper-
imentally, suggesting that mechanotransduction could play a functional role in promoting stable
nonzero constant phase differences in identical interacting pairs.
Finally, Figures 5.33, 5.34, and 5.35 depict predicted dynamics for systems of many (n=10)
identical interacting oscillators with phase dependent coupling peaking at high (φcell = 0.9), mid
(φcell = 0.5), and low (φcell = 0.1) cell phases. The first produces stable relative phase dynamics
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Figure 5.33: A simulation of many, identical, nonleaky oscillators with peak coupling at high cell
phases enables frequency matching with minimal phase difference. Mathematically, the location
of peak phase is equivalent to a leaky integration occurring at high phases only
with frequency locked behavior with minimal phase difference, a functional output. The second
produces highly unstable relative phase dynamics, with no predicted utility. The last produces
stable relative phases, but discretizes individual oscillators into discrete bands of phases, with no
predictable utility.
These models suggest that, using the empirically derived model from the previous section
and the model parameters determined experimentally, strain mediated coupling could provide
utility in the form of predictable, stable relative phase dynamics only in the case if interacting
symmetric oscillator pairs or asymmetric pairs. This suggests that mechanical coupling is unlikely
to be important in promoting phase-locked synchronization between the many contractile cells in
a single region of the heart, but may help promote stable relative phase dynamics between atrial
and ventricular cells, which must produce stable, nonzero phase difference for efficient function of
the heart.
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Figure 5.34: A simulation of many, identical, nonleaky oscillators with peak coupling at mid cell
phases produces chaotic phase interaction and no frequency matching.
5.9 Discussion
In this chapter, we demonstrate that strain coupled synchronization of sparse clusters of cardiac
myocytes on a filament could produce significant improvements in swimming dynamics. We sum-
marize the critical mechanisms governing spontaneous contractility, and provide evidence from the
literature that cardiomyocytes are sensitive to mechanical deformation. We build tools to analyze
the response of cardiomyocytes to cyclic strain, identify the capacity to synchronize, and provide
a supporting nonlinear relaxation oscillator model. We construct a set of oscillator classes, and
use the empirical model to identify potential biological roles for strain mediated coupling. Future
experimental work will likely focus on the identification of specific mechanosensitive pathways,
likely by application of inhibitory drugs and modified media types.
In the presentation of data, we focused on a single experiment, where the substrate frequency
was varied, and measured the response. With the exception of the first perturbed measurement,
each subsequent measurement pertains to a system that has been exposed to several other frequency
perturbations. This is perfectly acceptable if the cardiac myocytes have no “memory,” but, from
Figure 5.16, we find persistent increased contractile rates after removal of the perturbing function,
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Figure 5.35: A simulation of many, identical, nonleaky oscillators with peak coupling at low cell
phases produces can produce frequency locking, but with unpredictable relative phase values
indicating that history does matter. A more thorough evaluation of strain coupling may attempt
to decouple instantaneous response from accumulated response. Applied to biological systems
(the heart), mechanosensitivity could provide value both as a trained response (to promote a
stable, natural contractile rate) and as an instantaneous response (to promote synchronization
after modulation of contractile rate).
Throughout this chapter, we argue that substrate strain is the critical parameter responsible for
modulation of contractile dynamics. Looking at the suspected mechanosensitive pathway, stretch
activated channels, this makes a lot of sense. However, there are additional potential dominant
parameters, including strain rate ε˙ and average strain ε¯ = 1τ
∫ τ
0
εdt. Each of these factors are
determined from the cam shape and the driving angular velocity in the presented experimental
system. ε¯ is proportional to 12pi
∫ 2pi
0
(r − r0) dθ, where r is the radius of the cam, and r0 is the
minimum radius. ε˙ is proportional to d(r−r0)dθ , and εmax is proportional to (r − r0)max. Each of
these parameters can be tuned individually by clever design of the cam perimeter r(θ).
While the ability of the simple relaxation oscillator model to reproduce experimental oscillator
dynamics does not provide insight into the biological mechanisms responsible for the observed
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experimental strain coupling, it is still a tremendously useful tool. Not only do we see that a
simple nonlinear function can produce this type of dynamics, but we now have the tools to quantify
coupling in experimental systems, where we can conduct experiments in different conditions and
use the selected coupling parameters as a metric characterizing that system. By backcalculating
the characteristics of oscillator phase sensitivity, we may get some hints as to which biological
pathways are responsible for strain sensitivity of diastolic depolarization.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This dissertation summarized the design and fabrication of a biohybrid swimmer, and the de-
velopment of tools to extend the swimmers functionality and characterize its components. We
designed a biomimetic flagellar swimmer mimicking the spermatozoon. We used Stokes regime
fluid mechanics and slender body elastohydrodynamics to design a system that would generate
time irreversible deformation and net propulsion in response to the cyclic contraction of a cardiac
myocyte. We developed the cell culture techniques to place cardiac myocytes where we needed
them on the flagellum, and demonstrated flagellar swimming.
We then demonstrated a two-tailed swimmer that, by effective manipulation of boundary con-
ditions, provided an order of magnitude improvement in swimming dynamics. We developed mi-
crofluidic tools to discretely plate unique cell types on different regions of the swimmer. Using the
slender body elastohydrodynamic model, we predicted improved swimming dynamics of coupled
contractile oscillators capable of synchronizing, and identified potential pathways by which cardiac
myocytes might synchronize through substrate strain. We built experimental tools, techniques,
and analysis algorithms to study the effect of cyclic strain on spontaneous contractile dynamics,
and identified the ability of cardiac myocytes to synchronize to a cyclic strain field. Finally, we
reproduced those experimental dynamics with a nonlinear strain coupled relaxation model, and
used this model to infer potential biological roles of this coupling pathway.
6.1 Biohybrid robotics
We presented a functional low Re flagellum characterized by a slender body elastohydrodynamic
model. A major limitation of this work lies in the use of mammalian cells, which, with extreme
sensitivity to environmental conditions, have limited utility outside of a lab. To increase the util-
ity of these systems, we could replace the cells with nonmammalian cells. Turtle cardiomyocytes,
for example, could be selected to facilitate functionality at room temperature and in anoxic en-
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vironments [81]. Insect muscle is another promising option. Dorsal vessel tissue has been used
in a biohybrid actuator [1]. Insect muscle not only functions at room temperature, but is able
to operate at much higher frequencies. Microscale propulsion is extremely sensitive to actuation
frequency; switching to a higher contractile rate will allow us to produce optimal propulsion with
a much smaller actuator, thereby decreasing system drag and improving performance.
Our microscale filaments provide a unique platform to probe the two-way interaction between
contractile cells and their substrate. We have used these structures to observe the long term
interaction between cardiomyocytes cultured on a thin PDMS filament. Over several days, cells
generate increasing static contractile forces, producing large scale bending deformations of the
filament. These deformations increase the effective moment arm of the cells by increasing their
distance from the filament neutral axis. This effectively increases filament compliance, thus allow-
ing increased bending in response to periodic contractions. Such a nonlinear dynamic feedback
between the cells and the substrate may yield the emergence of cell clusters with specific function-
ality and architecture, warranting further fundamental biological studies. The characterization
and exploitation of such nonlinear interactions may facilitate the development of more complex
biological machines.
In our demonstration of biohybrid robotics, we used cardiomyocytes to replace the motor,
battery, and controller of a simple robotic system. Biological cells provide the potential to serve
many more mechanisms. Braitenberg vehicles are classic thought experiment conceptual robots
capable of exhibiting life-like behaviours [8] including navigation, fear, and memory. Each of the
simple components used to construct these concepts could be replaced by biological cells. In
addition, cellular systems have the potential to self-assemble, to heal, and to adapt. We anticipate
that future biohybrid robotics research will seek to exploit these capacities to produce robust,
programmable, low cost microscale systems with significant utility.
6.2 Strain mediated coupling of contractile dynamics
We have identified that spontaneously contracting cardiomyocytes can synchronize to cyclic exter-
nal strain, and demonstrated the potential to exploit this to design higher performance biohybrid
swimmers. The potential role of this mechanism in physiological systems is of greater importance.
Our experiments use ventricular myocytes from neonatal rats that, due to incomplete differentia-
tion in the young animal, beat spontaneously. Does this mechanism exist in adult hearts, and if so,
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what purpose does it serve? If strain sensitivity phases out with maturation of cardiac tissue, what
developmental role could it provide? The heart functions in a different mode during development
of a fetus, which, as it has no supply of air, has no need to pump blood through the pulmonary
system [75]. Strain coupling could be a tool to provide synchronous contraction in the developing
heart, but is later replaced by electrical control mechanisms in the adult heart.
If strain mediated coupling is persistent in mature tissue, there are a number of roles it could
play. Strain mediated coupling of cardiac myocyte contractility may enhance electrical coupling by
providing a higher speed pathway for connectivity of contractile dynamics. [70] [25]. The genera-
tion of a pressure gradient in the heart requires the simultaneous contraction of cells everywhere
in a chambers myocardium. If mechanical coupling is able to decrease time lag between action
potential initiation in cells on different parts of the heart, than it would increase the efficiency of
pressure generation. Additionally, by decreasing the pulse width of pressure generation, it would
change the efficiency of the pump stroke’s ability to pump fluid through the circulatory system.
Alternatively, mechanical coupling could provide a supporting trigger to electrical triggering of
contractions. Nonsynchronous contractility of cardiomyocytes in the heart is known as fibrillation,
a lethal condition that leads to limited pumping of blood to the arteries. Additionally, both atria
and both ventricles should contract at the same time to ensure optimal efficiency of the stroke
[75]. Electrical coupling can be inhibited by the formation of scar tissue post infarction. In cases
of electrical coupling, mechanical triggering may be a useful tool in the heart to promote universal
contraction and efficient pumping.
Finally, mechanical coupling could help provide a functional phase lag between the atria and
ventricles. Efficient pumping of the heart requires that the atrial myocardium fully contract
prior to ventricular contraction. The general consensus is that slow conductivity to the AV node
produces an approximate 100 msec time gap between atrial contraction and ventricular contraction,
permitting full ventricular filling and maximum efficiency pumping. Our experimental analysis
indicates that a periodically strained spontaneously contracting culture of cardiac myocytes beats
with a phase lag behind the point of maximum substrate strain [75]. This phase lag behind strain
may provide a supplementary phase lagged coupling mechanism helping control the contractile gap
between atrial and ventricular chambers.
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Appendix A
Slender body elastohydrodynamic
model
Here we provide the slender body elastohydrodynamic numerical model presented in Chapter
2. The model is implemented in Python, and depends on numpy and matplotlib libraries. The
first script, sampleSwimmerModel.py, defines the required model input parameters (commented
where appropriate), then defines an instance of the class flagella. The model assumes that the
filament is either a homogenous tail, or a combination head and tail, and, as written, does not
solve continuously varying filament cross-sections (due to the extreme sensitivity of the bending
stiffness with respect to filament width, the numerical inversion becomes unstable in the absence
of varying space grids).
The second file, swimLibV2.py, provides the flagella class and associated methods. Several
animation functions and plotting functions are included for convenience.
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A.1 sampleSwimmerModel.py
1 import numpy as np
2 import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
3 import swimLibV2 as s l
4
5 #LH = 424.0
6 LH = 50.0 # Length o f the head , microns
7 LT = 1503.0 # Length o f the t a i l , microns
8 dx = 3 .0
9 omega = 3.6∗2∗np . p i # Actuation frequency , radians / sec
10 nT = 3.0 # n Periods # Number o f c o n t r a c t i l e c y c l e s to s o l v e
11 dt = 0.001 # Time d i s c r e t i z a t i o n
12
13 E = 3.86 # Bending s t i f f n e s s
14 IH = 57 .0∗∗3∗22 .0/12 .0 # Head moment o f i n e r t i a
15 IT = 7 .9∗∗3∗22 . 0/12 . 0 # Tai l moment o f i n e r t i a , micronsˆ4
16 IH = IT
17 AH = E∗IH # Head bending s t i f f n e s s
18 AT = E∗IT # Tai l bending s t i f f n e s s
19
20 zetaNHead = 11.19E−9 # Head normal drag c o e f f i c i e n t
21 zetaNTai l = 9 .25E−9 # Tai l normal drag c o e f f i c i e n t
22 zetaTHead = zetaNHead /2 .0 # Head t an g en t i a l drag c o e f f
23 zetaTTai l = zetaNTai l /2 .0 # Tai l t a n g en t i a l drag c o e f f
24
25 dr iv ingFunct ion = 2 # Spe c i f i c a t i o n o f d r i v i n g func t i on type ( see swimLib )
26 moment = 37.37 # Peak bending moment
27 mStart = LH + 45.0 # Star t o f a pp l i c a t i on o f bending moment on t a i l ,
28 # From head t a i l juncton , in microns
29 mEnd = mStart + 60 .0 # Location o f end o f a pp l i c a t i on o f bending moment
30
31 #BC = [0 , 0 ]
32 BC = [ 1 , 0 ] # Li s t o f boundary cond i t i ons at l e f t and r i g h t . 1 means f i x ed , 0
means f r e e
33 tw i s t = [ 0 , 0 ] # App l i ca t ion o f tw i s t BC at l e f t and r i g h t . 0 means no , 1 means
yes
34 s h i f t = [ 0 , 0 ] # App l i ca t ion o f t r a n s l a t i n g BC at l e f t and r i g h t . 0 means no , 1
means l e f t .
35 shiftAmp = 1 # Amplitude o f t r a n s l a t i n g BC ( i f equa l to 1)
36 twistAmp = 1 # Amplitude o f r o t a t i n g BC ( i f equa l to 1)
37
38 params = { ’LT ’ :LT, ’LH ’ :LH, ’ dx ’ : dx , ’ omega ’ : omega , ’nT ’ : nT, ’ dt ’ : dt , ’E ’ :E, ’AH’ :
AH, ’AT’ :AT, ’ zetaNHead ’ : zetaNHead , ’ zetaNTai l ’ : zetaNTail , ’ zetaTHead ’ :
zetaTHead , ’ zetaTTai l ’ : zetaTTail , ’moment ’ :moment , ’ mStart ’ : mStart , ’mEnd ’ :mEnd
, ’BC ’ :BC, ’ tw i s t ’ : twis t , ’ s h i f t ’ : s h i f t , ’ shiftAmp ’ : shiftAmp , ’ twistAmp ’ :
twistAmp , ’ dr iv ingFunct ion ’ : dr iv ingFunct ion }
39
40
41 s1 = s l . f l a g e l l a ( params ) # In i t i a t e ins tance o f c l a s s
42 s1 . ac tuator ( ) # Compute input d r i v i n g func t i on M(x , t )
43 s1 . numSolve ( ) # Solve f o r f i l amen t d isp lacement y ( x , t )
44 s1 . propu l s i onCa lc ( ) # Compute p ropu l s i v e f o r ce F p ( t )
45 print (np .mean( s1 .Ux) ) # Disp lay mean swimming v e l o c i t y
46 s1 . p lotDisp (16 ,1 ) # Animate s o l u t i on
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A.2 swimLibV2.py
1 import numpy as np
2 import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
3 import numpy . l i n a l g
4 import matp lo t l i b . animation as animation
5
6 def genWaveform1 ( t , omega ) :
7 # Standard waveform used in NatureComm paper
8 # This i s a truncated , s h i f t e d s i nu s o i d a l to mimic duty c y c l e
9 # observed in spontaneous ly c o n t r a c t i l e c e l l s
10
11 m = np . s i n ( omega /2 .0∗ t )
12 m = (np . abs (m) − 0 . 3 ) /0 .7
13 m[ np . where (m<0) [ 0 ] ] = 0
14 return m
15
16 def genWaveform2 ( t , omega ) :
17 # Pefec t s inuso ida l , 2−s ided d r i v i n g func t i on
18
19 m = np . s i n ( omega∗ t )
20 return m
21
22 def genWaveform3 ( t , omega ) :
23 # Nominally tweaked waveform form conference proceed ings e t c . . .
24 m = np . s i n ( omega /2 .0∗ t )
25 m = (np . abs (m) − 0 . 25 ) /0 .75
26 m[ np . where (m<0) [ 0 ] ] = 0
27 return m
28
29 class f l a g e l l a ( object ) :
30
31 def i n i t ( s e l f , params ) :
32 print ( ’ I n i t i a l i z i n g system ’ )
33 s e l f .LT = params [ ’LT ’ ]
34 s e l f .LH = params [ ’LH ’ ]
35 s e l f . dx = params [ ’ dx ’ ]
36 s e l f . omega = params [ ’ omega ’ ]
37 s e l f . nT = params [ ’nT ’ ]
38 s e l f . dt = params [ ’ dt ’ ]
39 s e l f .E = params [ ’E ’ ]
40 s e l f .AH = params [ ’AH’ ]
41 s e l f .AT = params [ ’AT’ ]
42 s e l f . zetaNHead = params [ ’ zetaNHead ’ ]
43 s e l f . zetaNTai l = params [ ’ zetaNTai l ’ ]
44 s e l f . zetaTHead = params [ ’ zetaTHead ’ ]
45 s e l f . zetaTTai l = params [ ’ zetaTTai l ’ ]
46 s e l f . d r iv ingFunct ion = params [ ’ dr iv ingFunct ion ’ ]
47 s e l f .moment = params [ ’moment ’ ]
48 s e l f . mStart = params [ ’ mStart ’ ]
49 s e l f .mEnd = params [ ’mEnd ’ ]
50 s e l f .BC = params [ ’BC ’ ]
51 s e l f . tw i s t = params [ ’ tw i s t ’ ]
52 s e l f . s h i f t = params [ ’ s h i f t ’ ]
53 s e l f . shiftAmp = params [ ’ shiftAmp ’ ]
54 s e l f . twistAmp = params [ ’ twistAmp ’ ]
55 s e l f . d r iv ingFunct ion = params [ ’ dr iv ingFunct ion ’ ]
56
57 s e l f . L = s e l f .LH+s e l f .LT
58 s e l f . x = np . arange (0 , s e l f . L+s e l f . dx , s e l f . dx )
59 s e l f .T = 2∗np . p i / s e l f . omega
60 s e l f . t = np . arange (0 , s e l f . nT∗ s e l f .T+s e l f . dt , s e l f . dt )
61
62 s e l f . zetaN = np . z e r o s ( s e l f . x . shape [ 0 ] )
63 s e l f . zetaN [ 0 : np . round( s e l f .LH/ s e l f . dx ) ] = s e l f . zetaNHead
64 s e l f . zetaN [ np . round( s e l f .LH/ s e l f . dx ) : s e l f . x . shape [ 0 ] ] = s e l f . zetaNTai l
65
66 s e l f . zetaT = np . z e r o s ( s e l f . x . shape [ 0 ] )
67 s e l f . zetaT [ 0 : np . round( s e l f .LH/ s e l f . dx ) ] = s e l f . zetaTHead
68 s e l f . zetaT [ np . round( s e l f .LH/ s e l f . dx ) : s e l f . x . shape [ 0 ] ] = s e l f . zetaTTai l
69
70 s e l f .A = np . z e r o s ( s e l f . x . shape [ 0 ] )
71 s e l f .A[ 0 : np . round( s e l f .LH/ s e l f . dx ) ] = s e l f .AH
72 s e l f .A[ np . round( s e l f .LH/ s e l f . dx ) : s e l f . x . shape [ 0 ] ] = s e l f .AT
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73
74 s e l f . y0 = np . z e r o s ( s e l f . x . shape [ 0 ] )
75
76 ########
77 def actuator ( s e l f ) :
78 # Compute ac tua t ion func t i on
79 print ( ’ Ca l cu l a t ing normal d r i v i ng f o r c e s w(x , t ) ’ )
80 i f s e l f . d r iv ingFunct ion == 2 :
81 mFunc = genWaveform2 ( s e l f . t , s e l f . omega )
82 e l i f s e l f . d r iv ingFunct ion == 3 :
83 mFunc = genWaveform3 ( s e l f . t , s e l f . omega )
84 else :
85 mFunc = genWaveform1 ( s e l f . t , s e l f . omega )
86
87 #mFunc = genWaveform1( s e l f . t , s e l f . omega)
88 s e l f .m = np . z e r o s ( s e l f . x . shape [ 0 ] )
89 mStartIndex = np . round( s e l f . mStart/ s e l f . dx )
90 mEndIndex = np . round( s e l f .mEnd/ s e l f . dx )
91 s e l f .m[ mStartIndex : mEndIndex+1] = s e l f .moment
92
93 s e l f .mFunc = mFunc
94
95 s e l f . momentCalc (mFunc)
96
97
98 #######
99
100 def momentCalc ( s e l f ,mFunc) :
101 # Ca lcu l a t e s bending moment m(x , t )
102 s e l f .m[ 0 : 2 ] = np . z e r o s ( [ 2 ] )
103 s e l f .m[ s e l f .m. shape [0 ] −2 : s e l f .m. shape [ 0 ] ] = np . z e r o s ( [ 2 ] )
104 a = np . z e r o s ( [ s e l f .m. shape [ 0 ] , s e l f .m. shape [ 0 ] ] )
105 s e l f .w = np . z e r o s ( [ s e l f . x . shape [ 0 ] , s e l f . t . shape [ 0 ] ] )
106
107 for i in range (0 , s e l f . x . shape [0 ]−1) :
108 a [ i , i +1: s e l f .m. shape [ 0 ] ] = s e l f . dx∗np . arange (1 , s e l f .m. shape [0]− i , 1 )
109
110 a [ s e l f .m. shape [ 0 ] −1 , : ] = np . ones ( [ 1 , s e l f .m. shape [ 0 ] ] )
111
112 wBase = np . l i n a l g . s o l v e ( a , s e l f .m)
113
114 for i in range (0 , s e l f . t . shape [ 0 ] ) :
115 s e l f .w [ : , i ] = np . mult ip ly (wBase ,mFunc [ i ] )
116
117
118 #######
119 def numSolve ( s e l f ) :
120 # So lve s f o r f i l amen t deformation
121 print ( ’ So lv ing f o r y (x , t ) ’ )
122 nx = s e l f . x . shape [ 0 ]
123 nt = s e l f . t . shape [ 0 ]
124
125 s e l f . y = np . z e r o s ( [ nx , nt ] )
126 s e l f . y [ : , 0 ] = s e l f . y0
127
128 D4 = np . z e r o s ( [ nx , nx ] )
129 Dt = np . z e r o s ( [ nx , nx ] )
130 a = np . z e r o s ( [ nx , nx ] )
131 c = np . z e r o s ( [ nx , nt ] )
132
133 for i in range (2 , nx−2) :
134 D4 [ i , i −2: i +3] = s e l f .A[ i ]∗ np . array ( [1 ,−4 ,6 ,−4 ,1 ] ) / s e l f . dx∗∗3
135
136 Dt [ 2 : nx−2 ,2:nx−2] = np . diag ( s e l f . zetaN [ 2 : nx−2]∗ s e l f . dx/ s e l f . dt )
137
138 # LH BC
139 i f s e l f .BC[0]==1:
140 a [ 0 , 0 ] = 1
141 a [ 1 , 1 ] = 1
142
143 i f s e l f . s h i f t [0]==1:
144 c [ 0 , : ] = s e l f . shiftAmp∗np . s i n ( s e l f . omega∗ s e l f . t )
145 else :
146 c [ 0 , : ] = np . z e r o s ( nt )
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147
148 i f s e l f . tw i s t [ 0 ] == 1 :
149 c [ 1 , : ] = c [ 1 , : ] + s e l f . dx∗ s e l f . twistAmp∗np . s i n ( s e l f . omega∗ s e l f . t )
150 else :
151 c [ 1 , : ] = c [ 0 , : ]
152
153 else :
154 a [ 0 , 0 : 4 ] = np . array ( [2 ,−5 ,4 ,−1]) / s e l f . dx∗∗2
155 a [ 1 , 0 : 4 ] = np . array ( [−1 ,3 ,−3 ,1 ]) / s e l f . dx∗∗3
156 c [ 0 : 2 , : ] = np . z e r o s ( [ 2 , nt ] )
157
158 # RH BC
159 i f s e l f .BC[1]==1:
160 a [ nx−2,nx−2] = 1
161 a [ nx−1,nx−1] = 1
162
163 i f s e l f . s h i f t [ 1 ] == 1 :
164 c [ nx−1 , : ] = s e l f . shiftAmp∗np . s i n ( s e l f . omega∗ s e l f . t )
165 else :
166 c [ nx−1 , : ] = np . z e r o s ( s e l f . t . shape [ 0 ] )
167
168 i f s e l f . tw i s t [ 1 ] == 1 :
169 c [ nx−2 , : ] = c [ nx−1 , : ] − s e l f . dx∗ s e l f . twistAmp∗np . s i n ( s e l f . omega∗
s e l f . t )
170 else :
171 c [ nx−2 , : ] = c [ nx−1 , : ]
172
173 else :
174 a [ nx−2,nx−4:nx ] = np . array ( [−1 ,3 ,−3 ,1 ]) / s e l f . dx∗∗3
175 a [ nx−1,nx−4:nx ] = np . array ( [−1 ,4 ,−5 ,2 ]) / s e l f . dx∗∗2
176 c [ nx−2:nx , : ] = np . z e r o s ( [ 2 , nt ] )
177
178 c [ 2 : nx−2 , : ] = c [ 2 : nx−2 , : ] + s e l f .w [ 2 : nx−2 , : ]
179
180 # Build d i f f e r e n t i a l operator
181 a = a + D4 + Dt
182
183 # So lu t i on s t ep
184 for i in range (1 , nt ) :
185 i f np .mod( i , 5 0 )==0:
186 print ( i /np . f loat ( s e l f . t . shape [ 0 ] ) )
187
188 c [ 2 : nx−2, i ] = c [ 2 : nx−2, i ] + np . mult ip ly ( s e l f . zetaN [ 2 : nx−2] , s e l f . y [ 2 : nx
−2, i −1])∗ s e l f . dx/ s e l f . dt
189
190 s e l f . y [ : , i ] = np . l i n a l g . s o l v e ( a , c [ : , i ] )
191
192 #######
193 def propu l s i onCa lc ( s e l f ) :
194 # Computes propu l s ion F p ( t ) :
195 print ( ’ Post−pro c e s s i ng data ’ )
196 zetaP = s e l f . zetaN−s e l f . zetaT
197
198 nx = s e l f . x . shape [ 0 ]
199 nt = s e l f . t . shape [ 0 ]
200
201 DX = np . z e ro s ( [ nx , nx ] )
202 s e l f .X = np . z e r o s ( [ nx , nt ] )
203 s e l f . XRef = np . z e r o s ( nt )
204 s e l f .Ux = np . z e r o s ( nt )
205 s e l f . prop = np . z e r o s ( nt )
206
207 for i in range (1 , nx−1) :
208 DX[ i , i −1: i +2] = np . array ( [ −1 ,0 , 1 ] ) /(2∗ s e l f . dx )
209
210 for i in range (1 , s e l f . t . shape [ 0 ] ) :
211 yx = np . dot (DX, s e l f . y [ : , i ] )
212 yt = ( s e l f . y [ : , i ]− s e l f . y [ : , i −1]) / s e l f . dt
213 s e l f . prop [ i ] = np .sum(np . mult ip ly (np . mult ip ly ( yt , yx ) , zetaP ) ∗ s e l f . dx )
214
215 s e l f .Ux [ i ] = s e l f . prop [ i ] / ( np .sum( s e l f . zetaT∗ s e l f . dx ) )
216 s e l f . XRef [ i ] = s e l f . XRef [ i −1] + s e l f .Ux [ i ]∗ s e l f . dt
217 s e l f .X[ : , i ] = s e l f . x+s e l f . XRef [ i ]
218
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219 #######
220
221 def plotDisp ( s e l f ,DF=1, p lotFrac=1) :
222 # Usefu l animation func t ion .
223 print ( ’ D i sp lay ing s o l u t i o n shapes ’ )
224 nx = s e l f . x . shape [ 0 ]
225 nt = s e l f . t . shape [ 0 ]
226
227 nFrames = np . int (np . f l o o r ( nt/DF∗ plotFrac ) )
228 #pr in t (nFrames)
229 yRange = np .max( s e l f . y )−np .min( s e l f . y )
230 xRange = np .max( s e l f .X)−np .min( s e l f .X)
231
232 f i g S c a l e = 8 .0
233 f i g = p l t . f i g u r e ( f i g s i z e =[ f i g S c a l e , yRange/np .max( s e l f . x ) ∗ f i g S c a l e ] )
234 ax = p l t . axes ( )
235
236 ax . s e t x l im ( [ np .min( s e l f .X)−.1∗xRange , np .max( s e l f .X)+.1∗xRange ] )
237 ax . s e t y l im ( [ np .min( s e l f . y )−.25∗yRange , np .max( s e l f . y ) +.25∗yRange ] )
238 ax . s e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
239
240 l i n e , = ax . p l o t ( [ ] , [ ] , lw=2)
241 # I n i t i a l i z a t i o n func t i on : p l o t the background of each frame
242 def i n i t ( ) :
243 l i n e . s e t da t a ( [ ] , [ ] )
244 return l i n e ,
245
246 # animation funct ion , c a l l e d s e q u e n t i a l l y :
247 def animate ( i ) :
248 y2 = s e l f . y [ : ,DF∗ i ]
249 X2 = s e l f .X[ : ,DF∗ i ]
250 #l i n e . s e t d a t a ( s e l f . x , y2 )
251 l i n e . s e t da t a (X2 , y2 )
252 return l i n e ,
253
254 # Cal l the animator :
255 anim = animation . FuncAnimation ( f i g , animate , i n i t f u n c=in i t , frames=nFrames
, i n t e r v a l =50, b l i t=False , r epeat=True )
256
257 p l t . show ( )
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Appendix B
Oscillator model
Here we present the nonlineaer relaxation oscillator model described in Chapter 5. The model is
implemented in Python. The model relies on the matplotlib and numpy libraries, and, additionally,
experimentLib.py and measurementLib.py, the experimental postprocessing libraries in Appendix
3, also discussed in Chapter 5. We intentionally use the same postprocessing libraries for the model
and experimental data to keep analysis consistent. sampleModel.py is a sample call of the model,
defining required parameters and calling appropriate classes and methods from oscillatorLib.py,
the model library.
The sample model call sampleModel.py is partitioned into a model call section, and a data
analysis section.
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B.1 sampleModel.py
1 import numpy as np
2 import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
3 import o s c i l l a t o r L i b as o l
4 import experimentLib
5 import matp lo t l i b
6 import matp lo t l i b . patches as patches
7 from matp lo t l i b . t i c k e r import FormatStrFormatter
8
9 ######################################
10 ######################################
11 ###### SIMULATION PARAMETERS ######
12 ######################################
13 ######################################
14
15 #####################################
16 ### SYSTEM PARAMETERS:
17 dt = 0.0001
18 maxTime = 45
19
20 #####################################
21 ### CELL PARAMETERS:
22 s t a t i cRa t e = 1/1.78 # Constant s t a t e v a r i a b l e accumulation , determines
unperturbed c o n t r a c t i l e f requency
23 leakRate = 0 # Rate o f s t a t e v a r i a b l e l o s s . Used conven t i ona l l y in ” l eaky
in t e g ra t e−and−f i r e ” o s c i l l a t o r models . Not requ i red fo r 2 o s c i l l a t o r
i n t e r a c t i on !
24
25 randomStd = .0245 # Standard dev i a t i on o f gauss ian from which random
accumulation component i s drawn
26 peakEpsi lon = 1 # Peak su b s t r a t e s t r a i n . Because coup l ing s t r eng t h i s absorbed
in
27 # peakCouplingRate , in the absence o f measured va lues ,
i r r e l e v a n t !
28 e p s i l o n f l o o r = 0 .8 # Minimum s t r a i n s e n s i t i v i t y ( f o r non l inear s t r a i n
dependency )
29 ac t i onPotent i a lLength = 0 .5 # Duration o f ac t ion p o t e n t i a l ( in seconds )
30 contract ionDe lay = 0.005 # Delay o f ac t ion p o t e n t i a l from v i s i b l e con t rac t ion (
from l i t e r a t u r e )
31 peakForce = 1 # Peak fo r ce produced by ac tua tor
32 peakCouplingRate = 10 # Peak coup l ing s t r eng t h between o s c i l l a t o r and su b s t r a t e
33 c0 = 0 # I n i t i a l va lue o f c
34 sens i t iv i tyWinType = 1 # See Lib , f o r type o f o s c i l l a t o r phase windowing
func t i on
35 sens i t i v i tyMean = 0 .6 # I f sens i t i v i tyWinType == 1 , then t h i s i s a gauss ian
with mean de f ined here
36 s e n s i t i v i t y S t d = 0 .1 # and standard dev i a t i on de f ined here
37 c e l l T i t l e = ” c a r d i a cO s c i l l a t o r 1 ”
38
39 ####################################
40 ### SUBSTRATE PARAMETERS:
41
42 funcType = ’ s i n u s o i d a l ’ # Define the s u b s t r a t e deformation
43 minStrain = 0 # Min su b s t r a t e s t r a i n
44 maxStrain = 1 # Max su b s t r a t e s t r a i n
45 phi0 = 1.5∗np . p i
46
47 omega0 = 2∗np . p i / ( ac t i onPotent ia lLength + 1/ s t a t i cRa t e ) # Note , t h i s i s na tura l
c o n t r a c t i l e ra t e o f c e l l
48
49 omega1 = 1.14 ∗ omega0 # Se l e c t ed s u b s t r a t e s t r a i n
50
51 ####################################
52 ####################################
53 ####################################
54
55 sens it iv ityWinParam = { ’ s ens i t iv i tyWinType ’ : sens it iv ityWinType , ’ s en s i t i v i tyMean ’
: s ens i t iv i tyMean , ’ s e n s i t i v i t y S t d ’ : s e n s i t i v i t y S t d }
56
57 stra inFunct ionParameters = { ’ funcType ’ : funcType , ’ minStrain ’ : minStrain , ’
maxStrain ’ : maxStrain , ’ phi0 ’ : phi0 }
58
59 c e l l = o l . c a rd i a c ( dt , maxTime , s ta t i cRate , leakRate , randomStd , peakEpsi lon ,
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e p s i l o n f l o o r , ac t ionPotent ia lLength , contract ionDelay , peakForce , c0 ,
peakCouplingRate , sensit ivityWinParam , c e l l T i t l e )
60
61 sub1 = o l . sub s t r a t e ( dt , maxTime , stra inFunct ionParameters , omega1 )
62
63 uncoupled0 = o l . ap ( c e l l , 0)
64
65 coupled1 = o l . ap ( c e l l , sub1 . e p s i l o n )
66
67 p l t . p l o t ( uncoupled0 . t , uncoupled0 . c , coupled3 . t , coupled3 . c )
68 p l t . show ( )
69
70 ##############################################################
71 ##############################################################
72 ##############################################################
73 ######## POSTPROCESS DATA USING EXPERIMENTAL LIBS #########
74 ##############################################################
75 ##############################################################
76 ##############################################################
77 ##############################################################
78 ##############################################################
79
80 exper imentTi t l e = ’ sampleModel ’
81 maxStrain = .13
82 ce l lNa tu ra lFr eq = 1/np .mean(np . d i f f ( uncoupled0 . i x ) )
83
84 useAva i lab l eSubst rateEvents = 1 # Set to uni ty to use ∗data ∗ f o r sub s t ra t e , as
opposed to measured frequency
85
86 c e l lEven t s = [ uncoupled0 . ix , coupled1 . i x ]
87 subEvents = [ [ ] , sub1 . i x ]
88 t i t l e = [ ’ uncoup0 ’ , ’ coup1 ’ ]
89
90 vo l tage = np . z e r o s ( len ( c e l lEven t s ) ) # This i s an a r t i f a c t from app l i c a t i on to
experiments
91 startTime = np . arange ( len ( c e l lEven t s ) )
92 nominalSubFreq = np . z e r o s ( len ( c e l lEven t s ) )
93 react ionTime = 0
94 subEventTimeShift = np . z e r o s ( len ( c e l lEven t s ) )
95
96 params = { ’ c e l lEven t s ’ : c e l lEvent s , ’ subEvents ’ : subEvents , ’ vo l t age ’ : vo l tage , ’
startTime ’ : startTime , ’ dt ’ : dt , ’ u seAva i l ab l eSubst rateEvents ’ :
useAva i lab leSubstrateEvents , ’ nominalSubFreq ’ : nominalSubFreq , ’ react ionTime ’ :
reactionTime , ’ subEventTimeShift ’ : subEventTimeShift , ’ maxStrain ’ : maxStrain , ’
c e l lNa tu ra lF r eq ’ : c e l lNatura lFreq , ’ t i t l e ’ : t i t l e , ’ exper imentTi t l e ’ :
exper imentTi t l e }
97
98 s1 = experimentLib . experiment ( params )
99
100 u0 = s1 . genUnstretchedMeasurement (0 )
101 m1 = s1 . genStretchedMeasurement (1 )
102
103 o l . animateCoupledUncoupled ( sub1 . ep s i l on , coupled1 . c , uncoupled0 . c , DF=500)
104
105
106 i f 1 : # To p l o t
107 ####################################################
108 # Plot his tograms of s u b s t r a t e phase :
109 measurementList = [m1, m1]
110 nRows = 2
111 nColumns = 1
112 f i g s i z e = (12 ,6 )
113 top=0.93
114 bottom=0.12
115 l e f t =0.07
116 r i gh t =0.92
117 hspace=0.32
118 wspace=0.22
119 h i s t maxProbab i l i t y = 1
120
121 s1 . p lotSubstratePhaseHistograms ( measurementList , nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e , top ,
bottom , l e f t , r i ght , hspace , wspace , h i s t maxProbab i l i t y )
122
123 ####################################################
119
124 # Plot histogram of s t r e t c h ed taus :
125 measurementList = [m1, m1]
126 nRows = 2
127 nColumns = 1
128 f i g s i z e = (12 ,6 )
129 top=0.93
130 bottom=0.12
131 l e f t =0.07
132 r i gh t =0.92
133 hspace=0.32
134 wspace=0.22
135 h i s t maxProbab i l i t y = 1 .1
136 nBins = 16
137
138 s1 . stretchedTauHistogram (measurementList , nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e , top , bottom
, l e f t , r i ght , hspace , wspace , h i s t maxProbab i l i ty , nBins )
139
140 #####################################################
141 # Plot histogram of uns t re t ched taus :
142
143 uns t r e t chedL i s t = [ u0 , u0 ]
144 nRows = 2
145 nColumns = 1
146 f i g s i z e = (12 , 6)
147 top = 0.87
148 bottom = 0.19
149 l e f t =0.1
150 r i gh t =0.92
151 hspace=0.32
152 wspace=0.22
153 nBins = 16
154 h i s t maxProbab i l i t y = 1 .1
155
156 s1 . unstretchedTauHistogram ( uns t r e t chedL i s t , nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e , top ,
bottom , l e f t , r i ght , hspace , wspace , h i s t maxProbab i l i ty , nBins )
157
158
159 ########################################################
160 # Frequency p l o t :
161
162 f i g s i z e = ( 4 . 5 , 4 . 5 )
163 top = 0.95
164 l e f t = 0 .18
165 r i gh t = 0.95
166 bottom = 0.1
167
168 s1 . p lotFrequencyErrorbars ( f i g s i z e , top , bottom , l e f t , r i ght , hspace , wspace )
169
170 #########################################################
171 # Plot r e l a t i v e phase :
172
173 m1. p lo tRe la t ivePhase ( f i g s i z e , top=0.9 , bottom=0.11 , l e f t =0.15 , r i g h t =0.95)
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B.2 oscillatorLib.py
1 import numpy as np
2 import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
3 import numpy . random
4 import matp lo t l i b . animation as animation
5
6 ###########################################################
7 ###########################################################
8 ###########################################################
9 class o s c i l l a t o r ( object ) :
10 def i n i t ( s e l f , dt , t i t l e , maxTime) :
11 s e l f . dt = dt
12 s e l f . t i t l e = t i t l e
13 s e l f . genTime (maxTime)
14
15 def genTime ( s e l f , maxTime) :
16 s e l f . t = np . arange (0 , maxTime , s e l f . dt )
17
18 def gen Ind i c e s ( s e l f , events ) :
19 ix = np . z e r o s (np . s i z e ( events ) )
20 for i in range (0 , np . s i z e ( events ) ) :
21 ix [ i ] = int (np . argmin (np . abs ( events [ i ] − s e l f . t ) ) )
22 return i x . astype ( int )
23
24 def phaseGen ( s e l f , ix , t ) :
25 phase = np . z e r o s ( t . shape )
26 i xD i f f = np . d i f f ( ix , n=1, ax i s=0)
27 for i i in range (0 , i x . shape [0 ]−1) :
28 #phase [ i x [ i i , 0 ] , 0 ] = 0
29 for j j in range (0 , int ( i xD i f f [ i i ] ) +1) :
30 phase [ int ( i x [ i i ] )+j j ] = f loat ( j j ) / f loat ( i xD i f f [ i i ] )
31 return phase #, i xD i f f
32
33
34 ##############################################################
35 ##############################################################
36 ##############################################################
37
38
39 class ca rd i a c ( o s c i l l a t o r ) :
40
41 def i n i t ( s e l f , dt , maxTime , s t a t i cRa t e =0.8 , leakRate = 0 . 1 , randomStd=0.1 ,
peakEpsi lon=1, e p s i l o n f l o o r =0.5 , ac t i onPotent i a lLength =0.25 ,
cont rac t ionDe lay =0.05 , peakForce=1, c0 = 0 , peakCouplingRate =0.2 ,
sens it iv ityWinParam = { ’ s ens i t iv i tyWinType ’ : 0} , t i t l e=” c a r d i a cO s c i l l a t o r ”
) :
42
43 s e l f . c e l lEven t s = [ ]
44 s e l f . k constant = s ta t i cRa t e ∗dt
45
46 # For random component : We want the random s tep to be a zero mean normal
d i s t r i b u t i o n
47 # with a standard dev i a t i on a f t e r a un i t time e qu i v a l en t to randomStd
48 # Considering Gaussian random walks , where each time s t ep has standard
dev i a t i on
49 # k random std , a f t e r n t imesteps , we have a normal d i s t r i b u t i o n with
standard
50 # dev ia t i on s q r t (n)∗ k random std
51 s e l f . k random std = randomStd ∗ np . s q r t ( dt )
52
53 # k leak , the l e a k ra te per t imestep , i s computed such tha t a f t e r n
t imes t eps in a un i t time
54 # we ge t a reduc t ion in i n t e g r a t i n g v a r i a b l e by 1− l eakRate :
55 s e l f . k l e ak = 1−(1− l eakRate ) ∗∗( dt )
56
57 # k coup : The coup l ing s t r eng t h . Sca led based on des i r ed peak coup l ing
58 s e l f . k coup = dt ∗ peakCouplingRate / ( peakEpsi lon − e p s i l o n f l o o r )
59 s e l f . e p s i l o n f l o o r = e p s i l o n f l o o r
60
61 s e l f . c0 = c0
62 s e l f . cont rac t ionDe lay = contract ionDe lay
63 s e l f . a c t i onPotent i a lLength = act i onPotent ia lLength
64
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65 super ( ) . i n i t ( dt , t i t l e , maxTime)
66 s e l f . genSensit iv ityWindow ( sens it iv ityWinParam )
67
68 #############################################################
69
70 def genSensit iv ityWindow ( s e l f , sens it iv ityWinParam ) :
71 # Set s e n s i t i v i t y windowing func t i on :
72 sens i t iv i tyWinType = sensit iv ityWinParam [ ’ sens i t iv i tyWinType ’ ]
73
74 # 0 imp l i e s constant s e n s i t i v i t y o f un i ty :
75 i f sens i t iv i tyWinType == 0 :
76 s e l f . s e n s i t i v i t y = lambda c : 1
77
78 # 1 imp l i e s a gauss ian s e n s i t i v i t y
79 i f sens i t iv i tyWinType == 1 :
80 s ens i t i v i tyMean = sensit iv ityWinParam [ ’ s en s i t i v i tyMean ’ ]
81 s e n s i t i v i t y S t d = sensit iv ityWinParam [ ’ s e n s i t i v i t y S t d ’ ]
82 s e l f . s e n s i t i v i t y = lambda c : np . exp(−(c−s en s i t i v i tyMean ) ∗∗2/(2∗
s e n s i t i v i t y S t d ∗∗2) )
83
84 #############################################################
85
86 def s imulateUncoupled ( s e l f ) :
87 s e l f . u = ap ( )
88 for i in range (1 , s e l f . c . s i z e ) :
89 s e l f . stepTime ( i , s e l f . c unperturbed , 0)
90
91 #############################################################
92
93 def s imulateCoupled ( s e l f , e p s i l o n ) :
94 for i in range (1 , s e l f . c . s i z e ) :
95 s e l f . stepTime ( i , s e l f . c , e p s i l o n [ i ] )
96
97 #############################################################
98
99 def stepTime ( s e l f ) : # Make t h i s a lambda func
100 return lambda c , e p s i l o n : (1 − s e l f . k l e ak ) ∗ c + s e l f . k constant + numpy .
random . normal (0 , s e l f . k random std ) + s e l f . s e n s i t i v i t y ( c ) ∗ np .max( [
ep s i l on−s e l f . e p s i l o n f l o o r , 0 ] ) ∗ s e l f . k coup
101
102 #################################################################
103 #################################################################
104 #################################################################
105
106 class ap ( object ) :
107 # ap for predetermined coup l ing func t i on .
108 def i n i t ( s e l f , c e l l , e p s i l o n=0) :
109 s e l f . e p s i l o n = ep s i l o n
110 i f type ( s e l f . e p s i l o n )==int :
111 s e l f . e p s i l o n = np . o n e s l i k e ( c e l l . t ) ∗ s e l f . e p s i l o n
112
113 s e l f . cont rac t ionDe lay = c e l l . cont rac t ionDe lay
114 s e l f . a c t i onPotent i a lLength = c e l l . a c t i onPotent ia lLength
115 s e l f . dt = c e l l . dt
116 s e l f . t = c e l l . t
117 s e l f . c = np . z e r o s l i k e ( s e l f . t )
118 s e l f . stepTime = c e l l . stepTime ( )
119 s e l f . i = 0
120 s e l f . t r i g = [ ]
121 s e l f . i x = [ ]
122 s e l f . s imulate ( )
123 s e l f . i x = np . asar ray ( s e l f . i x )
124
125 def s imulate ( s e l f ) :
126 while s e l f . t [ s e l f . i ] < s e l f . t [ −1 ] :
127 s e l f . i += 1
128 s e l f . c [ s e l f . i ] = s e l f . stepTime ( s e l f . c [ s e l f . i −1] , s e l f . e p s i l o n [ s e l f . i
−1])
129 i f s e l f . c [ s e l f . i ] > 1 :
130 s e l f . t r i g . append ( s e l f . t [ s e l f . i ] )
131 s e l f . tr iggerAP ( )
132
133 def tr iggerAP ( s e l f ) :
134 i f s e l f . t [−1] − s e l f . t [ s e l f . i ] > s e l f . cont rac t ionDe lay :
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135 s e l f . i x . append ( s e l f . t r i g [−1] + s e l f . cont rac t ionDe lay )
136 i f s e l f . t [−1] − s e l f . t [ s e l f . i ] > s e l f . a c t i onPotent ia lLength :
137 s e l f . c [ s e l f . i : s e l f . i + int ( s e l f . a c t i onPotent i a lLength / s e l f . dt ) ] = 2
138 s e l f . i += int ( s e l f . a c t i onPotent i a lLength / s e l f . dt )
139 else :
140 s e l f . c [ s e l f . i : ] = 2
141 s e l f . i = s e l f . t . s i z e −1
142
143 #################################################################
144 #################################################################
145 #################################################################
146
147 class sub s t r a t e ( o s c i l l a t o r ) :
148 def i n i t ( s e l f , dt , maxTime , funct ionParameters , omega=2∗np . pi , t i t l e=”
s ub s t r a t eO s c i l l a t o r ” ) :
149 s e l f . omega = omega
150 super ( ) . i n i t ( dt , t i t l e , maxTime)
151 s e l f . i x = [ ]
152 s e l f . genFunc ( funct ionParameters )
153 s e l f . f indEvents ( )
154
155 ######################################################
156
157 def genFunc ( s e l f , funct ionParameters ) :
158 i f funct ionParameters [ ’ funcType ’ ] == ’ s i n u s o i d a l ’ :
159 minStrain = funct ionParameters [ ’ minStrain ’ ]
160 maxStrain = funct ionParameters [ ’ maxStrain ’ ]
161 phi0 = funct ionParameters [ ’ phi0 ’ ]
162 s e l f . e p s i l o n = 0 . 5∗ ( maxStrain−minStrain ) ∗ (np . s i n ( s e l f . omega∗ s e l f . t +
phi0 ) + 1)
163
164 def f indEvents ( s e l f ) :
165 de = np . d i f f ( s e l f . e p s i l o n )
166 for i in range (0 , de . s i z e −1) :
167 i f de [ i ] < 0 and de [ i +1] >=0:
168 print ( i )
169 s e l f . i x . append ( s e l f . t [ i ] )
170 s e l f . i x = np . asar ray ( s e l f . i x )
171
172
173 #######################################################
174 #######################################################
175 #######################################################
176 # Model animations :
177 def animateCoupledUncoupled ( eps i l on , c , uc , DF=10, p lotFrac=1) :
178 dx=.001
179 nFrames = np . int (np . f l o o r ( e p s i l o n . s i z e /DF∗ plotFrac ) )
180 f i g = p l t . f i g u r e ( f i g s i z e = [8 , 6 ] )
181 ax = p l t . axes ( )
182 lw=12
183 ax . s e t x l im ([−1.2∗np .max( e p s i l o n ) , 1 .2∗np .max( e p s i l o n ) ] )
184 ax . s e t y l im ( [ − 1 . 2 , 1 . 2 ] )
185 l i n e1 , = ax . p l o t ( [ ] , [ ] , lw=lw )
186 l i n e 1 . s e t c o l o r ( ”cyan” )
187 l i n e2 , = ax . p l o t ( [ ] , [ ] , lw=lw )
188 l i n e3 , = ax . p l o t ( [ ] , [ ] , lw=lw )
189 l i n e 3 . s e t c o l o r ( ”cyan” )
190 l i n e4 , = ax . p l o t ( [ ] , [ ] , lw=lw )
191 def i n i t ( ) :
192 l i n e 1 . s e t da t a ( [ ] , [ ] )
193 l i n e 2 . s e t da t a ( [ ] , [ ] )
194 l i n e 3 . s e t da t a ( [ ] , [ ] )
195 l i n e 4 . s e t da t a ( [ ] , [ ] )
196 return l i n e1 , l i n e2 , l i n e3 , l i n e 4
197 def animate ( i ) :
198 x1 = np . arange (−0.5∗ ep s i l o n [DF∗ i ]−0.5 , 0 .5∗ ep s i l o n [DF∗ i ]+0 .5 , dx )
199 x2 = np . arange (−0.25∗ ep s i l o n [DF∗ i ]−0.25 , 0 .25∗ ep s i l o n [DF∗ i ]+0 .25 , dx )
200 x3 = np . arange (− .5 , . 5 , dx )
201 x4 = np . arange (− .25 , . 2 5 , dx )
202 y1 = np . z e r o s ( x1 . shape )
203 y2 = np . z e r o s ( x2 . shape ) + .1
204 y3 = np . z e r o s ( x3 . shape ) − 0 .4
205 y4 = np . z e r o s ( x4 . shape ) − 0 .3
206 i f c [DF∗ i ] == 2 :
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207 l i n e 2 . s e t c ( ” red ” )
208 else :
209 l i n e 2 . s e t c ( ” blue ” )
210
211 i f uc [DF∗ i ] == 2 :
212 l i n e 4 . s e t c ( ” red ” )
213 else :
214 l i n e 4 . s e t c ( ” blue ” )
215 l i n e 1 . s e t da t a ( x1 , y1 )
216 l i n e 2 . s e t da t a ( x2 , y2 )
217 l i n e 3 . s e t da t a ( x3 , y3 )
218 l i n e 4 . s e t da t a ( x4 , y4 )
219 return l i n e1 , l i n e2 , l i n e3 , l i n e 4
220 anim = animation . FuncAnimation ( f i g , animate , i n i t f u n c=in i t , frames=nFrames ,
i n t e r v a l =50, b l i t=True , r epeat=False )
221 p l t . show ( )
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Appendix C
Stretched cardiomyocyte data
analysis
Here, we provide the postprocessing libraries for converting a set of substrate events and oscillator
events to phase space and studying their interaction. A sample script is provided in sampleExper-
iment.py, which calls instances of experimentLib.py to define an experiment, consisting of a set of
measurements, each of which is an instance of the class measurementLib.py
125
C.1 sampleExperiment.py
1
2 import numpy as np
3 import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
4 import experimentLib
5 import matp lo t l i b
6
7 # Data ex t r a c t ed from s t r e t c h sample 3 , experiment conducted 20160516
8 exper imentTi t l e = ’ 20160516 sub s t r a t e 3 ’
9
10 t i t l e = [ ’ sample3 21min 0v ’ , ’ sample3 30min 1 3v ’ ]
11
12 dt = 1/200.0
13 maxStrain = .13
14 ce l lNa tu ra lFr eq = 0.429
15
16 #######################################
17 useAva i lab l eSubst rateEvents = 1 # Set to uni ty to use ∗data ∗ f o r sub s t ra t e , as
opposed to measured frequency
18
19 nCycles = 5
20 nominalSubPeriod = dt / nCycles ∗ np . array ( [ 0 , 0 , 0 , (2228−182) , (2061−216) ,
(1586−95) , (1561−79) , (1429−70) , (1510−153) , (1300−119) , (1297−122) , 0 ] )
21 nominalSubFreq = np . z e r o s l i k e ( nominalSubPeriod )
22 for i in range (0 , nominalSubPeriod . shape [ 0 ] ) :
23 i f nominalSubPeriod [ i ] == 0 :
24 nominalSubFreq [ i ] = 0
25 else :
26 nominalSubFreq [ i ] = 1/ nominalSubPeriod [ i ]
27
28 #################################################
29 ##################################################
30 # Contract ions ( reac t i on time frame @ 25 fp s p layback )
31 react ionTime = dt ∗ 5
32 c3 21min 0v = dt ∗ np . array ( [ 6 8 , 493 , 922 , 1350 , 1782 , 2228 , 2673 , 3112 , 3541 ] )
33 c3 30min 1 3v = dt ∗ np . array ( [ 7 4 , 499 , 909 , 1304 , 1636 , 2026 , 2522 , 2850 , 3263 ,
3776 ] )
34
35 #################################################
36 #################################################
37
38 s3 21min 0v = dt ∗ np . array ( [ ] )
39 s3 30min 1 3v = dt ∗ np . array ( [ 1 8 7 , 592 , 1000 , 1407 , 1823 , 2230 , 2641 , 3050 , 3456 ,
3866 ] ) + 73 ∗ dt
40
41 #################################################
42 #################################################
43
44 vo l tage = np . array ( [ 0 , 1 . 3 ] )
45 startTime = np . array ( [ 2 1 , 3 0 ] )
46 c e l lEven t s = [ c3 21min 0v , c3 30min 1 3v ]
47 subEvents = [ s3 21min 0v , s3 30min 1 3v ]
48 subEventTimeShift = np . z e r o s l i k e ( vo l tage )
49
50 #################################################
51 #################################################
52
53 params = { ’ c e l lEven t s ’ : c e l lEvent s , ’ subEvents ’ : subEvents , ’ vo l t age ’ : vo l tage , ’
startTime ’ : startTime , ’ dt ’ : dt , ’ u seAva i l ab l eSubst rateEvents ’ :
useAva i lab leSubstrateEvents , ’ nominalSubFreq ’ : nominalSubFreq , ’ react ionTime ’ :
reactionTime , ’ subEventTimeShift ’ : subEventTimeShift , ’ maxStrain ’ : maxStrain , ’
c e l lNa tu ra lF r eq ’ : c e l lNatura lFreq , ’ t i t l e ’ : t i t l e , ’ exper imentTi t l e ’ :
exper imentTi t l e }
54
55
56 s1 = experimentLib . experiment ( params )
57
58 u0 = s3 . genUnstretchedMeasurement (0 )
59 m1 = s3 . genStretchedMeasurement (1 )
60
61 ####################################################
62
63 i f 1 : # To p l o t
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64 ####################################################
65 # Plot his tograms of s u b s t r a t e phase :
66 measurementList = [m1, m1]
67 nRows = 2
68 nColumns = 1
69 f i g s i z e = (12 ,6 )
70 top=0.93
71 bottom=0.12
72 l e f t =0.07
73 r i gh t =0.92
74 hspace=0.32
75 wspace=0.22
76 h i s t maxProbab i l i t y = 1
77
78 s1 . p lotSubstratePhaseHistograms ( measurementList , nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e , top ,
bottom , l e f t , r i ght , hspace , wspace , h i s t maxProbab i l i t y )
79
80 ####################################################
81 # Plot histogram of s t r e t c h ed taus :
82 measurementList = [m1, m1]
83 nRows = 2
84 nColumns = 1
85 f i g s i z e = (12 ,6 )
86 top=0.93
87 bottom=0.12
88 l e f t =0.07
89 r i gh t =0.92
90 hspace=0.32
91 wspace=0.22
92 h i s t maxProbab i l i t y = 1 .1
93 nBins = 16
94
95 s1 . stretchedTauHistogram (measurementList , nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e , top , bottom
, l e f t , r i ght , hspace , wspace , h i s t maxProbab i l i ty , nBins )
96
97 #####################################################
98 # Plot histogram of uns t re t ched taus :
99
100 uns t r e t chedL i s t = [ u0 , u0 ]
101 nRows = 2
102 nColumns = 1
103 f i g s i z e = (12 , 6)
104 top = 0.87
105 bottom = 0.19
106 l e f t =0.1
107 r i gh t =0.92
108 hspace=0.32
109 wspace=0.22
110 nBins = 16
111 h i s t maxProbab i l i t y = 1 .1
112
113 s1 . unstretchedTauHistogram ( uns t r e t chedL i s t , nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e , top ,
bottom , l e f t , r i ght , hspace , wspace , h i s t maxProbab i l i ty , nBins )
114
115
116 ########################################################
117 # Frequency p l o t :
118
119 f i g s i z e = ( 4 . 5 , 4 . 5 )
120 top = 0.95
121 l e f t = 0 .18
122 r i gh t = 0.95
123 bottom = 0.1
124
125 s1 . p lotFrequencyErrorbars ( f i g s i z e , top , bottom , l e f t , r i ght , hspace , wspace )
126
127 #########################################################
128 # Plot r e l a t i v e phase :
129
130 s1 . p lo tRe la t ivePhase ( f i g s i z e , top=0.9 , bottom=0.11 , l e f t =0.15 , r i g h t =0.95)
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C.2 experimentLib.py
1 import numpy as np
2 import pdb
3 import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
4 import matp lo t l i b . patches as patches
5 import measurementLib2 as measurementLib
6 from matp lo t l i b . t i c k e r import FormatStrFormatter
7
8 class experiment ( object ) :
9 def i n i t ( s e l f , params ) :
10 s e l f . c e l lEven t s = params [ ’ c e l lEven t s ’ ]
11 s e l f . subEvents = params [ ’ subEvents ’ ]
12 s e l f . vo l t age = params [ ’ vo l t age ’ ]
13 s e l f . startTime = params [ ’ startTime ’ ]
14 s e l f . dt = params [ ’ dt ’ ]
15 s e l f . u seAva i l ab l eSubst rateEvents = params [ ’ useAva i lab l eSubst rateEvents ’ ]
16 s e l f . nominalSubFreq = params [ ’ nominalSubFreq ’ ]
17 s e l f . react ionTime = params [ ’ react ionTime ’ ]
18 s e l f . subEventTimeShift = params [ ’ subEventTimeShift ’ ]
19 s e l f . maxStrain = params [ ’ maxStrain ’ ]
20 s e l f . c e l lNa tu ra lF r eq = params [ ’ c e l lNatu ra lF r eq ’ ]
21 s e l f . t i t l e = params [ ’ t i t l e ’ ]
22 s e l f . exper imentTi t l e = params [ ’ exper imentTi t l e ’ ]
23 s e l f . n = len ( s e l f . t i t l e )
24 s e l f . subtractReact ionTime ( )
25 s e l f . s h i f t Subs t r a t eEven t s ( )
26 s e l f . computeCellFreq ( )
27 s e l f . computeSubFreq ( )
28 s e l f . computeDelta ( )
29
30 #############################################
31
32 def genStretchedMeasurement ( s e l f , i ) :
33 return measurementLib . stretchedMeasurement ( s e l f . c e l lEven t s [ i ] , s e l f .
c e l l F r e q [ i ] , s e l f . c e l lNatura lFreq , s e l f . dt , s e l f . startTime [ i ] , s e l f .
t i t l e [ i ] , s e l f . subEvents [ i ] , s e l f . subFreq [ i ] , s e l f . Delta [ i ] )
34
35 #############################################
36
37 def genUnstretchedMeasurement ( s e l f , i ) :
38 return measurementLib . unstretchedMeasurement ( s e l f . c e l lEven t s [ i ] , s e l f .
c e l l F r e q [ i ] , s e l f . c e l lNatura lFreq , s e l f . dt , s e l f . startTime [ i ] , s e l f .
t i t l e [ i ] )
39
40 #############################################
41
42 def computeCellFreq ( s e l f ) :
43 s e l f . c e l l P e r i o d s = [ ]
44 s e l f . c e l l F r e q = np . z e r o s ( s e l f . n )
45 s e l f . c e l l S t d = np . z e r o s l i k e ( s e l f . c e l l F r e q )
46
47 for i in range (0 , s e l f . n ) :
48 s e l f . c e l l P e r i o d s . append (np . d i f f ( s e l f . c e l lEven t s [ i ] ) )
49 s e l f . c e l l F r e q [ i ] = 1/np .mean( s e l f . c e l l P e r i o d s [ i ] )
50 s e l f . c e l l S t d [ i ] = np . std (1/ s e l f . c e l l P e r i o d s [ i ] )
51
52 #############################################
53
54 def computeSubFreq ( s e l f ) :
55 s e l f . subFreq = s e l f . nominalSubFreq
56 i f s e l f . u seAva i l ab l eSubst rateEvents == 1 :
57 s e l f . subPer iods = [ ]
58 for i in range (0 , s e l f . n ) :
59 s e l f . subPer iods . append (np . d i f f ( s e l f . subEvents [ i ] ) )
60 i f s e l f . subPer iods [ i ] . s i z e != 0 :
61 s e l f . subFreq [ i ] = 1/np .mean( s e l f . subPer iods [ i ] )
62
63 #############################################
64
65 def computeDelta ( s e l f ) :
66 s e l f . Delta = np . z e r o s ( s e l f . n )
67 for i in range (0 , s e l f . n ) :
68 i f s e l f . subFreq [ i ] !=0:
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69 s e l f . Delta [ i ] = ( s e l f . subFreq [ i ] − s e l f . c e l lNatu ra lF r eq ) / s e l f .
c e l lNa tu ra lF r eq
70
71 ##############################################
72
73 def subtractReact ionTime ( s e l f ) :
74 for i in range (0 , s e l f . n ) :
75 s e l f . c e l lEven t s [ i ] = s e l f . c e l lEven t s [ i ] − s e l f . react ionTime
76
77 ##############################################
78
79 def sh i f t Subs t r a t eEven t s ( s e l f ) :
80 for i in range (0 , s e l f . n ) :
81 s e l f . subEvents [ i ] = s e l f . subEvents [ i ] + s e l f . subEventTimeShift [ i ]
82
83 ##############################################
84
85 def plotFrequencyErrorbars ( s e l f , f i g s i z e =(4 . 5 , 4 . 5 ) , top=0.9 , bottom=0.15 , l e f t
=0.14 , r i g h t =0.9 , hspace =0.2 , wspace=0.3) :
86
87 f i g = p l t . f i g u r e ( f i g s i z e=f i g s i z e )
88 f i g . s ubp l o t s ad j u s t ( top=top , bottom=bottom , l e f t=l e f t , r i g h t=r i gh t )
89 ax1 = f i g . add subplot (111)
90 ax1 . p l o t ( s e l f . startTime , s e l f . c e l lF r eq , ’ r .− ’ , l a b e l=’ c e l l ’ )
91 ax1 . e r r o rba r ( s e l f . startTime , s e l f . c e l lF r eq , ye r r=2∗ s e l f . c e l l S td , fmt=’ o ’ )
92 ax1 . p l o t ( s e l f . startTime , s e l f . subFreq , ’b.− ’ , l a b e l=’ sub s t r a t e ’ )
93 ax1 . s e t y l im (0 , 1 .3∗np .max( [ np .max( s e l f . c e l l F r e q ) , np .max( s e l f . subFreq ) ] ) )
94 ax1 . s e t y t i c k s (np . l i n s p a c e ( 0 , 1 . 2∗ np .max( [ np .max( s e l f . c e l l F r e q ) , np .max( s e l f .
subFreq ) ] ) , 3 ) )
95 ax1 . yax i s . s e t ma jo r f o rmat t e r ( FormatStrFormatter ( ’%.2 f ’ ) )
96 ax1 . s e t x l im ( [ np .min( s e l f . startTime )−2,np .max( s e l f . startTime ) + 2 ] )
97 ax1 . s e t x t i c k s (np . l i n s p a c e ( s e l f . startTime [ 0 ] , s e l f . startTime [ −1 ] ,4) )
98 ax1 . xax i s . s e t ma jo r f o rmat t e r ( FormatStrFormatter ( ’%2d ’ ) )
99 ax1 . s e t x l a b e l ( ’ time (min ) ’ )
100 ax1 . s e t y l a b e l ( ’ Frequency (Hz) ’ )
101 ax1 . s e t y l im ( [ 0 , 1 . 3 ∗ np .max(np .max( s e l f . subFreq ) , np .max( s e l f . c e l l F r e q ) )
] )
102 ax1 . s e t x l im ( [ np .min( s e l f . startTime ) − 2 , np .max( s e l f . startTime ) + 2 ] )
103 legend = ax1 . l egend ( l o c=’ upper l e f t ’ , shadow=True )
104 p l t . s a v e f i g ( s e l f . exper imentTi t l e + ’ Frequenc ie s . eps ’ , dpi=160 , f a c e c o l o r=’w
’ )
105 p l t . show ( )
106
107 ###############################################
108
109 def plotSubstratePhaseHistograms ( s e l f , measurementList , nRows , nColumns ,
f i g s i z e , top=0.9 , bottom=0.16 , l e f t =0.15 , r i g h t =0.9 , hspace =0.2 , wspace
=0.3 , h i s t maxProbab i l i t y =0.5) :
110 nMeasurements = len ( measurementList )
111 f i g , axs = p l t . subp lo t s (nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e=f i g s i z e , f a c e c o l o r=’w ’ ,
edgeco l o r=’k ’ )
112 f i g . s ubp l o t s ad j u s t ( top=top , bottom=bottom , l e f t=l e f t , r i g h t=r ight , hspace=
hspace , wspace=wspace )
113 axs = axs . r av e l ( )
114 t t = np . l i n s p a c e (0 ,2∗np . pi , 1000 )
115 yy = s e l f . maxStrain ∗ ( 0 . 5 − 0 .5 ∗ np . cos ( t t ) )
116 nBins = 8
117 b ins = np . l i n s p a c e (0 ,2∗np . pi , nBins+1)
118 for i in range ( nMeasurements ) :
119 h i s t , rb in s = np . histogram (2∗np . p i ∗measurementList [ i ] . subTheta [
measurementList [ i ] . c e l l I x ] , b ins=bins )
120 widths = np . d i f f ( b ins )
121 s c a l i n g = 1/measurementList [ i ] . c e l l I x . s i z e
122 h i s t = h i s t ∗ s c a l i n g
123 axs [ i ] . bar ( rb in s [ : −1 ] , h i s t , widths )
124 i f s e l f . c e l lNatu ra lF r eq == 0 :
125 print ( ”Don ’ t f o r g e t to update c e l lNa tu ra lF r eq ” )
126 axs [ i ] . s e t x l im ( [ 0 , 2∗ np . p i ] )
127 axs [ i ] . s e t x t i c k s (np . l i n s p a c e (0 ,2∗np . pi , 5 ) )
128 axs [ i ] . s e t x t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , r ”$\pi$ ” , ’ ’ , r ”2$\ pi$ ” ] , f o n t s i z e =20)
129 axs [ i ] . s e t y l im ( [ 0 , h i s t maxProbab i l i t y ] )
130 axs [ i ] . s e t y t i c k s (np . l i n s p a c e (0 , h i s t maxProbab i l i ty , 3 ) )
131 axs [ i ] . yax i s . s e t ma jo r f o rmat t e r ( FormatStrFormatter ( ’%.2 f ’ ) )
132 axs [ i ] . s e t t i t l e ( r ”$\Delta$=” + ’%.2 f ’ % measurementList [ i ] . Delta ,
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f o n t s i z e =16)
133 for t l in axs [ i ] . g e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( ) :
134 t l . s e t c o l o r ( ’b ’ )
135 t l . s e t f o n t s i z e (14)
136 ax2 = axs [ i ] . twinx ( )
137 ax2 . p l o t ( tt , yy , ’ r−− ’ )
138 ax2 . s e t y t i c k s (np . l i n s p a c e (0 , s e l f . maxStrain , 4 ) )
139 ax2 . yax i s . s e t ma jo r f o rmat t e r ( FormatStrFormatter ( ’%.2 f ’ ) )
140 for t l in ax2 . g e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( ) :
141 t l . s e t c o l o r ( ’ r ’ )
142 t l . s e t f o n t s i z e (14)
143 i f np .mod( i , nColumns )==0:
144 ax2 . s e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
145 axs [ i ] . s e t y l a b e l ( r ” $p {c}$” , c o l o r=’ blue ’ , f o n t s i z e =20)
146 e l i f np .mod( i , nColumns )==nColumns−1:
147 axs [ i ] . s e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
148 ax2 . s e t y l a b e l ( r ”$\ va r ep s i l on$ ” , c o l o r=’ red ’ , f o n t s i z e =20)
149 else :
150 axs [ i ] . s e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
151 ax2 . s e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
152
153 i f np . f l o o r ( i /nColumns )+1==nRows :
154 axs [ i ] . s e t x l a b e l ( r ”$\ ph i { sub s t r a t e }$” , f o n t s i z e =24)
155 p l t . s a v e f i g ( s e l f . exper imentTi t l e + ’ substratePhaseHistograms . eps ’ , dpi
=160 , f a c e c o l o r=’w ’ )
156 p l t . show ( )
157
158 ################################################
159
160 def stretchedTauHistogram ( s e l f , measurementList , nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e , top
=0.9 , bottom=0.16 , l e f t =0.15 , r i g h t =0.9 , hspace =0.2 , wspace=0.3 ,
h i s t maxProbab i l i ty =0.5 , nBins=16, tauMax=0) :
161 ep s i l o n = 0.02
162 nMeasurements = len ( measurementList )
163 f i g , axs = p l t . subp lo t s (nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e=f i g s i z e , f a c e c o l o r=’w ’ ,
edgeco l o r=’k ’ )
164 f i g . s ubp l o t s ad j u s t ( top=top , bottom=bottom , l e f t=l e f t , r i g h t=r ight , hspace=
hspace , wspace=wspace )
165 axs = axs . r av e l ( )
166 i f tauMax == 0 :
167 for i in range ( nMeasurements ) :
168 i f np .max(np . d i f f ( measurementList [ i ] . c e l lEven t s ) ) > tauMax :
169 tauMax = np .max(np . d i f f ( measurementList [ i ] . c e l lEven t s ) )
170 e l i f 1/measurementList [ i ] . subFreq > tauMax :
171 tauMax = 1/measurementList [ i ] . subFreq
172 e l i f 1 .1/ measurementList [ i ] . c e l lNa tu ra lF r eq − 0 .1/ measurementList [ i
] . subFreq > tauMax :
173 tauMax = 1.1/ measurementList [ i ] . c e l lNa tu ra lF r eq − 0 .1/
measurementList [ i ] . subFreq
174 b ins = np . l i n s p a c e (0 , tauMax , nBins+1)
175 for i in range ( nMeasurements ) :
176 axs [ i ] . add patch (
177 patches . Rectangle (
178 (1/ measurementList [ i ] . subFreq − eps i l on , 0) , # (x , y )
179 2∗ eps i l on , # width
180 h i s t maxProbab i l i ty , # he i gh t
181 f a c e c o l o r=”cyan” ) )
182 axs [ i ] . add patch (
183 patches . Rectangle (
184 (1/ measurementList [ i ] . c e l lNatu ra lF r eq − eps i l on , 0) ,
185 2∗ eps i l on ,
186 h i s t maxProbab i l i ty ,
187 f a c e c o l o r=” red ” ) )
188 h i s t , rb in s = np . histogram (np . d i f f ( measurementList [ i ] . c e l lEven t s ) , b ins
=bins )
189 widths = np . d i f f ( b ins )
190 s c a l i n g = 1/(np . d i f f ( measurementList [ i ] . c e l lEven t s ) . s i z e )
191 h i s t = h i s t ∗ s c a l i n g
192 axs [ i ] . bar ( rb in s [ : −1 ] , h i s t , widths )
193 i f s e l f . c e l lNatu ra lF r eq == 0 :
194 print ( ”Don ’ t f o r g e t to update c e l lNa tu ra lF r eq ” )
195 axs [ i ] . s e t x l im ( [ 0 , tauMax ] )
196 axs [ i ] . s e t x t i c k s (np . l i n s p a c e (0 , tauMax , 5 ) )
197 axs [ i ] . s e t x t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , tauMax/2 , ’ ’ , tauMax ] )
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198 axs [ i ] . xax i s . s e t ma jo r f o rmat t e r ( FormatStrFormatter ( ’%.2 f ’ ) )
199 axs [ i ] . s e t y l im ( [ 0 , h i s t maxProbab i l i t y ] )
200 axs [ i ] . s e t y t i c k s (np . l i n s p a c e (0 , np .min ( [ h i s t maxProbab i l i ty , 1 ] ) , 3 ) )
201 axs [ i ] . yax i s . s e t ma jo r f o rmat t e r ( FormatStrFormatter ( ’%.2 f ’ ) )
202 axs [ i ] . s e t t i t l e ( r ”$\Delta$=” + ’%.2 f ’ % measurementList [ i ] . Delta ,
f o n t s i z e =16)
203 for t l in axs [ i ] . g e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( ) :
204 t l . s e t c o l o r ( ’b ’ )
205 i f np .mod( i , nColumns )==0:
206 axs [ i ] . s e t y l a b e l ( r ” $p {c}$” , c o l o r=’ blue ’ , f o n t s i z e =20)
207 e l i f np .mod( i , nColumns )==nColumns−1:
208 axs [ i ] . s e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
209 else :
210 axs [ i ] . s e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
211 i f np . f l o o r ( i /nColumns )+1==nRows :
212 axs [ i ] . s e t x l a b e l ( r ”$\ tau$ ( s ) ” , f o n t s i z e =16)
213 p l t . s a v e f i g ( s e l f . exper imentTi t l e + ’ stretchedTauHistograms . eps ’ , dpi=160 ,
f a c e c o l o r=’w ’ )
214 p l t . show ( )
215
216 ##########################################################
217
218 def unstretchedTauHistogram ( s e l f , measurementList , nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e ,
top=0.9 , bottom=0.16 , l e f t =0.15 , r i g h t =0.9 , hspace =0.2 , wspace=0.3 ,
h i s t maxProbab i l i ty =0.5 , nBins=16, f i l ename=0, tauMax=0) :
219 ep s i l o n = 0.02
220 nMeasurements = len ( measurementList )
221 f i g , axs = p l t . subp lo t s (nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e=f i g s i z e , f a c e c o l o r=’w ’ ,
edgeco l o r=’k ’ )
222 f i g . s ubp l o t s ad j u s t ( top=top , bottom=bottom , l e f t=l e f t , r i g h t=r ight , hspace=
hspace , wspace=wspace )
223 axs = axs . r av e l ( )
224 i f tauMax == 0 :
225 for i in range ( nMeasurements ) :
226 i f 1 .1∗np .max(np . d i f f ( measurementList [ i ] . c e l lEven t s ) ) > tauMax :
227 tauMax = 1.1∗np .max(np . d i f f ( measurementList [ i ] . c e l lEven t s ) )
228 b ins = np . l i n s p a c e (0 , tauMax , nBins+1)
229 for i in range ( nMeasurements ) :
230 axs [ i ] . add patch (
231 patches . Rectangle (
232 (1/ measurementList [ i ] . c e l lNatu ra lF r eq − eps i l on , 0) ,
233 2∗ eps i l on ,
234 h i s t maxProbab i l i ty ,
235 f a c e c o l o r=” red ” ) )
236 h i s t , rb in s = np . histogram (np . d i f f ( measurementList [ i ] . c e l lEven t s ) , b ins
=bins )
237 widths = np . d i f f ( b ins )
238 s c a l i n g = 1/(np . d i f f ( measurementList [ i ] . c e l lEven t s ) . s i z e )
239 h i s t = h i s t ∗ s c a l i n g
240 axs [ i ] . bar ( rb in s [ : −1 ] , h i s t , widths )
241 i f s e l f . c e l lNatu ra lF r eq == 0 :
242 print ( ”Don ’ t f o r g e t to update c e l lNa tu ra lF r eq ” )
243 axs [ i ] . s e t x l im ( [ 0 , tauMax ] )
244 axs [ i ] . s e t x t i c k s (np . l i n s p a c e (0 , tauMax , 5 ) )
245 axs [ i ] . s e t x t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , tauMax/2 , ’ ’ , tauMax ] )
246 axs [ i ] . xax i s . s e t ma jo r f o rmat t e r ( FormatStrFormatter ( ’%.2 f ’ ) )
247 axs [ i ] . s e t y l im ( [ 0 , h i s t maxProbab i l i t y ] )
248 axs [ i ] . s e t y t i c k s (np . l i n s p a c e (0 , np .min ( [ h i s t maxProbab i l i ty , 1 ] ) , 3 ) )
249 axs [ i ] . yax i s . s e t ma jo r f o rmat t e r ( FormatStrFormatter ( ’%.2 f ’ ) )
250 axs [ i ] . s e t t i t l e ( ”Unstretched , t=%2d min” % measurementList [ i ] .
startTime , f o n t s i z e =16)
251 for t l in axs [ i ] . g e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( ) :
252 t l . s e t c o l o r ( ’b ’ )
253 i f np .mod( i , nColumns )==0:
254 axs [ i ] . s e t y l a b e l ( r ” $p {c}$” , c o l o r=’ blue ’ , f o n t s i z e =20)
255 e l i f np .mod( i , nColumns )==nColumns−1:
256 axs [ i ] . s e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
257 else :
258 axs [ i ] . s e t y t i c k l a b e l s ( [ ] )
259 i f np . f l o o r ( i /nColumns )+1==nRows :
260 axs [ i ] . s e t x l a b e l ( r ”$\ tau$ ( s ) ” , f o n t s i z e =16)
261 i f f i l ename==0:
262 f i l ename = s e l f . exper imentTi t l e + ’ unstretchedTauHistograms . eps ’
263 p l t . s a v e f i g ( f i l ename , dpi=160 , f a c e c o l o r=’w ’ )
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264 p l t . show ( )
265
266 ##########################################################
267
268 def p lo t dTheta t o f dTheta ( s e l f , measurementList , min dTheta t , max dTheta t ,
nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e , top=0.9 , bottom=0.16 , l e f t =0.15 , r i g h t =0.9 ,
hspace =0.2 , wspace=0.3) :
269 nMeasurements = len ( measurementList )
270 f i g , axs = p l t . subp lo t s (nRows , nColumns , f i g s i z e=f i g s i z e , f a c e c o l o r=’w ’ ,
edgeco l o r=’k ’ )
271 f i g . s ubp l o t s ad j u s t ( top=top , bottom=bottom , l e f t=l e f t , r i g h t=r ight , hspace=
hspace , wspace=wspace )
272 axs = axs . r av e l ( )
273 for i in range ( nMeasurements ) :
274 axs [ i ] . p l o t ( measurementList [ i ] . dTheta t b ins , measurementList [ i ] .
dTheta t dTheta , l a b e l=” coupled ” )
275 axs [ i ] . p l o t ( measurementList [ i ] . dTheta t b ins , ( measurementList [ i ] .
c e l lNa tu ra lF r eq − measurementList [ i ] . subFreq ) ∗ np . o n e s l i k e (
measurementList [ i ] . dTheta t b ins ) , ’ r ’ , l a b e l=”uncoupled” )
276 axs [ i ] . s e t x l im ( [ np .min( measurementList [ i ] . dTheta t b ins ) , np .max(
measurementList [ i ] . dTheta t b ins ) ] )
277 axs [ i ] . xax i s . s e t ma jo r f o rmat t e r ( FormatStrFormatter ( ’%.2 f ’ ) )
278 axs [ i ] . s e t y l im ( [ min dTheta t , max dTheta t ] )
279 axs [ i ] . yax i s . s e t ma jo r f o rmat t e r ( FormatStrFormatter ( ’%.2 f ’ ) )
280 axs [ i ] . s e t t i t l e ( r ”$\Delta$=%.2 f ” % measurementList [ i ] . Delta , f o n t s i z e
=16)
281 i f i ==0:
282 legend = axs [ i ] . l egend ( l o c=’ upper l e f t ’ , shadow=True )
283 i f np .mod( i , nColumns )==0:
284 axs [ i ] . s e t y l a b e l ( r ”$\ f r a c {d}{dt }(\ ph i { c e l l }−\ph i { sub }) $” )
285 i f np . f l o o r ( i /nColumns )+1==nRows :
286 axs [ i ] . s e t x l a b e l ( r ”$\ ph i { c e l l }−\ph i { sub}$” )
287 p l t . s a v e f i g ( s e l f . exper imentTi t l e + ’ dTheta t o f dTheta . eps ’ , dpi=160 ,
f a c e c o l o r=’w ’ )
288 p l t . show ( )
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C.3 measurementLib.py
1 import numpy as np
2 import pdb
3 import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
4
5 class measurement ( object ) :
6 def i n i t ( s e l f , c e l lEvent s , c e l lF r eq , ce l lNatura lFreq , dt , startTime , t i t l e ,
maxTime) :
7 s e l f . dt = dt
8 s e l f . c e l lEven t s = ce l lEven t s
9 s e l f . c e l l F r e q = c e l l F r e q
10 s e l f . c e l lNa tu ra lF r eq = ce l lNa tu ra lF r eq
11 s e l f . startTime = startTime
12 s e l f . t i t l e = t i t l e
13 # Preprocess ing :
14 s e l f . genTime (maxTime)
15 s e l f . c e l l I x = s e l f . g en Ind i c e s ( s e l f . c e l lEven t s )
16 s e l f . c e l lThe ta = s e l f . phaseGen ( s e l f . c e l l I x , s e l f . t )
17
18 ######################################################
19
20 def genTime ( s e l f , maxTime) :
21 s e l f . t = np . arange (0 , maxTime , s e l f . dt )
22
23 ######################################################
24
25 def gen Ind i c e s ( s e l f , events ) :
26 ix = np . z e r o s (np . s i z e ( events ) )
27 for i in range (0 , np . s i z e ( events ) ) :
28 ix [ i ] = int (np . argmin (np . abs ( events [ i ] − s e l f . t ) ) )
29 return i x . astype ( int )
30
31 ######################################################
32
33 def phaseGen ( s e l f , ix , t ) :
34 phase = np . z e r o s ( t . shape )
35 i xD i f f = np . d i f f ( ix , n=1, ax i s=0)
36 for i i in range (0 , i x . shape [0 ]−1) :
37 for j j in range (0 , int ( i xD i f f [ i i ] ) +1) :
38 phase [ int ( i x [ i i ] )+j j ] = f loat ( j j ) / f loat ( i xD i f f [ i i ] )
39 return phase #, i xD i f f
40
41 ##############################################################
42 ##############################################################
43 ##############################################################
44
45 class unstretchedMeasurement (measurement ) :
46 def i n i t ( s e l f , c e l lEvent s , c e l lF r eq , ce l lNatura lFreq , dt , startTime , t i t l e )
:
47 maxTime = np .max( c e l lEven t s )
48 super ( ) . i n i t ( c e l lEvent s , c e l lF r eq , ce l lNatura lFreq , dt , startTime ,
t i t l e , maxTime)
49
50 ######################################################
51
52 def r e l a t i v ePha s e ( s e l f , subTheta , subIx ) :
53 i f subTheta . s i z e > s e l f . c e l lThe ta . s i z e :
54 subTheta = subTheta [ 0 : s e l f . c e l lThe ta . s i z e ]
55 e l i f subTheta . s i z e < s e l f . c e l lThe ta . s i z e :
56 s e l f . c e l lThe ta = s e l f . c e l lThe ta [ 0 : subTheta . s i z e ]
57 dTheta = np .mod( s e l f . c e l lThe ta − subTheta , 1)
58 minIndex = int (np .max( [ np .min( s e l f . c e l l I x ) , np .min( subIx ) ] ) )
59 maxIndex = int (np .min ( [ np .max( s e l f . c e l l I x ) , np .max( subIx ) ] ) )
60 dTheta2 = dTheta [ minIndex : maxIndex ]
61 t2 = s e l f . t [ minIndex : maxIndex ]
62 return t2 , dTheta2
63
64 ############################################################
65 ############################################################
66 ############################################################
67
68 class stretchedMeasurement (measurement ) :
69 def i n i t ( s e l f , c e l lEvent s , c e l lF r eq , ce l lNatura lFreq , dt , startTime , t i t l e ,
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subEvents , subFreq , Delta ) :
70 maxTime = np .max( [ np .max( c e l lEven t s ) , np .max( subEvents ) ] )
71 super ( ) . i n i t ( c e l lEvent s , c e l lF r eq , ce l lNatura lFreq , dt , startTime ,
t i t l e , maxTime)
72 s e l f . subEvents = subEvents
73 s e l f . subFreq = subFreq
74 s e l f . Delta = Delta
75 s e l f . subIx = s e l f . g en Ind i c e s ( s e l f . subEvents )
76 s e l f . subTheta = s e l f . phaseGen ( s e l f . subIx , s e l f . t )
77 s e l f . r e l a t i v ePha s e ( )
78
79 #####################################################
80
81 def r e l a t i v ePha s e ( s e l f ) :
82 s e l f . dTheta = np .mod( s e l f . c e l lThe ta − s e l f . subTheta , 1)
83 s e l f . minIndex = int (np .max( [ np .min( s e l f . c e l l I x ) , np .min( s e l f . subIx ) ] ) )
84 s e l f . maxIndex = int (np .min ( [ np .max( s e l f . c e l l I x ) , np .max( s e l f . subIx ) ] ) )
85 s e l f . dTheta = s e l f . dTheta [ s e l f . minIndex : s e l f . maxIndex ]
86 s e l f . t2 = s e l f . t [ s e l f . minIndex : s e l f . maxIndex ]
87 s e l f . dTheta t = s e l f . r e l a t i v ePha s eVe l o c i t y ( s e l f . dTheta , s e l f . dt )
88 s e l f . dTheta t b ins , s e l f . dTheta t dTheta = s e l f .
genRelat ivePhaseVe loc i tyVsRelat ivePhase ( s e l f . dTheta , s e l f . dTheta t )
89
90 #####################################################
91
92 def r e l a t i v ePha s eVe l o c i t y ( s e l f , dTheta , dt ) :
93 dTheta t = np . d i f f ( dTheta ) / dt
94 for i in range (0 , dTheta t . s i z e ) :
95 i f dTheta t [ i ] ∗ dt > 0 . 5 :
96 dTheta t [ i ] = ( dTheta [ i +1] − dTheta [ i ] − 1) / dt
97 e l i f dTheta t [ i ] ∗ dt < −0.5:
98 dTheta t [ i ] = ( dTheta [ i +1] − dTheta [ i ] + 1) / dt
99 return dTheta t
100
101 #######################################################
102
103 def genRelat ivePhaseVe loc i tyVsRelat ivePhase ( s e l f , dTheta , dTheta t , nBins=100) :
104 dTheta = dTheta [ : −1 ]
105 b ins = np . l i n s p a c e (np .min( dTheta ) , np .max( dTheta ) , nBins+1)
106 dTheta t accum = [ ]
107 for i in range (0 , nBins ) :
108 dTheta t accum . append ( [ ] )
109 for i in range (0 , nBins ) :
110 s e t1 = np . z e r o s l i k e ( dTheta )
111 s e t2 = np . z e r o s l i k e ( dTheta )
112 s e t1 [ np . where ( dTheta>bins [ i ] ) ] = 1
113 s e t2 [ np . where ( dTheta<=bins [ i +1]) ] = 1
114 dTheta t accum [ i ] = dTheta t [ np . where ( s e t1 ∗ s e t2==1) [ 0 ] ]
115 dTheta t dTheta = np . z e r o s ( len ( dTheta t accum ) )
116 for i in range (0 , len ( dTheta t accum ) ) :
117 i f len ( dTheta t accum [ i ] ) == 0 :
118 dTheta t dTheta [ i ] = np . nan
119 else :
120 dTheta t dTheta [ i ] = np .mean( dTheta t accum [ i ] )
121 dTheta t b ins = bins [0 : −1 ]
122 dTheta t b ins = np . d e l e t e ( dTheta t b ins , np . where (np . i snan ( dTheta t dTheta )
) )
123 dTheta t dTheta = np . d e l e t e ( dTheta t dTheta , np . where (np . i snan (
dTheta t dTheta ) ) )
124 return dTheta t bins , dTheta t dTheta
125
126 #######################################################
127
128 def p lotRe la t ivePhaseVe loc i tyVsRe lat ivePhase ( s e l f ) :
129 s e l f . dTheta t b ins , s e l f . dTheta t dTheta = s e l f .
genRelat ivePhaseVe loc i tyVsRelat ivePhase ( s e l f . dTheta , s e l f . dTheta t )
130 p l t . p l o t ( s e l f . dTheta t b ins , s e l f . dTheta t dTheta )
131 p l t . show ( )
132
133 #####################################################
134
135 def h i s t subst ratePhasesOnContract ion ( s e l f ) :
136 n , bins , patches = p l t . h i s t ( s e l f . subTheta [ s e l f . c e l l I x ] )
137 return n , bins , patches
134
138
139 #####################################################
140
141 def p lo tRe la t ivePhase ( s e l f , f i g s i z e =(4 . 5 , 4 . 5 ) , top=0.9 , bottom=0.14 , l e f t =0.14 ,
r i g h t =0.93) :
142 f i g = p l t . f i g u r e ( f i g s i z e = f i g s i z e )
143 f i g . s ubp l o t s ad j u s t ( top=top , bottom=bottom , l e f t=l e f t , r i g h t=r i gh t )
144 ax1 = f i g . add subplot (111)
145 ax1 . p l o t ( s e l f . t2 , s e l f . dTheta )#, t2 , dtheta2 , t3 , dtheta3 , t4 , d the ta4 )
146 ax1 . s e t y l im ( [ 0 , 1 ] )
147 ax1 . s e t y t i c k s (np . l i n s p a c e (0 , 1 , 3 ) )
148 ax1 . s e t y l a b e l ( r ”$\ ph i { c e l l } − \ ph i { sub}$” , f o n t s i z e =16)
149 ax1 . s e t x l a b e l ( ” t ( s ec ) ” )
150 ax1 . s e t t i t l e ( r ”$\Delta$=” + ’%.2 f ’ % s e l f . Delta , f o n t s i z e =16)
151 p l t . s a v e f i g ( s e l f . t i t l e + ’ r e l a t i v ePha s e . eps ’ , dpi=160 , f a c e c o l o r=’w ’ )
152 p l t . show ( )
135
